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Executive Summary
During 2009, Sun released the Jav a Card 3.0 specifications, defining
v arious aspects of the Jav a Card platform, w hich is capable of hosting
multiple applications on smart cards and USB tokens. This release
introduced sev eral improv ements ov er its predecessors, in w hat w as
called the Classic Edition. Howev er the more innov ativ e aspect w as the
introduction of a new separate set of specifications, named the
Connected Edition, w hich presented a new Virtual Machine and new
Runtime Env ironment intended to be used w ith high end smart cards and
USB tokens, typically including 32 bit microprocessors, full USB 2.0
communications support, and a minimum of 24Kb RAM, 256Kb ROM and
128K EEPROM.
The Jav a Card Connected Edition specifications make it possible for a
dev ice to handle multiple concurrent communications, and introduced
support for w eb applications and extended applets w ith adv anced
capabilities such as dynamic class loading, multithreading, interapplication

synchronous

and

adv anced

intra-application

asynchronous

communication

communication
using

the

and

Generic

Connection Framew ork.
All these features and the fact that the Connected Edition dev ices are
typically connected to a netw ork for prolonged period of time increase
the attack surface of the smart card applications. This report analyses the
v ulnerabilities and attack possibilities introduced w ith these adv anced
features. Some of the attacks, specifically the ones related to w eb
applications and multithreading, w ere simulated on the Jav a Card
simulator.

v

The increasingly complex smart cards, the applications that they host, and
the systems that they make part of, require measures for strengthening the
existing security models used in the ‛classic’ smart card env ironments to
protect the additional resources and counteract the new v ulnerabilities
introduced. The new security features introduced in the JCRE at the
v arious layers of the smart card architecture are discussed in this research,
together w ith other necessary countermeasures that should be
considered in risk management framew orks of Connected Jav a Card
applications.

vi

1. Introduction
I t is quite common these days to be carrying one or more Credit or
Debit Cards w ith a chip, commonly know n as chip-and-pin, perhaps
side by side a contactless travel card and a mobile phone including a
SI M card (Subscriber I dentity Module). All of these dev ices and others
such as access/identity cards, health cards and Pay-TV cards that
include an embedded integrated circuit chip (I CC) are know n as
smart cards. These dev ices typically host a microcontroller and
internal memory to securely store keys and other information in a
tamper-resistant security system, protecting the confidentiality and
integrity of sensitiv e data. The microcontroller offers a secure
computing env ironment for the execution of algorithms to carry out
on-card functions, typically prov iding security serv ices such as
encryption, integrity and authentication.
The smart card technology has been progressing at a fast pace, and
cards w ith 32-bit processor, tens of Kbytes RAM and hundreds of
Kbytes EEPROM/Flash memory (e.g. ST33F1M in prev iew state by ST
Microelectronics with ARM SC300 32-bit processor, 30 Kbytes User RAM
and 1280 Kbytes User Flash memory [1]).
Sun (acquired by Oracle during 2009/2010) hav e been in the smart
card market for ov er a decade w ith the Java Card technology, w hich
is a secure, portable, platform-independent and multi-application
platform based on the Jav a object oriented programming language
for smart cards and other memory constrained dev ices. The v ersion 3
of the Jav a Card specifications [2] w as released in March 2008 and
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introduced a completely new architecture compared to the prev ious
v ersions. The specification became av ailable in tw o separate yet
coherent editions, both of w hich are backw ard compatible w ith
existing applications and share key security features. The Classic
Edition is an ev olution of the predecessors w ith sev eral incremental
changes to ensure alignment w ith smart card and security standards.
The

Connected Edition

introduced a significantly enhanced

execution env ironment and a new v irtual machine. I t includes new
netw ork-oriented features, support for w eb applications w ith new
Serv let API s, multithreading and support for applets w ith extended
and adv anced capabilities.
These new features increase the applicability of the smart card, and
Oracle is marketing Jav a Card 3 Connected Edition as being used in
a netw orked env ironment, for example integrating the dev ice as a
netw ork node into the local netw ork prov iding security serv ices [3].
They also prov ide sample applications including features such as
discov ering serv ices on other cards on the same local netw ork,
performing secure card-to-card transactions and administering card
through a w eb interface, taking adv antage of the fast USB interface.
This research examines the new features from a security perspectiv e,
and analyses the v ulnerabilities that they introduce and the possible
controls that are required w ith such innov ativ e smart card
applications. Security is an important aspect in the smart card
env ironment since the dev ices are typically used to offer security
serv ices such as the protection of the integrity and confidentiality of
the contents stored in their memory and the correct execution of
softw are on the card processor. The attack surface of Jav a Card
Connect Edition smart card applications is increased since they are
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typically netw orked for prolonged period of time, and support
concurrent HTTP connections from multiple brow sers.

1.1

Scope

This research is focused on Jav a Card 3 Connected Edition features,
w ith the main focus being placed on w eb applications and
multithreading. At the start of the project it w as decided that the
scope could be extend to include inter-application (Shareable
I nterface Objects) and netw ork communication (Generic Connection
Framew ork) if time permitted. Both of these are included in the report
together w ith other Connected Edition features that w ere discov ered
during inv estigation, specifically Dynamic Class Loading and the
Garbage Collector.
The initial section of the report introduces smart cards and describes
the Jav a Card platform. This w as extended to introduce other
competing technologies, namely MULTOS and SmartCard.NET,
together w ith a discussion of the role that GlobalPlatform organization
plays in the smart card industry.

1.2

Objectives

A number of objectiv es w ere put forw ard in the initial stages of this
MSc project, and these w ere addressed in the creation of this report
including a number of attack demonstrations dev eloped on the Jav a
Card simulator.
The first objectiv e demanded the need to acquire and demonstrate
in-depth know ledge of smart cards and Jav a Card, focusing on the
Connected Edition features

such as

Web applications

and

multithreading. This is documented in the first part of the report,
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specifically Chapter 2 w hich describes smart cards and Chapter 3
w hich summarises research on of theoretical and practical threats
and attacks related to smart cards.
The next set or objectiv es w ere to:
 Research v ulnerabilities introduced w ith the Jav a Card 3
Connected Edition features.
 Analyse if/w hich ‛traditional’ w eb application and threading
v ulnerabilities apply to Jav a Card platform.
 I mplement/demonstrate a number of these attacks on a Jav a
Card simulator. This is not applicable to hardw are attacks w hich
cannot be simulated on a softw are simulator.
 Suggest countermeasures to the v ulnerabilities discussed.
The new Jav a Card Connected Edition features are described in
Chapter 4, each including an analysis of the related attack
possibilities.

The

attacks

related

to

w eb-applications

and

multithreading w ere simulated on the Jav a Card simulator to
demonstrate their perpetration. The source code of all simulations is
prov ided in Appendix A. The suggested security controls are grouped
in Chapter 5 of this report.

1.3

Overview

The report starts off by introducing smart cards and their current usage
trends. A number of smart card operating systems and platforms,
namely MULTOS, SmartCard.Net and Jav a Card are described. An
emphasis is placed on the Jav a Card platform, detailing its
architecture and the progress it made in different specification
releases. The multitude of international standards that regulate v arious
aspects of these security dev ices are also outlined, and the security
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ev aluation and certification processes of the secure dev ices is
discussed in a section on Ev aluation Criteria. This section should place
into perspective the possible attacks on smart cards and the w ay they
might be perpetrated, both of w hich are discussed in the next
sections of the document.
Section three takes a holistic v iew on the different types of theoretical
and practical attacks that smart cards can be susceptible to. An
ov erv iew of the taxonomies of such attacks is giv en, classifying the
different techniques that attackers might use to compromise smart
card security. This research groups the attacks in physical, logical and
combined attacks, w ith each part including the different attack
techniques and possible countermeasures that can be put in place to
counteract them.
The new features introduced in Jav a Card 3 specifications, especially
the Connected Edition ones, are detailed in chapter four. The focus is
placed on dynamic class loading, multithreading, w eb applications,
high

speed

interfaces

and

communication,

inter-application

communication and the garbage collector. The threats related w ith
each of these feature are discussed, explaining the possible attacks
and their perpetration in a smart card env ironment. Research related
to each threat is also outlined w here av ailable and a number of
attacks, especially ones related to threading and w eb applications,
are demonstrated on the Jav a Card simulator. The source code of the
simulations is prov ided in Appendix A.
The last sections groups the possible countermeasures that can used
to counteract the v ulnerabilities introduced w ith the Jav a Card 3
Connected Edition innov ativ e features. The enhancements of the
security models prov ided by the Jav a Card platform at v irtual
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machine, application lev el and communication layers are outlined.
This is follow ed by a discussion on the responsibilities required by
application dev elopers and testers in using the security features
prov ided by Jav a Card w hile dev eloping multithreaded extended
applets and w eb applications. These countermeasures should form
part of the Risk Management exercise performed on the application
and the env ironment that the smart card w ill be part of.
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2. Smart cards
This section introduces smart cards and the multitude of international
standards that regulate v arious aspects of these security dev ices.
Typical applications of smart cards are thereafter outlined. This should
place into perspectiv e the possible attacks on smart cards and the
w ay they might be perpetrated, both of w hich are discussed in the
next sections of the document.
A brief history of Smart Card Platforms and Operating Systems is giv en,
focusing on the Jav a Card platform. The architecture and features of
Jav a Card 3 Specification are outlined, prov iding the basis for
discussions on v ulnerabilities that might be introduced.

2.1

What are smart cards

Smart cards are pocket-sized dev ices that include an embedded
integrated circuit chip (I CC) w hich typically hosts a microcontroller
w ith internal memory and secured storage.
Smart cards store information safely in a tamper-resistant security
system, protecting the confidentiality and integrity of sensitiv e data
such as keys and personal data from know n and anticipated attacks
[4]. The microcontroller offers a secure computing environment for the
execution of algorithms to carry out on-card functions, typically
prov iding security serv ices such as encryption, integrity and
authentication. Cards w ithout a microcontroller know n as memory
cards, depend on the security of the card reader for processing and
thus offer lower security services than the ones w hich perform on-card
processing [5].
The cards can include different types of memory:
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 Random Access Memory (RAM) - v olatile (non-persistent)
memory used as w orking space during a computation.
 Electrically Alterable Programmable Read Only Memory
(EEPROM) - non-v olatile memory w hich can be reprogrammed a
limited number of times (typically a minimum of 100,000 times
[6]). Such memory is used as data storage, and may host
applications loaded after card issuance.
 Read Only Memory (ROM) – non-v olatile read-only memory
programmed

during

manufacture,

typically

hosting

the

operating system and permanent data.
ROM is the least expensiv e and packs around three or four times
better than EEPROM w hich packs around ten times better than RAM ,
but w riting to RAM is around 1000 times faster than non-v olatile
memory [6]. Flash memory technology is also used, w hich is a kind of
EEPROM that does not hav e the limited w rite problem and is much
faster to w rite (updates in blocks not bit by bit). The amount of
memory and processing pow er found on smart cards v aries, and
depends on the intention of the card use. Cards offering security
serv ices such as encryption and authentication need a lot of
processing pow er but less memory, w hile cards storing information
such as health or I D cards requires more memory than processing
pow er.
Smart cards typically hav e a resident operating system (OS), w hich
prov ides a platform to hold and manage applications and security.
Smart Card operating systems are discussed in section 2.4.
A smart card reader must be used to communicate w ith a smart card.
The reader, also know n as card acceptance device (CAD), is also
used to pow er the smart card. Communication w ith a smart card is
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based on Application Protocol Data Unit (APDU) format, w hich is
specified in the I SO/OSI specification 7816-4 (discussed in section
2.2.2).
I t can be thought that smart cards only come in the form of plastic
cards, but many sources such as [5] claim that these dev ices can be
found in a v ariety of form factors, such as:
 plastic cards
 subscriber identity modules (SI Ms) like the ones used in mobile
phones
 USB-based tokens
 fobs.
Smart cards are usually categorized into contact and contactless
dev ices. Contact smart cards must be inserted into a smart card
reader to function. They hav e a contact area (of around 1 square
centimetre) comprising sev eral gold-plated contact pads, w hich w ill
become in direct contact w ith the reader. The reader provides power
to the card through these pads. All communication betw een the card
and the reader is also accomplished through these contact plates.
Contactless smart card requires only close proximity to a reader and
communicates through antennae using radio frequencies (RF). As w ith
contact card, the reader pow ers the card, but this time the pow er is
transferred through RF induction technology.
Due to the fact that smart cards can store and process data securely,
a multitude of security serv ices can be dev eloped on these dev ices.
Some examples include:
 the storing of keys and priv ate data w ith strong access controls,
 card and cardholder authentication,
 encryption serv ices and generation of encryption keys,
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 secure communication w ith the outside w orld and
 biometric matching functions.
The w ay these serv ices are utilized is outlined in section 2.3.

2.2

International Standards

There are a number of standards regulating v arious aspects of the
smart card technology. The I SO/I EC standards related to smart cards
w ill be outlined in this section.
2.2.1

Physical Characteristics

ISO/IEC 7810 Identification cards - Physical characteristics [7] specifies
the physical characteristics of identification cards including card
materials, construction, characteristics, and dimensions for a number
of card form factors.
I SO/I EC 7811 focuses on the recording techniques. Other Standards
related to specific types of card include I SO/I EC 15457 w hich applies
to Thin flexible cards.
2.2.2

I ntegrated circuit cards with contacts

ISO/IEC 7816 Identification cards - Integrated circuit cards [8] is a
multi-part standard w hich specifies v arious aspects of smart cards.
Parts 1, 2, 3, 10 and 11 include specifications related to contact cards,
w hile the others are independent of the physical interface
technology, and are relev ant to cards accessed by contacts as w ell
as close coupling and radio frequency.
Part 1: Physical characteristics of integrated circuit(s) cards w ith
contacts.
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Part 2: Dimensions and location of the contacts, also prov iding
information on the w ay to identify w hich standards define the use of
the contacts.
Part 3: Electronic signals and transmission protocols specifying the
pow er and signal structures and the information exchange betw een
an integrated circuit card and an interface device such as a terminal.
Part 4: Organization, security and commands for interchange
standardizing the communication w ith cards using Application
Protocol Data Unit (APDU) command-response pairs, data storage
and access, and applications addressing.
Part 5: Registration of application providers, defining a registration
procedure for application prov iders.
Part 6: Inter-industry data elements for interchange, describing a
number of commonly used data elements, and specifying the format
that they should be represented in.
Part 7: Inter-industry commands for Structured Card Query Language
(SCQL), defining the concept of an SCQL database and the w ay it is
accessed through an SQL-based language.
Part 8: Commands for security operations, specifying inter-industry
commands that may be used for cryptographic operations, including
cryptographic checksums for integrity serv ices, digital signatures for
authentication and non-repudiation serv ices, and encryption to
prov ide confidentiality. The choice and conditions of use of
cryptographic mechanisms may affect card exportability.
Part 9: Commands for card management, also including file
management commands, cov ering the entire life cycle of the card
from pre-issuing until card expiry and beyond.
Part 10: Electronic signals and answer to reset for synchronous cards
specifying signal rates, operating conditions, and communication w ith
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the integrated circuit(s) cards w ith synchronous transmission and an
interface dev ice such as a terminal.
Part 11: Personal verification through biometric methods, defining the
data structure and data access methods for use of the card as a
carrier of the biometric reference data and/or as the dev ice to
perform the v erification of a personal biometric (on-card matching).
Part 12: USB electrical interface and operating procedures, including
the definition of USB descriptors, and transmission of data and control.
USB interface uses four of the eight connections specified in I SO 78162. The operation conditions for USB communication are such that
cards designed for I SO 7816-3 can be used w ithout being damaged
under USB conditions and v ice v ersa.
Part 13: Commands for application management in a multiapplication environment. A card may hav e more than one
application hosted on it, each prov iding data storage and
computational serv ices. Applications hav e their ow n independent
lifecycle (but must terminate w hen the card terminates). The card
platform prov ides management of card resources and security
boundaries betw een different applications.
Part 15: Cryptographic information application, defining a common
syntax and format for the cryptographic information and mechanisms
to share w henever appropriate. Storage and use of multiple instances
of

cryptographic

algorithms are defined, prov iding platform,

application and v endor neutrality.
2.2.3

Contactless circuit cards

Contactless cards are defined in the I SO/OSI standards as dev ices
capable of achiev ing “signal exchange with and power supply to the
card without the use of galvanic elements”. Three different types of
contactless cards are specified in separate standards:
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ISO/IEC 14443 - Identification cards - Contactless integrated circuit
cards - Proximity cards [9] is a multi-part standard regulating v arious
aspects of proximity cards (PI CC) operating in v icinity of a proximity
coupling dev ice (PCD), typically in the range of 0 to 10cm.
ISO/IEC 10536 - Identification cards - Contactless integrated circuit(s)
cards [10] specifies the physical characteristics of close-coupled
cards.
ISO/IEC 15693 - Identification cards - Contactless integrated circuit(s)
cards - Vicinity cards [11] is a three-part standard regulating the
physical characteristics, the characteristics of the fields used for power
and bi-directional communications and transmission protocols v icinity
cards (VI CCs), w hich hav e longer operation range than proximity
cards.
2.2.4

Others Standards

There are v arious other standards related to Smart cards and their uses
in specific areas of industry, including but not limited to financial
industry (I SO/I EC 7813), motor v ehicle driv ers licenses (I SO/I EC 18013)
and health sector (I SO/IEC 20301 and 20302). I SO/I EC 10373 is a 6-part
standard defining test methods for smart cards.

2.3

Usages of Smart cards

Smart cards hav e been used in a number of sectors and applications.
The ability to offer multiple secure applications and secure storage
inside a single card, together w ith increase in processing pow er, is
opening w ider the applicability and use of smart cards.
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Eurosmart forecast for w orldw ide contact and contactless smart
secure dev ice shipment for 2012 is show n below (v alues in millions of
units) [12].
Telecom

5100

Financial Services

1200

Government -…
Pay TV

300
140

Transport

95

Others

90

Figure 1. Eurosmart Contact Smart cards market figures for 2012 in Millions of
Units.

Financial Services
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Government -…

160

Transport

Others

95

35

Figure 2. Eurosmart Contactless Smart cards market figures for 2012 in
Millions of Units.

2.3.1

Telecommunications

The telecommunication industry is by far the largest consumer of smart
cards used by standards such as GSM and TETRA. As Potter explains in
[13], the smart card, or Subscriber I dentity Module (SI M), contains a
priv ate key used by the netw ork to authenticate the SIM. A challengeresponse protocol is used for authentication, so that the priv ate key
nev er leav es the SI M card. I n some standards the SI M can also
authenticate the netw ork to protect against false station attacks. The
fact that the key nev er leav es the tamper-resistant smart card makes
phone cloning harder, and thus it is difficult for an attacker to
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masquerade as a legitimate phone and cause charges to be
assessed against the account holder of the legitimate phone.
Encryption keys can be generated as part of the authentication
protocol, and these are passed to the mobile phone to encrypt the
communication w ith the base station to prev ent eav esdropping of
the ov er the w ireless part of the netw ork.
This is a success story of smart cards, w hich are still a core part of the
telecom security today. Most of the attacks against these telecoms
standards exploited flaw s in the algorithms on the card, rather than
the cards themselv es. For example in 1999, the I SAAC research group
at the Univ ersity of California, Berkeley, released a paper [14]
describing w eaknesses in COMP128 authentication algorithm that
allow ed them to clone GSM phones. A number of attacks on A5
encryption algorithms w ere proposed, such as the ones by Biryukov et
al. in [15], but strictly speaking GSM encryption is performed by the
phone, and the smart card is only inv olv ed in the generation of
encryption keys for the communication session.
2.3.2

Financial

I n the banking industry and payment applications, smart cards are
used in standards like EMV [16] for the authentication of credit cards,
authentication of issuer by the card and the v erification of the card
holders, typically w ith the use of a PI N number. When compared to
magnetic stripe cards, the security serv ices prov ided by smart cards
help in the reduction of credit/debit card-present fraud. Since data
stored on smart cards is much harder to read in an unauthorized w ay
than data on magnetic stripe cards, the risk of cloning or
counterfeiting and skimming attacks (capturing data by sw iping the
card) is reduced significantly. EMV also offers the ability of executing
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off-line transactions, w hereby the smart card can do its ow n risk
management and action analysis, and can decide to reject
transaction or force it on-line.
According to Smart Card Alliance [17], contactless credit and debit
cards technology based on the I SO/I EC 14443 standard is prov iding
opportunities for the mobile telecommunications and payment
industries to incorporate Near Field Communication (NFC) technology
in handsets and enable mobile contactless payments at existing
merchants w ho accept contactless credit and debit cards.
Smart cards can also be used as electronic w allet cards that use
sev eral different approaches to store balances and prov ide a kind of
electronic cash.
I n the financial sector, smart cards w ere introduced to reduce fraud
w hich w as escalating w ith magnetic stripe cards. According to
APACS [18], the percentage of card-present fraud in face-to-face UK
retail transactions w as reduced by 51.7% and UK cash machine fraud
w as reduced by 66.6%betw een 2004 and 2008, the time in w hich EMV
w as introduced. The attacks proposed on the new smart card based
systems w ere focused on the protocols and the ov erall security system
rather than the smart cards themselv es. One example is the man-inthe-middle attack betw een the card and the card reader, described
by the team at the Univ ersity of Cambridge in their paper ‛Chip and
PIN is Broken’ [19].
2.3.3

I dentity

Around the w orld, smart cards are being used for secure identity
applications by the public and priv ate sectors, and are becoming the
preferred method for logical access. The tamper-resistant dev ice
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offers priv acy of data stored on the card and prov ides a w ay of
strongly authenticating the card-holder, especially w hen used in
conjunction w ith personal identification numbers (PI Ns) or biometric
technologies. Electronic I D cards and e-Passports are typical
examples as explained in [20], w here the dev ices contain an
embedded contactless smart card chips securely storing identity
information and a PKI -based electronic certificate to prov e the
binding betw een the biometric and the identity information stored.
Authentication w ith the use of a smart card is being used to
authenticate users to buildings and physical access, as w ell as logical
access such as w ired and w ireless netw orks. According to the Smart
Card Alliance [5], simple passw ords are being replaced w ith stronger,
multi-factor authentication systems that strengthen information
security, respond to market and regulatory conditions, and low er
support costs.
2.3.4

Other applications

Smart cards are used in a number of other applications such as
Healthcare, transportation and subscriber activ ation of programming
on Pay-TV.
The Oyster card used in London and the Octopus card in Honk Kong
are typical examples of systems making use of contactless smart
cards, w hich can hold a v ariety of tickets and other information, and
must be touched onto an electronic reader to prov ide access to
different means of transport, automatically deducting funds.
Smart health cards offer means of securely storing and processing
portable medical records and insurance eligibility data, prov iding
secure access to emergency medical information and help reducing
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healthcare fraud. This enables compliance w ith government initiatives
and mandates, and allow s the platform to implement other
applications as needed by the healthcare organization [5].

2.4

Smart cards Operating Systems and Platforms

Smart cards hav e an operating system (OS) as the layer on top of the
hardw are. This OS, also know n as Chip Operating System (COS), is the
3hardw are-specific firmw are embedded in the ROM of the smart
card, prov iding basic functionality as secure management and
access to on-card storage and serv ices like authentication and
encryption.
Smart card operating systems hav e ev olv ed significantly throughout
the years. Dev ille et al. describe in [21] fiv e generations of smart card
operating systems from monolithic to open platforms.
First Generation: card operating systems w ere monolithic and
embedded in chip by the semiconductor manufacturers for specific
client requirements. Quisquater mentions memory and credit cards in
[22] as examples of typical usages of smart cards in this generation.
Second Generation: had a more modular architecture, w ith three
logical layers - hardw are management, application lev el modules
and target application. The benefits w ere softw are reuse and shorter
time to market. Still no changes w ere possible to the OS after the card
left the factory. Typical usages w ere health care cards.
Third generation: Manufacturers w ere embedding standard platforms
(hardw are management modules and application classes) in the
chip, w hich could be further adapted by smart card manufacturers
by incorporating additional functions called filters. This customization
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could be performed ev en after the card has left the factory. Typical
usages w ere CQL (Card Query Language w ith database concepts)
as explained in [23] and SI M (Subscriber I dentity Module used in
telecoms) cards.
Fourth generation: The era of Open Platforms w as emerging, w here
softw are could be dow nloaded on card after the card has been
issued, through ready-to-load application platforms. Typically the
manufacturer w ould embed the hardw are management layer and a
v irtual machine, and the smart card manufacturers and issuers could
add an application framew ork hosting a number of applications on
the

same

card. The

v irtual

machine enabled portability of

applications, w hich could be loaded on different hardw are w ithout
any modification. Smart cards hav e become multi-application
execution platforms w ith general purpose operating systems. The
security aspect of smart cards also benefitted from this architecture,
since security modelling w ith intermediate code is usually simpler.
The progress has been characterized by the separation betw een the
operating system and applications, w hich can now be managed
independently w ith separate life-cycles.
With the increase in Smart card pow er and capabilities, new er
v ersions of operating systems and v irtual machines such as Jav a Card
are creating a new generation of card operating systems, prov iding
features such as hosting an embedded w eb serv er on the card and
concurrent processing of multiple card interfaces. This is addressing
the fact that the outside w orld is ev olv ing around distributed
computing and has entered an era of w eb serv ices.
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Currently, the predominant multi-application operating systems on the
market are MULTOS and Jav a Card [24]. Others like .NET based card
technologies hav e a smaller market share [25].

2.5

MULTOS

Multos w as the first open multi-application operating system designed
for high security applications complying w ith the strictest of security
assurance targets. As stated by CardWerk [24] and other sources, it
has been certified w ith I TSEC Lev el E6 security rating, w hich is the
highest ev aluation lev el.
The Multos specification includes the card operating system,
application programming interfaces (API s), and card application
management for loading and deleting applications [26]. The
framew ork for the loading and deletion of applications on a smart
card ensures that the manufacture, issuance and dynamic updates of
Multos smart cards in the field is entirely under the issuer’s control. Jan
Kremer explains in [27] how this is regulated by rigorous certification
processes, guaranteeing authenticity, integrity and confidentiality of
the application code and data, all of w hich is authorized by the issuer.
Multos OS I mplementations include the follow ing components:

Applications

Multiple applications are segregated and are
assigned specific static and dynamic memory
locations to av oid denial of serv ice attacks.
Application data is protected from other
applications w ith firew alls controlling execution
and memory access.
Applications can be loaded and remov ed only
w ith permission of the card issuer.
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API

Application Programming I nterface allow ing
applications from different v endors to co-exist on a
single operating system and co-reside on the same
smart card.

Virtual
Machine &
standard set of
Primitiv e
functions

The v irtual machine includes:
 Run-time env ironment for interpretation, v alidity
and access checking, and execution of
applications.
 Memory management including access
control.
 Application loading and deleting.
Cryptographic and data access functions are
examples of primitiv e functions.

MULTOS O.S.

Specific I C and
implementation.

nativ e

operating

system

Dev elopers w rite applications for MULTOS smart cards using high-lev el
languages such as C and Jav a or low -lev el assembly language. The
code is compiled to the Multos Executable Language (MEL) by the
specific compiler. I t is then loaded on to the card w ith the issuer
authorization, and is ev entually executed safely (memory access,
type checking etc.) by the v irtual machine. Applications are thus
portable to Multos Cards from different suppliers, since they are
independent of the underlying architecture [4].

2.6

Smart Card.NET

During 1999, Microsoft tried to extend the Window s environment down
into the chip card, in a product called Window s for Smart Cards
(WfSC). I n chapter 9 of ‛Smart card security and applications’ [25],
Hendry explained that WfSC w as implemented by the chip
manufacturer on chips dev eloped specially for use w ith this OS, and
w as not I SO 7816 compliant. These might hav e been some of the
reasons w hy the project failed to penetrate the market and w as
dropped in 2001.
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Microsoft then supported a new company called Hiv eMinded
dev eloping the SmartCard.NET family of smart-card related products,
later called Nectar.NET. Hiv eMinded w as later acquired by StepNexus, a holding company of the Multos technology. The aim of the
acquiring w as to combine the high security of Multos (including
application load / management) w ith the dev elopment flexibility and
integration of .NET [28].
The Hiv eMinded products allow ed smart-card applications to be
dev eloped using Microsoft Visual Studio .NET in languages such as C#
and Visual Basic. The platform includes a v irtual machine that can
execute multiple .NET compiled applications on card in an isolated
env ironment. The SmartCard.NET platform is layered in a similar w ay to
other multi-platform architectures as described in [4]:
Applications

Multiple applications can be w ritten in any
language w hich can be compiled to .NET code.

Application
Manager

When loaded on card, the applications are
isolated from each other w ith the ‛Application
Domain’ concept.

.NET VM &
The v irtual machine and nativ e libraries such as
Nativ e Libraries cryptographic and data access functions.
Vendor
specific O.S.

Specific I C and
implementation.

nativ e

operating

system

During 2002, Gemalto started the dev elopment of the Gemalto .NET
Card technology on the basis of the SmartCard.NET ideas. The
technology offers support for multi-language application .NET
programming using an appropriate subset of the .NET class libraries. I t
also enables integrating smart cards in a Microsoft .NET solution.
As explained in Gemalto’s Applet Dev elopment Guidelines [29], the
.NET Card technology includes:
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 Gemalto .NET Card, a post-issuance programmable smart card
designed to w ork w ith .NET applications
 .NET Smart Card Framework, the class libraries and managed
runtime env ironment in w hich applications execute on a .NET
card
 Tools to manage and dev elop applications for Gemalto .NET
cards.

2.7

Java Card

The Jav a Card technology defines a secure, portable, platformindependent and multi-application platform based on the Jav a
object oriented programming language for smart cards and other
memory constrained dev ices. I t abstracts the details of different chip
architectures and hardw are managers, typically based on I SO 7816
and other smart card international standards, offering a high-lev el
programming interface.
Jav a Card applications, called applets, can be loaded into different
Jav a Card dev ices w ithout the need of recompilation. They can also
be loaded, remov ed or dynamically updated after the card has been
issued, w ithout the need of issuing a new or different card.
As confirmed in a number of books [4] [25] and Jav a Card
specifications [2], smart card applications can be w ritten in a subset
of the Jav a language, inheriting all the benefits of object-oriented
programming such as code reuse and design patterns, although
dev elopment for such resource-constrained dev ices requires specific
attention as described in section 5.4. Standard Jav a dev elopment
env ironments can be used during dev elopment, significantly
facilitating application dev elopment.
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The system architecture on the Jav a Card is made up of a number of
layers:
Multiple Jav a Card applications can reside
on a single card. The applet container
Applets, Extended manages classic and extended I SO 7816
Applets and Serv lets APDU applet-base applications, w hile the
servlet container manages the lifecycle of
HTTP serv let-based w eb applications.

Java Card Runtime Environment (JCRE)

Add-on libraries prov iding serv ices or
I ndustry Add on
refinements to the security and system
Classes
models.

Jav a Card
Framew ork

Defines a set of Application Programming
I nterface (API ) classes for dev eloping Jav a
Card applications and for prov iding system
serv ices to those applications, such as
application
management,
transaction
management, I /O communication and
cryptographic functionality.

A v irtual machine (a smaller and simpler Jav a
Virtual Machine) w hich executes byte code,
prov iding the functions accessible from
outside, such as signature, log-in and
Jav a Card
applications. The JCVM controls access to all
Virtual Machine
smart card resources, such as memory and
(JCVM)
I /O and allow s applications to be securely
loaded to the card post-issuance. I t hides the
manufacturer's proprietary technology w ith a
common language and system interface.
O.S. & Nativ e
Functions

2.7.1

Specific I C and nativ e operating system
implementation.

Jav a Card Progress

The Jav a Card concept w as born in Schlumbereger Austin Texas, w ith
the primary target to bring smart card dev elopment into the
mainstream. API s w ere first introduced in 1996, after w hich Bull and
Gemplus joined Schlumberger to cofound the Jav a Card Forum,
w hich kept on increasing its list of members and partners [30]. As they
state on their w ebsite, the aim of this forum is to promote and dev elop
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Jav a as the preferred programming language for multiple-application
smart cards.
The first set of specifications w as pretty much rigid and the platform
w as not extensible. The specification only included standard classes
and API s that allow secure and chip-independent execution of Jav a
applets to run directly on a standard I SO 7816 compliant card. The
minimum requirements to run such applets w ere 512 bytes of RAM,
12Kb ROM and 4Kb EEPROM.
I n Nov ember 1997, Sun Microsystems I nc. released Jav a Card 2.0
specification, w hich evolv ed from the w ork of I ntegrity Arts (a spinoff
of Gemplus that specialized in Smart Card v irtual machines and
operating systems) in collaboration w ith the Jav a Card Forum
members. The specification contained more concrete details on both
API specifications and the Jav a Card Virtual Machine (JCVM).
How ev er, portability and interoperability of applets w as still not
addressed ev en on a source code lev el. The class file conv ersion,
dow nload process, and executable instructions w ere still in the
responsibility of the Jav a Card implementer, and the API lacked the
necessary details for a reasonably complex Jav a Card application to
be portable from one card to another [31]. Typical minimum
execution requirements suggested in the specifications w ere 512 bytes
of RAM, 16Kb ROM and 8Kb EEPROM.
Jav a Card 2.1 w as released in March 1999, and consisted of 3
specifications [2]:


The Java Card Virtual Machine (JCVM) Specification prov iding
the instruction set of the Jav a Card Virtual Machine, the
supported subset of the Jav a language, and the file formats
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used to install applets and libraries into Jav a Card technologyenabled dev ices.


The Java Card Runtime Environment (JCRE) Specification
defining the necessary behaviour of the runtime env ironment in
any implementation of the Jav a Card technology. The RE
includes the implementation of the Jav a Card Virtual Machine,
the Jav a Card API classes, and runtime support serv ices such as
the selection and de-selection of applets.



APIs for the Java Card Platform complementing the Jav a Card
RE Specification, and describing the application programming
interface of the Jav a Card technology. I t contains the class
definitions required to support the Jav a Card VM and the Jav a
Card RE.

The JCVM architecture and applet-loading format specifications in
Jav a Card 2.1, allow ed for true applet interoperability.
Version 2.2 of the specification was released June 2002, follow ed w ith
incremental updates 2.2.1 (October 2003) and 2.2.2 (March 2006). This
v ersion included additional features such as:
 support for contactless and I D cards,
 remote method inv ocation (RMI ),
 up to 4 logical channels support,
 improv ed interoperability for cards w ith multiple communication
interfaces,
 richer cryptography and security features such as AES and
elliptic curv es algorithms,
 standardized biometry support.
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2.7.2

Jav a Card 3.0

By the year 2008, smart card hardw are technology w as producing 32
bit RI SCs microprocessors w ith Gigabytes of Flash (form of EEPROM)
and a full speed USB 2.0 communications. Such configurations could
support multiple communication interfaces each capable of running
w ith independent co-resident applications on a single dev ice [32]. The
application potential w as enormous, and it w as becoming feasible to
encrypt/decrypt a real-time v ideo conference or securely run a w eb
serv er on the card.
Jav a Card 3 technology w as released March 2008 and introduced a
completely new architecture. The specification became av ailable in
tw o separate, yet coherent v ersions:
 Classic Edition, which is based on an ev olution of the Jav a Card
Platform, Version 2.2.2, introducing sev eral incremental changes
to ensure alignment w ith smart card and security standards. The
specification is still made up of 3 documents as prev ious versions,
JCVM, JCRE and API specifications.
 Connected Edition, featuring a significantly enhanced execution
env ironment and a new v irtual machine. I t includes new
netw ork-oriented features, support for w eb applications w ith
new Serv let API s, and support for applets w ith extended and
adv anced capabilities.
Both Editions are backw ard-compatible with existing applications, and
share key security features.
Version 3.0.1 w as announced March 2009, and introduced minor API
updates and clarifications.
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2.7.3

Jav a Card 3 Connected Edition

The Connected Edition specification is targeted at less resourceconstrained devices (minimum 32-bit CPU w ith 24Kb RAM, 256Kb ROM
and 128K EEPROM), w hich w ould typically hav e a high-speed fullduplex contacted physical interface, such as a USB interface, as w ell
as additional I /O interfaces such as I SO 7816-4 contact connections
and I SO 14443 contactless physical interfaces. The specification
makes it possible for a dev ice to handle multiple concurrent
communications to such interfaces.
The introduced features include support for w eb applications and
applets w ith extended and adv anced capabilities, offering the
possibility of a multitude of applications in v arious industries. For
example a dev ice supporting Jav a Card 3 can act as a secure
netw ork node, prov iding security serv ices such as resource access
control.
The specification [32] includes the follow ing documents:


Runtime Environment Specification describing the runtime
env ironment required for interoperable execution of Jav a Card
technology-based

serv lets

and

applets

w ith

extended/adv anced capabilities.


Java Servlet Specification describing the requirements for
interoperable Java Card technology-based serv let execution.



Application Programming Interface defining a set of classes
upon w hich Java Card technology-based serv lets and applets
w ith extended/adv anced capabilities can be constructed.



Virtual Machine Specification describing the new v irtual
machine for the Connected Edition of the Jav a Card Platform.
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Sample Structure of Application Modules show ing the sample
structure of the distribution format and the use and syntax of
the application descriptors.

Sun Microsystems illustrate the Connected Edition Jav a Card platform
using the follow ing diagram.

Figure 3. Architecture of Java Card Platform, Connected Edition technolog y
[32].

The right hand side column represents the Classic Edition based on
Jav a Card 2.2.x. This is still part of the Jav a Card 3 specification, kept
for backw ard compatibility as w ell as low -end hardw are.
The Connected Edition v irtual machine introduced a number of new
features, including:
 class file loading from a Jav a Archive (JAR) file (in classic edition,
loading, linking, and v erification functions are performed by the
off-card conv erter tool)
 support for on-card class file v erification assuring type safety at
runtime
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 Jav a SE language features such as generics and annotations
 support for multithreading and concurrent execution of
applications
 automatic garbage collection (GC) freeing unused temporary
session data
 framew ork for end-to-end secure connectiv ity.
The Connected-specific API s in the next layer include support for:
 concurrent interfaces and multithreading, allow ing concurrent
APDU and TCT/I P based communications
 netw orking classes from the Generic Connection Framew ork
(GCF) prov iding I P connectiv ity for faster communication and
also allow ing for card-initiated connections (not possible w ith
APDU-based I SO 7816)
 enhanced security features to

support a more complex

env ironment, including, flexible role-based and permission-based
security as w ell as end-to-end secure connections
 more Jav a programming language support and API s, such as
Collection classes, Localization and I nternationalization support
generics, annotations, autoboxing, typed enums etc.
An enhanced v ersion of the classic APDU-driv en Applet container is
prov ided, w hereby extended applet applications can make use of
the connected API s. Such applets can be truly concurrent
applications through multithreading, concurrently processing APDU
commands receiv ed ov er different I /O interfaces.
The Serv let container is a completely new feature of Jav a Card 3,
supporting a subset of the Java Servlet API Specification 2.4, prov iding
an embedded w eb serv er w ith full HTTP support. This allow s smart
cards to host w eb-based applications, interacting with off-card clients
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v ia a HTTP and HTTPS request/response protocols over TCP/I P, typically
using high speed interfaces like USB. As described in [32], the Jav a
Card platform’s Web application container manages the lifecycle of
the w eb applications, the communication serv ices required, and the
security of access to these applications and their resources.
The new features of Jav a Card 3 are detailed in chapter 4, together
w ith the new v ulnerabilities they might introduce.
2.7.4

Jav a Card Security

Jav a is w ell known as a secure programming language, and the Jav a
Card platform inherits most of the Jav a integrity and security features,
adapting them to the ‛memory-limited’ env ironment, w hile adding
other security features and serv ices w hich are only applicable to the
smart card technology.
Like Jav a, Jav a Card compilers are strongly typed, and make
extensiv e stringent error checking w hen the program is compiled. All
primitiv e types hav e a specific size and all operations are performed in
a designated order.
Byte-code v erification is performed at compile time controlling access
to all methods and v ariables. Access to methods and instance
v ariable can be defined through access modifiers, different lev els of
access controls. Class file verification is made off-card, before code is
dow nloaded into the card, after w hich the code is signed. On-card
byte-code v erification is also done at runtime in later v ersions of the
Jav a Card runtime env ironments (mandatory in Jav a Card 3).
Jav a abstracts aw ay any pointers to direct memory locations and
does not allow malicious programs snooping around inside memory.
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The card architecture and the security features of Jav a Card make it
possible for multiple applets to coexist safely on a card. This offers the
possibility of a single smart card to safely host multiple applets such as
electronic pure, authentication and health care program dev eloped
and managed by different serv ice prov iders. The Jav a Card Runtime
Env ironment (JCRE) allow s applet isolation through a firew all
mechanism w hich controls access betw een different applications on
the card, and communication can only occur in specified and
controlled w ays.
The JCRE also includes ability to execute code in a transactional
context. Such set of updates to the card state are guaranteed to
execute atomically, i.e. all updated are effected or none, to av oid
inconsistent or corrupted data on card.

2.8

GlobalPlatform

An important not-for-profit organization in the area of smart cards (the
w hole secure chip technology to be precise) is GlobalPlatform w hich
is concerned with maintaining a standardized global infrastructure for
dev elopment, deployment and management of smart cards and
smart card applications. As stated on their w ebsite [33], proposals for
specifications (and updates) are submitted by its members, w hich
currently (January 2012) number 79, ranging from chip and
technology

v endors,

payment

associations,

integrators,

telecommunications organizations and international gov ernment
agencies.
GlobalPlatform publishes

technical

specifications

and market

configurations, promoting interoperability and secure deployment
and management of smart-card applications. The specifications are
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v endor, hardw are and operating system neutral, prov iding possibility
of cross-sector partnerships and the co-existence of multiple
applications from different prov iders on a single card. The reports
cov er three main domains, namely Card, Device and Systems
specifications.
Card

Specifications

are

focused

on

the

deployment

and

management of multiple embedded applications on secure chip
technology. The Card Security requirements provide the infrastructure
for the selection of card configurations most appropriate to the
security policies set up by the Card I ssuer and Application Prov iders,
as w ell as manage the risks identified. The Card Specification [34]
stipulates the concept of security domains, w hich are priv ileged
applications each managing its ow n cryptographic keys. These
security domains prov ide the possibility of coexistence of multiple
applications w ithout v iolating the priv acy and integrity of each
Application Prov ider. Security domains are grouped in 3 different
types:
 The issuer security domain, w hich is the on-card representative of
the Card Administrator
 Application Prov iders security domain, w hich are supplementary
on-card representatives of Application Prov iders, Card I ssuer, or
their agents.
 Controlling Authorities security domains w hich enforce the
security policy on all application code loaded to the card
The specifications also review card architectures, system architectures
including security responsibilities and requirements, life cycle models
for secure dev ices, card and application management, and other
concerns

w ith smart cards and smart card applications. A

GlobalPlatform Environment (OPEN) is defined as “collection of system
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functions built upon a GlobalPlatform Registry. The GlobalPlatform
Registry is a data store required to support the various system functions
of the GlobalPlatform” [34].
The functions cater for:
 Command Dispatch and selection of application and security
domains
 Card Content Management (v erification, loading remov ing,
etc.)
 Security Management
 Secure inter-application communication
Mappings of GlobalPlatform API s in Jav a Card and MULTOS platforms
are prov ided in separate specifications. The Card Specification –
Network Framework [35], caters for the new Jav a Card™ 3
Connected Edition Runtime Env ironment features namely:
 TCP/I P communications
 Support of w eb applications similar to those found on serv ers
 Execution env ironment w ith concurrent application execution.
The Device Specifications address Card Acceptance Dev ices, and
include three sets of specifications [36]. Trusted Execution Env ironment
(TEE) Specifications tackle the security, functionality, hardw are and
softw are architectures of applications running inside a trusted
env ironment and the communication w ith applications outside the
trusted boundaries. Device Application Security Management (DASM)
specifications define w ays of safely managing and communicating
confidential data betw een multiple actors such as issuers and third
party application prov iders. GlobalPlatform Dev ice/Small Terminal
I nteroperability Platform (GDP/STI P) specifications prov ide an open
framew ork for dev ice programming independent of the prov iders,
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profiles and industries. The API s allow for interoperability betw een
logical kernels of dev ice applications.
The

Systems

Specifications

focus

on standardizing back-end

management systems and their infrastructure, from perspectiv es of
personalization,

security,

key

management,

and

application

management [37]. The Smart Card Management System (SCMS)
functional requirements describe the SCMSs requirements to be able
to manage multiple smart card applications. The Systems Profile and
Scripting Specifications specify the information required in the v arious
phases of smart cards life-cycle, together with a scripting standard for
the

creation

of

interoperable

personalization

scripts.

Other

specifications address key management across separate systems,
roles and responsibilities of the actors in multi-application smart card
env ironments, the personalization process, and communication
betw een v arious components of the systems infrastructures.

2.9

Evaluation Criteria

Smart card dev ices typically address security aspects of applications
and systems, and it is pretty natural that the smart card industry is one
of the main consumers of security ev aluation and certification
processes, being for regulatory purposes, for gaining a competitiv e
edge, or to strengthen the security aspects of the products. The
Common Criteria Recognition Arrangement (CCRA), w hich represents
the Common Criteria community, show on their w eb-site [38] that I Cs,
Smart Cards and Smart Card-Related Dev ices lead the list of certified
products (477 products certified as at January 2012) w ith more than
tw ice its nearest riv al (199 multi-function dev ices). The CCRA statistics
also show that Smart cards top the number of protection profiles when
grouped by category.
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The Common Criteria (CC) scheme permits commercial organisations
to certify the security aspects of their products [4]. The ISO/IEC 15408 Evaluation criteria for IT security set of standards [39] is an international
common criteria providing a basis for the ev aluation and certification
of security aspects of I T related products. These products and systems,
referenced as Targets Of Evaluation (TOE), could be softw are
applications, operating systems, netw ork components, smart cards
and other softw are of dev ices or specific components of them.
A number of stakeholders benefit from the ev aluation of security
properties of dev ices such as smart cards, including:
 Consumers, w hich can decide if a TOE fulfils their security needs
and can compare security features and lev els of different
products. Security requirements are defined in implementationindependent structures called Protection Profiles (PP), w hich
capture generic security needs of specific product types [40].
Systems/products

are usually designed to meet specific

Protection Profiles up front, as retrofitting usually causes problems
[4].
 Developers, w hich w ill hav e av ailable w ell defined security
requirements and claims and assurance lev els presented in
implementation-dependent constructs, termed Security Targets
(ST). A formal independent ev aluation can also expose any
unaddressed v ulnerabilities. They w ill also be granted a lev el of
certification according to recognized standards.
 Evaluators, w hich are prov ided w ith assurance measures to
gauge compliance of TOE w ith the criteria, and a v ulnerabilityfinding framew ork for the discov ery of w eaknesses.
The Common Criteria defines 7 Evaluation Assurance Levels (EALs),
ranging from EAL1 - functionally tested to EAL7 - formally veriﬁed
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design and tested. EALs can also be augmented by adding
requirements from higher lev els.
The

CC

Dev elopment

Board

releases

mandatory/guidance

supporting documents targeted at specific technologies to define
how the criteria and ev aluation methods are to be interpreted by
particular technologies. The current mandatory supporting documents
related to smart card are [41]:
 Application of Attack Potential to smart cards (v 2.7), prov iding
w ays of rating the significance of v ulnerabilities.
 Requirements to perform I ntegrated Circuit Ev aluations (v 1.0),
including examples of smartcard specific attacks.
 Composite product ev aluation for Smartcards and similar
dev ices (v 1.0), defining tasks for the different parties inv olv ed in
products made up of multiple parts.
Sun Microsystems developed a modular set of security requirements in
a number of Protection Profiles, to help w ith Common Criteria security
ev aluations of Jav a Card TOEs. These can be dow nloaded from
Oracle [42] and CCRA [43] w ebsites. Version 1.1 of the Jav a Card
Protection Profile is aligned w ith Jav a Card 2.2.2 specifications, w hile
v ersion 2.6 addresses Jav a Card specifications 2.2.x and 3.0.1. These
Protection Profiles hav e been certified by French certification bodies
to a certification lev el of CC EAL4+ and can be used to reach
certification lev els of EAL4+ and abov e for Jav a Card products [42].
The features offered by the Jav a Card platform are grouped and
addressed in a number of different protection profiles:
 The Java Card System - Closed Configuration Protection Profile
address the Jav a Card Classic Edition specifications used without
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post-issuance loading of applets. Off-card bytecode verification
is also included in the PP.
 The Java Card System – Open Configuration Protection Profile
address the Classic Edition as w ell, but w ith full capabilities,
cov ering additional threats and v ulnerabilities such as ones
relating to post-issue installation and deletion of applets.
 The 2 protection profiles abov e claim that a dedicated
Protection Profile w ill address the Java Card Platform version 3
Connected Edition. This is still not av ailable at the time of w riting
(January 2012).
The protection profiles focus on the security requirements of the Jav a
Card System, i.e. the implementation of the Jav a Card RE, the Jav a
Card VM and the Jav a Card API along w ith any supporting nativ e
libraries. The TOE type of the security target that declares conformity
to the PPs must also include the I C (hardw are), OS and any applets
and nativ e applications residing on the dev ice.
The main security goal of the Jav a Card PPs is to protect the code
and data of applications and platform from any unauthorized
disclosure, modification or execution, and the possibility of denial of
serv ice. Security features such as the bytecode v erification, firew all
(access control), card management and cryptographic/security
serv ices are all specified in the PPs to address the potential threats
listed, cov ering the w hole lifecycle of smart cards (design, testing,
dev elopment, deliv ery, etc.).
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3. Smart card Threats and Attacks
Smart card dev ices offer security serv ices such as the protection of
the integrity and confidentiality of the contents stored in their memory
and the correct execution of softw are on the card processor. Secret
information such as keys stored on the card, priv ate information such
as personal data, softw are on card and critical information about the
dev ice operation are all v ulnerable to being disclosed or modified
illegitimately. Loss of confidentiality might lead to the possibility of card
cloning, w hereby users can use serv ices on other’s account
(cardholders and serv ice prov iders). There are also the possibilities of
identity theft, gaining access to physical and logical protected areas,
etc. Data modification and code modification and injection might
lead to the illegitimate modification of data stored on card, such as
account balances. Tampering w ith applications on card or
introduction of malw are on the dev ice might lead to denial of service.
Such threats can come from a v ariety of attack forms, such as
physical

probing

or

manipulation, card malfunction due

to

env ironmental stress, and v ulnerabilities in software such as encryption
algorithms and random number generators. Security of smart cards
should be considered and managed throughout their w hole lifecycle,
from design and manufacturing until and including the destruction
process. Once the smart cards are issued, they could be subjected to
v arious hostile env ironments, and can easily come in hands of
attackers.
This section giv es an ov erview of the different types of theoretical and
practical attacks that smart cards can be susceptible to. An ov erview
of the taxonomies of such attacks is giv en, classifying the different
techniques that attackers might use to compromise smart card
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security. This is follow ed by the description of physical, logical and
combined attacks. I n each section, a list of possible countermeasures
against the attacks discussed is prov ided.

3.1

Classification of Attacks

A number of attack classifications on secure dev ices hav e been
proposed throughout the years. Kommerling et al. identified four major
attack categories in [44]:
 micro-probing techniques, accessing the chip surface directly.
 software attacks exploiting v ulnerabilities in protocols and
softw are on the dev ices.
 eavesdropping techniques, monitoring pow er consumption,
interface connections, and any other electromagnetic radiation
produced.
 fault generation techniques, placing the dev ices under
env ironmental stress.
Abraham et al. [45] identified three classes of attacks, or more
precisely attackers:
 clever outsider attacks taking advantages of existing w eaknesses
 knowledgeable insiders, hav ing understanding of the dev ices
and access to sophisticated tools
 funded organizations, capable of designing sophisticated
attacks.
They also represented a classification based on attack type, similar to
Kommerling, classifying microcircuit attacks, counterfeiting attacks
and eav esdropping attacks.
Rae et al. [46] based their taxonomy on a matrix dimensioned by the
access required by the attacker:
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 possesses the dev ice
 handles the dev ice
 approaches the dev ice
 interfaces w ith the dev ice,
and the action taken by the attacker:
 recov er a key
 defeat authentication
 av oid authentication
 deny serv ice.
Attack trees for smart card w ere also proposed, such as the one by
Zoltán Kincses in [47].
I n their Smart Card Handbook [48], Wolfgang et al. stressed the
importance of security in all of the lifecycle of smart cards, detailing
attacks and countermeasures during the dev ice:
 development (hardw are and OS), including design of sensors
and protective layers, correctness of OS source code compilers,
and dev elopment principles such as documentation, testing and
distribution of know ledge,
 manufacturing process, focusing on insider attacks, and
countermeasures such as authentication and tracking of
components,
 card use, discussing the attacks at physical and logical lev els.
Similarly, the Security IC Platform Protection Profile [49] takes a more
holistic v iew of the dev ice security. The lifecycle of a product is
detailed as follow s, and the responsible parties are outlined for each
phase:


I C Dev elopment



I C Manufacturing
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I C Packaging



Composite Product I ntegration



Personalization



Operational Usage.

This categorization of physical and logical attacks shown by Wolfgang
et al. is found in a number of other sources, such K. E. Mayes and M.
Markantonakis [4]. Recent reasearchers are also pointing out the
possible combination of hardw are and logical attacks, such as the
papers presented in the CARDI S international conferences [50] [51]
[52] and [53] w hich w ill be discussed in section 3.4.
The rest of this section outlines the different techniques used in
physical,

logical

and

combined

attacks,

together

w ith

countermeasures that might be implemented to manage such risks.

3.2

Physical Attacks

Physical attacks on smart cards include chemical remov al procedures
and techniques such as the use of lasers and ion beams, pow er
analysis, and placing the dev ice under extreme env ironmental
conditions, to tamper w ith the hardw are or gain information on the
securely stored data and algorithms.
Physical attacks are generally classified into invasive and side channel
(or

non-invasive) attacks. Some

sources group semi-invasive

separately [4] [54] [55].
3.2.1

I nvasive and fault induction attacks

These attacks, also know n as hardware attacks, use intrusiv e means
such as probing, dismantling and forcing to rev eal or modify data or
program execution on a secure dev ice.
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I nv asiv e probing can be performed w ith the use of microprobes,
w hereby thin needles (tungsten-hair) are placed in contact w ith
specific connections and bus lines to probe any secure information.
ROM can be rev ersed engineered using techniques such as reactiv e
etching to remov e layers from the chip. Probing a single bus line giv es
the attacker access to information stored in v arious memory locations.
Dev ices such as focused ion beams (FI B) and laser cutters can be
used to cut or short-circuit chip w ires altering the functioning of the
chip [44]. This technique has also been used to reconnect test-mode
fuses, allow ing the chip to w ork in test mode and leaking information
or offering unsecure features.
The behav iour of the chip can also be altered w hen the dev ice is
placed under extreme env ironment conditions, such as high and low
temperatures, intensiv e light, ionized radiation, and high frequency
rays. Techniques such as clock signal transients, pow er supply
transients, and external electrical field transients can be used to
create Glitch Attacks, w here specific memory locations can be
deliberately altered for the attacker’s benefit [44].
Careful crafting of such inv asive and semi-invasive techniques can be
combined w ith mathematical and statistical analysis to compromise
integrity and confidentiality of data on card. Attacks such as
Differential Fault Analysis (DFA) are usually targeted at specific
cryptographic algorithms. For example Biham and Shamir show ed in
[56] that by corrupting a single key bit of a DES encryption algorithm,
the complete DES key could be rev ealed w ith 200 key text blocks.
More recently, Subidh et al. applied DFA attack to AES [57] [58] [59]. A
number of such attacks are gathered and outlined in the research by
Bar-El in [55], including:
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 key retriev al using ROM and EEPROM ov erw riting,
 key retriev al using gate destruction,
 key retriev al due to memory remanence,
 key retriev al by probing single bus bits,
 rev iv ing and using the test-mode,
 differential fault attacks on DES and public key algorithms,
 glitch attacks on RSA and DES.
To protect from physical intrusions, smart card integrated circuits
include a programmable active shielding cov ering the w hole chip.
This consists of a thin parallel grid of signal lines, through w hich random
data is constantly transmitted from one side and ev aluated at the
other end, to monitor for interruptions and short-circuits. Tampering is
detected if the ev aluated output differs from the transmitted data
[60].
The chip components are also protected from v arious elements using
a number of sensors, such as infra-red, ultra-violet or visible light sensors
and filters. I nternal v oltage, glitch and temperature sensors are also
implemented to detect conditions under w hich the chip might
function incorrectly.
The timing and chip layout is usually proprietary and kept secret,
making it hard for an attacker to identify the different dev ice
components. The memories and busses on chip are also scrambled, to
make it ev en harder for the attacker to trace data flow and locations
of blocks. To add to the security, this scrambling can be created
dynamically per chip or per session using scramblers. Some chips
encrypt data w hile in memory or trav elling on the bus to make
probing attacks ev en harder.
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Softw are-based countermeasures can also be applied against fault
induction attacks and tampering. These include the addition of
‛double checking’ and redundancy in execution (for example
executing inv erse algorithm to check RSA calculations), the
introduction of checksums and randomized execution. Sere et al. [61]
suggested a number of softw are countermeasures against fault
attacks, some of w hich are specific to Jav a Card, classifying them as:
 cryptographic countermeasures specific to cryptographic
algorithms,
 applicative countermeasures taken at the application layer,
w ith the draw backs of increased application size,
 system countermeasures based on hardening the OS and v irtual
machines.
Some of these countermeasures can be implemented in hardw are as
w ell, w ith the drawback of increase in size and pow er consumption of
chips [4] [62].
3.2.2

Side-channel attacks

Non-intrusiv e attacks on smart cards are based on the analysis of
information achiev ed through cov ert channels such as pow er
consumption, timing information and electromagnetic radiation, to
rev eal information on the data or programs on a smart card chip.
The analysis of pow er consumption by the chip, w ith the use of
analog/digital conv erters or oscilloscopes, can lead to power analysis
attacks, w hich come in a number of forms.
Simple Power Analysis (SPA) attacks are based on the idea of
analysing the pow er consumption during a program execution, w ith
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the aim of gaining information about the algorithm, data or keys
being used, as explained in Chapter 9 of [4]. Kocher et al. [63] show
w ays of applying SPA to RSA implementation rev ealing differences
betw een multiplication and squaring operations, as w ell as DES
implementations to differentiate permutations from shifts. SPA might
also be used to identify timing information in other algorithms such as
access control, for example granting or denying file access
information. The information gained might be combined w ith fault
attack (explained in the 3.2.1) to achiev e access to sensitiv e files
stored on a smart card.
Differential Power Analysis (DPA) is a v ariant of SPA w hereby pow er
consumption is analysed ov er know n sets of data and subsequently
ov er some unknow n input. The difference in pow er consumption,
usually in the form of pow er consumption w av eforms, is analysed and
extrapolated statistically to rev eal information about the secret data.
As stated in [63], such analysis can also be applied ov er a number of
pow er w av eforms obtained from cryptographic function executions
using the same key, to retrieve information about the keying material.
Since it is based on statistical analysis, DPA can be used ev en if the
algorithm is not know n. A number of publications can be found
describing DPA attacks on cryptographic algorithms such as DES [63],
AES [64], block cipher S-Boxes [65], and RSA [66] [67].
Kocher et al. [63] also introduced High-Order Differential Power
Analysis (HO-DPA) in their research. This is an adv anced form of DPA,
w hereby the data collection includes signal readings from multiple
data sources, using different measuring techniques and different time
offsets.
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Pow er analysis is significantly simplified if clock speed of the chip is
reduced. Smart cards are particularly susceptible to such control since
the pow er and clock is generally supplied from external sources. This
threat is usually counteracted w ith the use of frequency monitoring
sensors.
Cryptographic algorithms can be susceptible to Timing Analysis
Attacks, w hereby the time it takes to process certain data or using
certain keys is recorded and analysed. This can prov ide v aluable
information to attackers and in some cases may lead to the retriev al
of secret keys. Kocher described the application of timing analysis to
RSA, Diffie-Hellman and DSS [68], w hile Handschuh et al. show ed such
attack being applied to RC5 block encryption algorithm in [69].
Measuring Electromagnetic Radiation of different chip components
has also been suggested for the data acquisition phase of pow er
analysis, achiev ing more localized and precise readings [70] [4]. To
achiev e useful readings, the chip surface w ould hav e to be exposed
and amplifiers w ould hav e to be used, making this attack more of a
semi-inv asiv e one, and significantly more complex than pow er
analysis attacks.
There are hardw are and softw are techniques to protect against sidechannel attacks. Hardw are solutions include the use of fast v oltage
regulators to de-correlate pow er consumption from instruction
execution, the introduction of random noise and random w ait states,
and current scrambling/stabilizing techniques. The creation of
instructions that take v ariable number of cycles, or cycles of v arying
length w as proposed by Daemen in [71]. Techniques to confine, blur,
reduce or cancel radiation hav e been employed by the chip
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manufacturers to guard against electromagnetic radiation analysis
[70].
The exclusive use of instructions with similar pow er consumption is one
of the softw are countermeasures that can be applied for sidechannel attacks. Algorithms can be designed in a w ay to be
susceptible to timing and pow er analysis attacks, by trying to balance
out the branches in a program w ith the introduction of fake
processing. The timing and pow er that a computation takes to
execute should be independent of any secret parameter. The
introduction of random delays, random ordering of execution of code
blocks/subroutines, and masking of data w ith random v alues (data
w hitening) [72] can increase the difficulty of side-channel analysis.
Chari et al. presented a scientific approach to counteract pow er
analysis attacks (SPA, DPA and HO-DPA) in [72]. They modelled power
consumption of simple dev ices, and used it together w ith a source of
randomness to create implementations of algorithms prov ably
resistant to pow er analysis attacks. The idea is based on secret sharing
schemes w here each bit of the original computation is div ided
probabilistically into shares w hich yield no information on the original
bit.
As

stated by Jacques

Fournier

in

Unit 9 of

[73], multiple

countermeasures need to be applied to make algorithms robust
against side-channel attacks. The actual countermeasures depend on
the algorithm in question, the context in w hich it w ill be used, and in
case of smart cards, it w ill also depend on the av ailable resources.
A large collection of research publications related to side-channel
attacks and countermeasures can be found in an on-line side
channel attacks database [74].
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3.3

Logical Attacks

Besides the physical attacks just outlined, targeted at the integrated
circuit, smart cards and smart card–based systems are v ulnerable to
other types of attacks. These logical attacks can be launched
throughout the w hole life cycle of a smart card, and can also be
targeted at the system or infrastructure w ithin w hich the smart card is
being used. Schneier et al. argue in [75] that different components of
a smart card system are generally controlled by different people, such
as cardholder, data ow ner, terminal, issuer and manufacturer(s). This
split of trust opens up the possibility for a number of attacks by one of
the inv olv ed parties against another.
During the design and manufacturing of smart cards, the integrity and
confidentiality of the chip design, architecture and layout should be
safeguarded. The architecture and security controls implemented
should also be documented, ev aluated and tested. As described in
‛Smart Card Handbook’, [48] this should protect against tampering
w ith

the

dev ices

during

manufacturing,

initialization

and

personalization phases. Such tampering might include the addition of
a command to dump memory, secure information or communication
data, w hich w ould then allow attackers to obtain priv ate and
symmetric keys. Note that there is also the possibility that such
commands might hav e been used for testing purposes and left
unintentionally on the card.
Countermeasures such as distribution of know ledge should be
implemented

as

protection

from

insider

threat

during

the

development and manufacturing of the dev ice, operating system
and softw are applications. Threats from social engineering attacks on
employees should also be managed w ith controls such as security-
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relating training and aw areness programs. Physical access to building
and hardw are should help protect from outsider threats during the
development stages of the card. Hardw are is also indiv idually labelled
w ith a transport code, and authentication is mandatory for each
production-related access to the chip [70].
Smart card operating systems and softw are applications are
v ulnerable to classical attacks directed at softw are residing on a
personal computer or serv er. Modern smart card operating systems
allow applications to be uploaded onto a smart card after the card
issuance. As rightly pointed out by Wolfgang et al. in [48], the
possibility to load a Trojan horse and malicious applets onto a card
thus exists, although card application management usually requires
authorization and digital signatures, and applets are executed in a
sandbox (isolated) env ironment. Bug exploits such as buffer overflows
can also be exploited, usually resulting in the alteration of flow of
execution or memory boundary. A number of attacks hav e been
proposed exploiting the lack of on-card byte code v erification of
Jav a Cards (prior to v ersion 3), opening up the possibility of loading
malicious ill-types code [76]. Bugs in the operating system or v irtual
machines hav e also been exploited to launch logical attacks such as
the Full Memory Read Attack on a Jav a Card described in [77].
Smart card softw are dev elopment should thus be based on softw are
engineering principles including thorough testing. The env ironment,
including hardw are, compilers, testing tools, etc. should also be
included in the security management program. The introduction of
features

such

as

multithreading, TCP/I P

communication and

embedded w eb serv ers on the smart card significantly increases the
complexity of the applications on smart cards and w idens the attack
surface of these secure dev ices.
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The design and choice of cryptographic algorithms, protocols and
key sizes can also lead to smart card security issues. Examples include
attacks on COMP128 and A5 algorithms used in GSM [14] [15], and
attacks on a French banking smart card [78].
During card use, there is a potential for man-in-the-middle attacks
betw een the card and the card reader. Consider for example the
follow ing form of authentication ov er such an unprotected channel:
 a user enters the PI N in a terminal,
 the terminal w ill ask the card if the PI N is correct,
 the man-in-middle w ill reply OK irrespectiv e of the v alue.
This form of attack w as performed by a team at the Univ ersity of
Cambridge [19] exploiting a w eakness in the EMV protocol, a w idely
used system for smart card payments. The man-in-the-middle attack
w ill cause the terminal to record a successful PIN verification, while the
card receives a v erification that does not specify that a PI N has been
used. Such transactions hav e been authorized ev en by the bank.
Murdoch et al. [79] also mention the YES-card replay attack against
Static Data Authentication (SDA) mechanisms. I n this protocol, the ‛not
so smart’ card is not capable of signing data dynamically, and w ould
thus send to the terminal any authentication information, pre-signed,
together w ith the necessary certificates, and a ‛YES’ reply for
cardholder authentication (e.g. PI N based). All this information can
be replayed by a fake card, since the freshness of the message is not
guaranteed. Such attacks can be detected by online transactions, or
strengthen using Dynamic Data Authentication (DDA), w hereby the
smart card w ould receiv e a random challenge, signs the challenge
and sent it back to the authenticator. This w ill protect against replay
attacks.
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Since smart cards are pow ered by external sources, they are
v ulnerable to tearing attacks, w hereby card is pow ered off during
processing. The attacker might cut off the pow er in a specific time of
the uncompleted operation, leav ing the card in an inconsistent or
inv alid state, or omitting part of the operation such as incrementing
the retry counter. One such attack is the Rollback attack mentioned in
the Gemalto Dev elopment Guidelines [29], w hereby an attacker can
pow er off the card during a transaction, causing a rollback of things
like a retry counter. Operating systems offer anti-tearing serv ices and
guarantees such as atomic updates and transactions to be used to
countermeasure anti-tearing attacks. The Gemalto report [29]
suggests an algorithm to handle sensitiv e counters under a
transaction, w hich is resistant to rollback attacks. Beckert and
Mostowski showed in [80] how a program logic for Verifying Jav a Card
had to be extended to take into account unexpected program
termination and transactions. On the same lines, Hubbers and Poll
asserted in [81] that features such as card tear and transaction
mechanisms should be taken in consideration to do program
v erification and accurately reason about the behav iour of Jav a Card
programs.
As explained in section 3.2.2, some algorithms may be susceptible to
time analysis attacks. This should be noted ev en at the operating
system and application layers. An example might be a pin or
passw ord verification algorithm w hich checks digit by digit and fails on
the first failed match. Timing analysis may leak w hich digit is incorrect,
simplifying significantly the brute force attack. Algorithms should be
implemented in a w ay not to rev eal information through time analysis
attacks. For example the time for encrypting and decrypting should
be independent from the input as outlined by Wolfgang in [70].
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3.4

Combined Software and Hardware Attacks

The idea of combining hardw are attacks with software ones has been
introduced in section 3.2.1, w hereby side-channel attacks such as
Differential Fault Analysis are crafted targeting specific cryptographic
algorithms, w ith the aim of leaking sensitiv e information. Lately, the
combination of logical and physical attacks has been studied and
applied to smart card operating systems, v irtual machines and
applications. A number of papers related to combined attacks hav e
been presented at CARDI S 2010 and 2011 conferences [53], [50], [51]
and [52]. These w ill be discussed in this section.
Barbu et al. introduced in [53] the idea of combining fault injection
w ith logical attack to defeat the Jav a Card v irtual machine. They
created a type-confusion-based attack w hereby a Jav a class (say
ClassRef), w hich includes a reference to some object, could be
casted illegitimately into a Jav a class (ClassInt), w hich includes an
attribute of type integer in place of the reference. They used pow er
analysis to locate the time that the type checking for the class cast
w as performed by the v irtual machine, and then used a laser to
ignore the exception throw n, thus bypassing the runtime dynamic
v erification. Once the cast w as illegitimately performed, the reference
in ClassRef could be altered as required through the casted
ClassInt, leading to reference forgery, w ith the possibility to access
any memory location inside the boundary imposed by the application
firew all. Gov indav ajhal and Appel [82] had also show n how a singlebit flip in the program’s data space can be exploited to create
reference forgery, circumv enting the type checking of v irtual
machines such as Jav a and .Net. They claim that they could simulate
the execution of arbitrary code w ith a probability of about 70%.
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Reference forgery can form the basis of other more complex attacks
such as code injection and alteration. This is detailed in section 4.1.
This combination of fault-injection and logical attacks has also been
applied to the Jav a Card operand stack in [50], circumv enting the
security features that such a strongly-typed language offers. Jav a
Virtual Machines are stack-based engines, w hereby program
execution is based on instructions w hich typically pop a number of
operands from the stack, ev aluate some expression w ith them, and
push the result back on the stack. The researchers managed to create
a fault attack on the operand on the stack, w hich resides at a giv en
address in RAM that only depends on the number of elements already
on the stack. The fault injection can change the operand v alue to all0, all-1 or to a v alue resulting from an incomplete w riting. An
application of this w ould be the corruption of a conditional branching
instruction, w hich w ould be altered by ‛flipping’ the v alue of a
prev iously pushed operand. Stack operand modification w as also
used to create an instance confusion attack, w here an instance of a
class that is residing outside the application boundary could be
replaced w ith another instance, thus circumv enting the application
firew all. The idea is to corrupt the object reference on the operand
stack to point to a forged instance of the same class or subclass,
w hich might for example skip any access control and alw ays returns a
successful-authentication result. The researchers claim that they had
8.74% success rate w ith this attack.
Bouffard et al. [51] also managed to combine softw are and hardware
attacks to alter the control flow of a Jav a Card execution. The idea
w as to locate the return address of the current function residing on
the stack, and modify it to execute malicious bytecode. This is a form
of the classic stack underflow attack and can be achiev ed w ith ill-
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typed code if the bytecode v erification is ev aded. With on-card
bytecode v erification, they researchers managed to alter the address
of a goto_w instruction (part of a for-loop statement) by zeroing part
of the address, redirecting the control flow to crafted malicious code.
Another paper presented in CARDI S 2010 by Vétillard and Ferrari [52],
suggested w ays of combining different attacks on smart cards to build
interesting attack paths. They claimed that using fault induction, any
Jav a card opcode in the byte-stream can be replaced by a nop
opcode, since this is represented by the v alue 00. This can lead to
skipping of instructions or introduction of instructions in cases w hen
original opcode had parameters. Combining this w ith attacks to
bypass the application firew all, it became possible to determine the
reference and the v alue of a sensitiv e key object.
The countermeasures discussed for fault attacks in section 3.2.1, such
as doubling sensitiv e operations, redundancy/randomized execution,
and the use of checksums, can be deployed to protect from such
attacks w hich all inv olv e some form of fault-injection.
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4. Java Card 3 - new features, new
threats
The Jav a Card 3 specifications [2] introduced sev eral improv ements
ov er its predecessors, in w hat w as coined as the Classic Edition. But
the innov ative aspect of this release w as a fresh set of specifications,
the Connected Edition, w hich presented a new Virtual Machine and
new Runtime Env ironment. As described in section 2.7.2, the
connected edition specifications are targeted at smart cards w ith
significant hardw are

improv ements,

typically including 32 bit

microprocessors, full USB 2.0 communications support, and a minimum
of 24Kb RAM, 256Kb ROM and 128K EEPROM . They make it possible for
a dev ice to handle multiple concurrent communications, including
HTTP and TCP/I P based communication ov er high speed netw ork
interfaces, as w ell as I SO 7816-4 contact connections and I SO 14443
contactless interfaces. Jav a Card 3 Connected Edition specifications
include support for w eb applications and applets w ith extended and
adv anced capabilities such as multithreading and high speed
communication, offering the possibility of a multitude of applications
in v arious industries.
Ov erall, three application models are supported in the Jav a Card 3
edition:
 Classic applet application model - applet-based applications in
the Classic Edition, similar to ones in prev ious v ersion using the
APDU-based scheme of communication. These applications
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comprise a single package and execute in a single threaded
env ironment.
 Extended applet application model - applets w ith more
adv anced capabilities using the APDU-based communication
and the new features introduced in the Connected Edition
specifications. They may compromise multiple packages, and
concurrently process APDU commands from different I /O
interfaces.
 Web application model - applications based on servlets that use
the HTTP protocol to support a w eb-based communication w ith
the card, also using all the new features introduced in the
Connected Edition.
The Jav a Card framew ork prov ided the ability for applications to be
loaded after card has been issued, ev en prior to the release of v ersion
3 of the specifications. This had opened the possibility for the
installation of malw are inside the dev ice. As explained in [83], a Trojan
horse might be able to leak confidential data, compromise integrity of
the card, or cause a denial of serv ice.
The fact that parties other than card manufacturers can dev elop a
multitude of smart card applications has opened the applicability of
smart cards. But producing secure applets and w eb-based smart card
applications requires the know ledge of smart card env ironment and
things like memory types, tearing and protection from timing attacks.
The new features offer even further flexibility and increased the attack
surface or Jav a Cards.
As Eric Vétillard predicted in [84], the main security challenges of Jav a
Card 3 come from the added complexity. The Virtual Machine,
Runtime Env ironment and the applications running on the card
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became more complex, and form part of complex security systems,
making it harder to manage the security aspects of systems.
This section describes the new features introduced in Jav a Card 3
Connected Edition, including abilities of dynamic class loading,
multithreaded v irtual machine and applications, w eb applications,
and high speed interfaces. The threats related w ith each feature are
discussed, explaining the possible attacks and how they can be
applied to the smart card platform. Research related to each threat is
also outlined w here av ailable. Some of the attacks especially ones
related to threading and w eb applications w ere simulated on the
Jav a Card simulator. Possible countermeasures are introduced in this
section, and grouped and detailed in the next chapter.

4.1

Dynamic class loading

Jav a Card 3 Connected Edition introduced a feature called Dynamic
Class Loading w hereby an application can load a class dynamically
at runtime using the java.lang.Class.forName method, as opposed
to explicitly imported and used in another class. This complicates the
type safety enforcement process significantly [85], and type confusion
can lead to serious security threats such as reference forgery. As
explained in section 3.4, type confusion is typically an illegal typecast,
w hereby an object of a specific class is accessed through another
type, to bypass restrictions w hich the v irtual machine might impose.
When loading classes dynamically, there is alw ays a chance that the
class being loaded includes malicious code. Such code can ev en be
in a static initializer, w hich is executed the moment the class is loaded,
w ithout the need of any object instantiation of that specific class. The
JCRE specifications [86] do not enforce firew all rules on static
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attributes and static methods, and thus public static fields and
methods are accessible from any applications. The malicious code
might also be residing in the constructor or other instance or static
methods of the class.
An example of a class being loaded dynamically is prov ided in
Appendix A.1.

Figure 4. Screenshot of Dynamic class loading Java Card simulation interface

The class being loaded increments the balance v alue during its static
initialization block (i.e. w hen loaded by the class loader), increments it
by another 10 in the constructor, and by 100 in the ov erridden method
called toString(). The screenshot abov e w as taken after the
‛Instantiate dynamic class’ and ‛Call toString()’ w ere pressed, show ing
the unexpected balance increments of 1 (in static block), 10 in
constructor and 100 in toString().
I n general, dynamic class loading can enable the introduction of
harmful code after the application has been deployed. To limit the
possibility of harmful code injection, the Jav a Card VM specification
[87] is quite restrictive on the classes that can be loaded dynamically.
As described in section 5.1.3, an application can only load dynamic
classes from its ow n jar file, and requires that the name of these
classes be defined in the application description in adv ance. Also,
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code isolation betw een applications is prov ided through a class
loader delegation hierarchy, w hich defines and enforces different
class namespaces for each loaded application code (detailed in
section 5.1.5). This mechanism limits the classes that can be shared
betw een applications - only system classes, shareable interfaces and
extension libraries are v isible to all applications. The Runtime
Specification requires that classes loaded dynamically can only be
loaded by the class loader of the calling class.
Barbu et al. show ed in [53] that the dynamic class loading feature can
be exploited to create ill-formed code injection attacks and
illegitimate modification of applications. I n the Connected Edition
specification, the java.lang.Class instances (objects) are treated
as implicitly transferable objects, and they are effectiv ely not bound
to a specific jav a context. Such transferable objects are not
protected by the application firew all. These java.lang.Class
instances hold the bytecode of the class, and the code is therefore
unprotected. Reference-forging attacks such as the one explained in
3.4 can be used to illegitimately reference and alter the Class
bytecode array regardless of the application that the class belongs
to, thus circumv enting the application firew all. Such attack w ould be
performed after the class w ould hav e been loaded and v erified by
the on-card bytecode v erifier.

4.2

Multithreading

The Jav a Card 3 Virtual Machine supports parallel execution of
processes, multithreading, in w eb application and extended applet
env ironments

and has a multithreaded runtime env ironment.

Although classic applets do not support threads, they are able to run
concurrently w ith other w eb applications and extended applets. The
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runtime

env ironment

can serv ice multiple incoming requests

concurrently (e.g. HTTP and APDU commands) and can perform
multiple executions in parallel, such as application management
tasks, using w hat are know n as RE-managed threads. The w eb
applications and extended applets can also spaw n applicationmanaged threads themselv es to perform background or concurrent
tasks. The number of threads and permission to create threads can be
restricted for security purposes [86].
The Jav a Card threading specification is a subset of the Connected
Limited Dev ice Configuration (CLDC), part of the Jav a 2 Micro Edition
platform (J2ME), w hich is used for embedded systems. Some features
hav e been pruned or simplified, to help reduce the implementation
size and eliminate dependencies on unsupported features [88].
The JCRE is responsible for sharing the av ailable processing pow er
betw een the various threads being executed in parallel. This is the job
of the thread scheduler module. When there are more runnable
threads than av ailable CPUs, the scheduler giv es each thread a
chance to run for a short time, a CPU time-slice, so that all thread w ill
progress simultaneously in their execution [89]. The task of the
scheduler is based around choosing the threads for execution on
different CPUs, and determining the length of the time-slice assigned.
This job complicates itself w ith the fact that different threads might be
assigned different priorities.
Each thread has a context associated w ith it, holding all the
necessary information required by a thread to be able to pause and
resume the computation at a later stage. This includes information
such as:
 address of the currently executing instruction
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 local v ariables and their v alues
 thread priority (from 1 to 10 in Jav a Card w ith normal = 5)
 thread’s state, w hich could be one of :
o

running and executing code

o

ready to execute, i.e. can be scheduled

o

suspended and w aiting on an external ev ent

o

terminated, i.e. finished or dead.

The thread scheduler sw itches betw een the threads in a running and
ready states. Each change is know n as a context switch, and inv olv es
interrupting the instruction pipeline, storing the context of the running
thread, clearing the CPU cache, loading the context of the next
ready thread into the registers, and making it runnable.
Ev en w ith the expense of context sw itching, multithreading can
increase efficiency in cases when one or more processes are blocked
w aiting for some other process or resource, for example netw ork
communication or user input. With multithreading, other threads can
perform their processing while some processes are blocked, leading to
better utilization of resources. Any user interaction can also be
designed to remain responsiv e during lengthy and complex
operations w ith the use of threads.
The rest of this section discusses a number of v ulnerabilities related to
multithreading, and how they apply to Jav a Card and the smart card
env ironment.
4.2.1

Multithreading Complexity

An ev ident threat introduced by multithreading comes from the
inherent complexity that concurrency brings w ith it. The analysis of
Jav a Card Virtual Machine and multithreaded applications code,
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from a security point of v iew , becomes much more difficult in a
multithreaded env ironment, as explained by Mc Graw in [85]. This
comes from the fact that multiple executions can interact and
interv ene w ith each other, for example by acting upon the same
shared data, and the sequence of executions of instructions in
different threads is nondeterministic.
Multithreading applications are more difficult to test and debug than
single threaded ones. With nondeterministic execution, different runs
of the program can potentially produce different results. The addition
of logging and debug information in the program can lead to
different ordering of interactions betw een threads, making it hard to
spot threading issues.
This complexity exists in the JCVM as w ell as the applications hosted
on the dev ice, which can also be dev eloped in a multithreaded w ay.
A number of models hav e been proposed to try and find w ays of
formally ensuring the correctness of multithreaded programs. Most of
them w ork around the idea of v erifying the atomicity of blocks of
code, i.e. for ev ery execution of the block of code in a multithreaded
env ironment there is an equiv alent serial single-threaded execution.
The tools used for such v erification include:
 type systems such as the one proposed by Flanagan and
Qadeer in [90]
 theorem proving, including Lipton's theory of reduction [91]
 dynamic analysis such as the Lockset algorithm [92]
 model checking [93].
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4.2.2

Race Conditions

Multithreading environment introduces risks of race-conditions. Chen
explains in [94] that these can occur w hen more than a single thread
is accessing shared data at the same time, and at least one of thread
is w riting to the shared data. The nondeterministic order of threads
executions might lead to unpredictable v ariable v alues, v iolating the
integrity of the data or program. The follow ing is an example of a
sequence of instructions ending up in a race condition, causing a lost
update. Tw o parallel operations involv e adding 5 and 10 respectiv ely
to a shared v ariable w hich has an initial v alue of 100. The end result
should be 115, but the update of thread 2 is ov erridden (lost) by the
update of thread 1, w ith a resulting v alue of 105.
Thread 1 – add 5 to value
Thread 2 – add 10 to value
Read shared v alue (100)
Context Switch
Read shared v alue (100)
Add 10 to it (110)
Store v alue (110)
Context Switch
Add 5 to it (105)
Store value (105)
The +10 here has been
overridden!
An implementation show ing a race condition on a Jav a Card 3
simulator can be found in Appendix A.2.

A shared v ariable called

balance is incremented in a non-thread-safe w ay and is thus
v ulnerable to a race condition.
int tmpBalance = balance;
//simulate some processing ..
try {
Thread.sleep(1000);
} catch (InterruptedException ex) { }
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//can result in a missed update
balance = tmpBalance + 1;

On the other hand, the count of the number of times the balance w as
incremented is updated in a thread-safe w ay, effectively show ing the
solution to av oid race conditions.
synchronized (this) {
incremented ++;
}

Figure 5. Screenshot of Missed Update Java Card simulation interface

The screenshot in Figure 5 show s a single missed update after the
‛Increment’ button w as pressed 3 times. Note that this example is
crafted in a naïv e w ay to make it v ery easy to simulate a race
condition (using Thread.sleep()). I n general, the likelihood w ill be
much less but present. Note that ev en a single statement such as
‛balance++’ (w hich increments a v ariable v alue) could be broken
dow n into multiple CPU instructions. I f these are not executed
atomically, there is a small likelihood of a context sw itch occurring
betw een these instructions.
These conditions can be av oided by accessing shared data and
resources atomically i.e. the block of code w ould hav e exclusive rights
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to the shared data being manipulated as explained by Wheeler in
[95]. Languages such as Jav a prov ide locking mechanisms to execute
critical sections of code in a sequential manner. An example can be
seen in the source code for the thread race condition simulation in
Appendix A.2, and is described in section 5.1.6 - Multithreading
security.
4.2.3

Time-of-check to time-of-use

Another race condition w hich might cause security concerns is know n
as time-of-check to time-of-use (TOCTTOU), w hereby a change can
occur betw een the time that a particular resource is checked, and
the time that it is used [96]. An attacker can exploit the thread context
sw itching mechanism to change the state of the resource, precisely
betw een the check and its use.
The filename redirection is a classic example of TOCTTOU attack as
explained by Bishop in [97]. The resolution of a filename is changed by
the attacker between the time a priv ileged process creates a file and
the time the process changes its ow nership or access rights. For
example if the file is linked (symbolic link) to a highly sensitiv e file after
created, the ow nership or access rights of the file could be low ered
by the priv ileged process. A similar situation can be created betw een
the check-rights, and file w rite, performed by a priv ileged process. I f
the attacker manages to create the symbolic link betw een the check
and the w rite, the priv ileged process might ov erride sensitiv e data
w ithout know ing, causing illegitimate alteration or denial of serv ice.
Similarly, in the area of databases, executing a select statement,
follow ed by ‛if-not-exists then insert’ statements can be v ulnerable to
this type of attack.
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Ev en though Jav a Card supports hierarchical file systems of directories
and files, these attacks may be difficult to perform on smart cards file
system, for example if symbolic links are not supported. But the idea of
TOCTTOU can be applied to any process performing access rights or
v alidity checks some time before the checked resource is acted
upon. These must happen in a non-atomic w ay and in a
multithreading env ironment, for the v ulnerability to exist.
The code in section A.3 show s an example of such attack being
performed against a setBalance method w hich takes a reference as
a parameter:
public void setBalance(final BalanceRef balanceParam) {
//check phase
if (balanceParam.getBalance() < 0) {
throw new IllegalArgumentException("Balance cannot be -ve");
}
//reference parameter value can change during this time
//use phase
this.balance = balanceParam.getBalance();
}

I t is possible that the caller of this method w ould spaw n a new thread,
and update the state of balaceParam object (perhaps in a loop to
increase chance of success) to an illegitimate v alue, in parallel w ith
the method call. I f the state is updated after the ‛check phase’ and
before the ‛use phase’ show n in the method, then the balance might
be set to an illegitimate v alue.
The follow ing is a screenshot of the simulation in action. Here the user
has

clicked

the

‛Set

Balance

to

10’

button

calling

the

setBalance(reference-to-value-10) method in a new thread.
The ‛Update Balance to -5’ button w as then pressed immediately (the
simulation allow s a w indow of 1 second). Then the balance is queried,
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and the result show s that a negativ e v alue has been assigned a
negativ e v alue illegitimately.

Figure 6. Screenshot of TOCTTOU simulation interface

I n general, exploiting the possibility of altering the state of a resource
betw een check and use phases, can lead to a number of
consequences such as:
 gaining of access to unauthorized resources, example if resource
is changed after authorization check (with the ‛original’ resource)
 integrity and denial of serv ice issues as explained w ith file
redirection and update-balance examples.
Bytecode verification is the process of v erifying the v alidity of
compiled bytecode, before it is executed, as detailed in section 5.1.2.
Prior to Jav a Card 3.0, bytecode v erification could be performed offcard, so there w as a risk that bytecode could be altered after v erified,
and before actually being executed, thus a form of TOCTTOU
v ulnerability. The signing of the code by the trusted v erifier prov ides
some protection against the attack. Ev en if the bytecode v erification
is performed on-card, as mandated by Jav a Card 3.0, this is
effectively reducing the time betw een the check and the use but not
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eliminating the risk completely. This is because v erification is only
performed during the loading of applications and not during
execution.
The Handbook of I nformation Security Management [98] suggests a
number of mitigation techniques to reduce or eliminate TOCTTOU :
 increase the number of checks to reduce w indow of exposure
 check nearer to use to reduce exposure as w ell
 w hen possible, make the resource being checked immutable,
perhaps by making the check and use phases as a single atomic
operation. This solution is show n for the attack simulation in
Appendix A.3:
public void setBalanceSecurely(final BalanceRef balanceParam) {
final int balanceImmutableCopy = balanceParam.getBalance();
if (balanceImmutableCopy < 0) {
throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid balance");
}
this.balance = balanceParamImmutableCopy;
}

4.2.4

Denial of service

Dev elopers must be aw are that tw o or more threads can end up in a
deadlock w hile attempting to acquire each other's locks, i.e. w aiting
for each other to release some lock. I n general deadlocks are difficult
to detect as confirmed in [99], and can thus introduce unpredictable
denial of serv ice v ulnerabilities. I f a thread in the Jav a Card RE locks
on a static object for a long time, perhaps maliciously, it could block
other applications w aiting for the same lock to act on the same static
shared v ariable. Such denial of serv ice can also occur w hen high
priority thread takes the CPU or other resources for a significant
amount of time, causing starvation of other threads. An example of
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such code can be found in Appendix A.4. The v ulnerability could not
be simulated on the Jav a Card simulator, as the particular thread
scheduler w as ignoring the thread priority and assigning same timeslice to each thread. I t could be simulated on the Jetty w ebserver with
default configuration (prov ided in ‛executable’ sub-directory on
Compact Disk supplied w ith this report), demonstrating that the
v ulnerability w ould exist in Jav a Cards that respect thread priorities.
The thread scheduler is part of the runtime env ironment. Processing
occurring in the low er layers, such as the serv ing of incoming netw ork
requests, may be transparent to the RE and the thread scheduler. For
example a flood of incoming requests could be handled by the CPU,
w ith the effect of reducing the time-slice allocated to a specific
thread, w ith the scheduler being unaw are of the situation. This might
cause yet another form of denial of serv ice. Such technique w as used
in the Synchronized Attacks discussed by Barbu et al. in [100], w here
ping flooding w as used to curtail a targeted thread on a Jav a Card.
The thread scheduling mechanism should offer protection against the
mentioned threats and should be implemented in a w ay to av oid
thread starv ation. This risk is ev en more significant in dev ices w ith
limited resources such as smart cards.
A number of countermeasures and testing requirements related to
multithreading are discussed in sections 5.1.6 and 5.2. The next section
discusses the Jav a Card 3.0 features related to w eb applications and
the related v ulnerabilities.

4.3

Web Applications

The Jav a Card Connected Edition specifications [2] support a subset
of the Java Servlet Specification v2.4, allow ing smart cards to host
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w eb-based applications. Such applications interact w ith off-card
clients v ia HTTP and HTTPS request/response protocols ov ert TCP/I P,
typically using high speed interfaces like USB.
The Connected Edition supports [101]:
 Servlets w hich are Java classes that conform to the Jav a Serv let
API , servicing HTTP requests or some other client-serv er protocol.
Typically the serv let receives a request, processes it accordingly,
and dynamically generates a response, w hich is returned to the
client. Serv lets are managed by the web container.
 Filters, w hich are programs that dynamically intercept requests
and responses, taking the necessary actions. Typical usages of
filters include transform or format requests/responses, block
unauthorized requests based on user identity, perform auditing
and logging, and encryption.
 Lifecycle ev ent listeners.
 Static resources such as HTML documents and embedded
images or objects.
 A w eb application deployment descriptor (WEB-INF/web.xml
file), w hich holds configuration of w eb applications, including
the mapping betw een URLs and serv lets, filters and security
constraints.
 A

Jav a

Card

platform-specific

descriptor

(META-

INF/javacard.xml), w hich holds configuration specific to Jav a

Card, such as security roles and class loader information.
The lifecycle of w eb applications is managed by a web container,
together w ith the security of w eb resources such as user
authentication and authorization. The container, also known as servlet
engine, prov ides HTTP and secure HTTPS netw ork serv ices to the w eb
applications.
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The Connected Edition specifications describe a typical w eb
application lifecycle as follow s:
 The w eb application is loaded on the smart card by the card
manager.
 An instance of the w eb application is created. The w eb
container identifies the created instance by a context path,
w hich determines the URL namespace of the application
contents. The requests w hose URL starts w ith that context path
are routed to the application instance.
 During the execution of the w eb application instance, client
requests are serv iced ov er HTTP and secure HTTPS connections.
The container is also responsible for the enforcement of any
authorization and user data constraints configured.
 Upon platform reset, w eb applications are restarted, w hereby
any activ e sessions and pending requests and responses are
cleared.
 A w eb application instance is removed from service in a deletion
process. Deletion also includes any clean-up operations required
and the release of resources such as netw ork and file
connections.
 A deleted w eb application can be unloaded from the card.
The w eb container is multithreaded and may perform concurrent
application management processes and potentially serv ice multiple
requests simultaneously. A w eb application should thus be able to
cope w ith concurrent requests and take the necessary precautions to
handle multithreading issues that may arise (discussed in section 4.2).
As w ith extended applets, servlets can make use of all the connected
edition features, including persistence, transactions, spaw ning
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threads, inter-application communication and restartable tasks
facilities.
The

container

can

prov ide

communication

integrity

and

confidentiality guarantees if the application configures these
requirements in the deployment descriptor. I n such cases, the
container w ill only accept requests ov er connections w ith the
configured security requirements, typically HTTPS connections ov er a
configured port, w hich satisfies the highest configured transport
guarantees. The application (or group of application in a context)
must prov ide the necessary credentials and security requirements
(e.g. mode of operation) for the secure SSL/TLS communication to
take place.
Before delv ing into the v ulnerabilities that are potentially introduced
w ith w eb based applications, the HTTP protocol w ill be outlined, since
it a core component of w eb-based applications and w ill be
referenced by a number of attacks. Sources such as Open Web
Application Security Project (OWASP) [102], CWE/SANS Top 25 Most
Dangerous Software Errors [103] and the Web Application Security
Consortium (WASC) Project [104] are then used to identify the attacks
related to w eb applications. OWASP and CWE/SANS are specifically
mentioned as examples of sources for best practices by the Payment
Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Standard [105] and PCI Payment
Application Data Security Standard [106]. The v ulnerabilities and
attacks that are applicable to the smart card env ironment w ill be
discussed and v arious simulations of attacks w ill be prov ided. Possible
countermeasures are outlined for the discussed vulnerabilities, and are
thereafter grouped and detailed in the next Chapter.
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4.3.1

HTTP Protocol

RFC 2616 [107] defines HTTP as a request-response application layer
protocol, w hereby a client (usually a w eb brow ser) submits an HTTP
request to a serv er. The serv er processes the request and returns an
HTTP response, typically including the requested resource and a
completion

status.

With

the

Jav a

Card Connected Edition

specifications, a smart card can function as a w eb server and possibly
serv ice HTTP requests ov er TCP/I P.
HTTP Resources are identified and located by Uniform Resource
Locators (URLs), w hich are based on HTTP or HTTPS URI schemes.
An HTTP Request message consists of a request line, a number of
headers and possibly a body. The request line includes the method to
be used by the request, indicating the action to be performed, the
request

URI

and

the

HTTP

v ersion

(e.g.

GET

/path/to/resource/index.html HTTP/1.0). The request methods
specified by the RFC 2616 include:
 GET, w hich is used to retriev e information identified by the
Request-URL. GET should not cause any side effects (i.e. change
the state of the serv er). The parameters passed in a GET request
form

part

of

the

URL,

for

example:

http://server.com/process?param1=value1&param2=value2
The number of parameter that can be passed is limited by the URL
size and the parameters are potentially logged in a number of
logs, proxy caches and brow ser history, so care must be taken
w ith sensitiv e data.
 POST, w hich is used for actions causing side effects. The POST
method sends parameters (form input v alues) as part of the
message body and not part of the URL as in the case of GET. The
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data is thus not v isible in the brow ser location w indow and is
usually not recorded in w eb serv er log files. The Request URI w ill
typically be a program (e.g. serv let) w hich will handle the request.
 Other methods include HEAD, w hich is basically a GET w ithout a
response body, PUT and DELETE to upload or delete a resource,
TRACE echoing pack the receiv ed request, OPTIONS to request
the methods supported by the serv er and CONNECT typically
used to facilitate HTTPS communications.
The HTTP Reply message includes a status line, made up of the HTTP
v ersion, a status code and textual reason phrase (e.g. HTTP/1.1 200
OK), a number of headers and possibly the message body. A response
message body w ould typically include header lines describing the
contents (e.g. Content-Type and Content-Length).
HTTP is a stateless protocol, and the HTTP serv er does not retain any
information after processing a request. The serv er cannot correlate
different requests to form some sort of session, such as the requests
coming from an authenticated user. The w eb application should thus
include logic to be able to track and correlate consecutiv e requests
from the same or authenticated user. HTTP cookies are commonly use
to solv e this problem, w hereby the serv er sends state information to a
user's browser, and the brow ser sends back the state information w ith
ev ery request, as described in RFC 6265 [108]. The serv er can use the
cookie data to correlate requests and maintain a session ov er the
stateless HTTP protocol. URL-rew riting is another technique used to
track requests, w hereby URI -encoded parameters are added to the
URI to send session information (unique session code) back to the
serv er, usually in a parameter called SI D. When the page includes a
form, hidden fields can also be used pass session I D parameters to the
serv er ev en in the POST message body.
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The rest of this section w ill detail some w eb-related attacks w hich a
Connected Edition Jav a Card might be v ulnerable to.
4.3.2

Expanded attack surface – HTTP and HTTPS connections

The attack surface of a system is defined by Manadhata et al. [109] as
the set of w ays in w hich an adv ersary can attack the system. I t is a
function

of

the

exposure,

reachability

and

exploitability of

v ulnerabilities existing in a system. The new features of the Jav a Card 3
Connected Edition hav e expanded many aspects of the smart card
attack application attack surface.
The Jav a Card w eb applications w ill be listening for HTTP and HTTPs
connections, and possibly APDU connections as w ell for backw ard
compatibility. This w ould entail new ports outward facing the netw ork
or the World Wide Web, new URI s av ailable for genuine users as w ell
as attackers, and new applications and serv ices processing requests
on the dev ices.
The increase of the Netw ork Attack Surface at all layers of the netw ork
infrastructure w ill be discussed in section 5.5 Communication. The
focus here is on the Application Attack Surface, w hereby new
v ulnerabilities are introduced w ith HTTP applications, such as the
Failure to Restrict URL Access, found in the OWASP Top 10 most critical
w eb application security risks for the last tw o reports (2007 [110] and
2010 [111]). Attackers can easily forge URLs to access v arious serv ices
of a w eb system if the application is v ulnerable to this attack.
Prev enting the display of links or URLs to unauthorized users is not
enough as the URLs can be accessed directly. For example if the
follow ing link giv es information on a particular user:
http://application/user/2/details
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a user or attacker might try replacing ‛2’ w ith other v alues as this w ill
probably be referring to some internal user id. This is a form Insecure
Direct Object Reference attack explained w ith an example in section
4.3.7.
The content returned from user request can also leak information if for
example the HTML or Script comments containing sensitiv e information
hav e not been scrubbed before installation. The attacker can easily
v iew the source of the content being rendered by the brow ser, and
might be able to rev eal information about serv er directory structure,
internal netw ork information, etc.
An application might return confidential information in request
responses, w hen for example returning some form of HTML reports.
Exposure of sensitiv e information such as user priv ate data, account
numbers, passport numbers etc. should not be exposed in plain v iew
not ev en to the user, as they are primary source of information
leakage.
4.3.3

I njection Attacks

I njection attacks occur w hen inputted data (or any untrusted data) is
sent to some data processor (or interpreter) and ends up being
executed unintentionally. These attacks headed the OWASP Top 10
most critical w eb application security risks for the last tw o reports (2007
[110] and 2010 [111]), as w ell as WASC 2007 [104] report and the 2011
CWE/SANS Top 25 Most Dangerous Softw are Errors [103].
Although I njection Attacks can include the introduction of malicious
commands such as database SQL queries, LDAP queries, as w ell as OS
commands, the discussion w ill be focused on w eb-related interpreters
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such as HTML and XPath, w hich are more adequately used in the
Smart Cards Connected Edition env ironment.
Web applications can take input from a user or other systems, passed
as key-v alue parameters in HTTP GET and POST requests. Typically an
application w ould perform some processing based on the parameters
receiv ed in the request. I n some cases, the parameters can be used
as part of the response, or perhaps stored and requested at a later
stage.

Figure 7. Screenshot of application logging the last 5 transaction descriptions.

For example the application in Appendix A.6 is w eb-based Jav a Card
application w hich records the last 5 transaction descriptions logged
by a user or application. The user could be a merchant entering the
transaction details after cardholder authentication and authorization
hav e taken place. The application also prov ides a facility to v iew the
last 5 entries logged. The screenshot abov e w as taken after fiv e
transaction descriptions w ere entered, followed by a ‛List last 5 entries’
request.
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I f the user, or attacker, enters the v alue ‛<!—’ as part of the input, the
HTML being rendered in the statement w ould be commented out,
from the point that this text appears on the page onw ards. The next
screenshot w as taken after the entries ‛<!-- Sixth transaction’
and ‛Seventh transaction’ w ere added to the prev ious logs, and in
fact they are not displayed as part of the output. This attack is know n
as comment injection attack, and occurs since the untrusted input
w as not v alidated before processed and w as not encoded w hen
displayed.

Figure 8. Comment injection attack, hiding new transaction entries.

Any sort of HTML can be injected if the input is not sanitized. I n general
injection flaw s can occur w henev er an application sends untrusted
data to an interpreter. Luckily smart cards are pretty limited in the API s
they use w hen compared to w eb serv ers and w eb containers, as this
attack can also be applied to other interpreters such as Standard
Query Language (SQL) used in database serv ices. XPath query
language, w hich is used to query entries from XML files can also be
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v ulnerable to such attack, and Xpath (or a subset of it) could
potentially be used in smart card applications. Similar to the w ellknow n SQL I njection, XPath I njection occurs w hen an attacker injects
crafted syntax that w ould be appended to an XPath query [112]. A
classic example is the input of something like ‛unknown' or 'a'='a’
in place of a username, w hich w ould be appended to a ‛where user
= '<input>'’ kind of query filter, ending up returning all records
instead of the one matching the user (filter w ould end up w ith the
definition:
4.3.4

where user = 'unknown' or 'a'='a').

Path manipulation

Whenever a file (or resource) is accessed on the basis of some input, if
the right sanity checks are not performed, the application w ill be
v ulnerable to Path Manipulation attacks [113]. The primary goal
behind such attack is for an attacker to gain file access and
additional capabilities through a cov ert channel. The sample
application show n in Appendix A.7 show s this v ulnerability by
displaying the contents of a file w hose name is built according to a
user-entered parameter, specifically in this line of code:
RequestDispatcher dispatcher
= request.getRequestDispatcher("/WEB-INF/" + <input>);

w here the <input> is a placeholder of the parameter from the HTTP
request.
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Figure 9. User selected ‛Bold’ legitimately and the file bold.htmlf is displayed

The screenshot above shows a legitimate request sent by pressing the
‛Refresh’ button. But an attacker can pass the filename as a
parameter of the GET request as part of the U RL, as show n in the next
screenshot, to try and v iew contents of files w hich should not be
accessible.

Figure 10. Attacker passes ‛illegitimate’ filename as part of URL.

This attack w as targeted at a configuration file, but it can also be
used to rev eal source code files as w ell as data files. The Jav a Card
Runtime Env ironment specifications [86] prov ides support for one or
sev eral hierarchical file systems on a smart card, so such v ulnerability
may exists w ith Jav a Cards.
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Path manipulation attacks can also be the cause of integrity issues if
the application code is altering, ov erriding or deleting files w hose
name is w holly or partly dependent on some untrusted user input. The
follow ing code is v ulnerable to such attack, w hereby a malicious user
might inject the name of a configuration, system or sensitive file w hich
w ould be deleted.
File f = new File("/path/" + request.getParameter("fileName"));
f.delete();

The attacker can also use ‛dot-dot-slash (../)’ sequences to mov e up
to parent directories and access arbitrary files stored on file system,
example ‛../../secret/secret.config’. This is know n as a Path traversal
attack [114].
As w ith any injection v ulnerability, input sanitization is of paramount
importance to reduce these sorts of v ulnerabilities. Care must be
taken to consider the v arious forms and encodings that might be
injected. For example the follow ing URI parameters in the Path
Trav ersal application lead to the same response:
 ?type=web.xml
 ?type=./web.xml
 ?type=../WEB-INF/web.xml
 ?type=%2e%2e%2fWEB-INF/web.xml
4.3.5

Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)

The prev ious sections show how comments, crafted html and path
manipulation can be injected through parameters. The same idea
can be used to inject activ e content such as Jav aScript, creating a
form of attack know n as Cross-Site Scripting (XSS). As explained in
[115] and [116], the motif behind XSS is to send malicious code,
generally in the form of a brow ser side script, to a different
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unsuspecting user. The v ictim w ould then think the script is from a
trusted source, and may act upon the potentially altered content,
such as follow a malicious link. The modification of the presentation of
the content displayed by the brow ser can cause integrity issues to the
w eb application or its output, as seen in the Comment I njection
Attack application in section 4.3.3. An example in smart cards
env ironment w ould be an injected script that changes a transaction
v alue displayed in a statement. A malicious script might also access
cookies (introduced in section 4.3.1) or sensitiv e information stored by
the brow ser, and potentially sends them to the attacker, w hich could
then be used to hijack a user session and take ov er the account.
I njection and XSS headed the OWASP Top 10 most critical w eb
application security risks for the last tw o reports, 2007 [110] and 2010
[111]. These statistics are in line w ith the research made by the
CWE/SANS Top 25 [103] and Web Application Security Consortium in
2007 [117], w here they claim that most w idespread v ulnerability in
w eb applications is Cross-Site scripting w ith 39%. XSS protection is also
a specific security requirement by the PCI security standards [105]
[106].
Jav a Card applications can be v ulnerable to cross-site scripting
attacks, w henever input from users or other applications is supplied to
parsers (such as HTML and Jav aScript) w ithout being correctly
v alidated and encoded or sanitized. The I njection Attack application
introduced in section 4.3.3 w hich records the last 5 transaction
descriptions is a smart card application w hich is v ulnerable to XSS as
w ell. I n this example, the activ e content can be inputted in the
‛transaction description’ which is later shown in another report/screen
(perhaps to another user) w hile displaying the logged transaction
descriptions. This is a case of Stored/Persistent XSS Attack, but there is
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also a possibility of a Reflected XSS Attacks. I n this case an attacker
w ill trick the user to follow a malicious link, injecting code to the
v ulnerable w eb serv er, for example:
www.site.com/param1=<script>alert('Attack!');</script>

The serv er w ould then reflect the injected code to the v ictim’s
brow ser, w hich executes the code receiv ed from the ‛trusted’ serv er
as described in [115]. The effectiveness of Reflected XSS attacks in the
smart card env ironment increases as applications become more
complex and the netw ork connectiv ity of Connected Edition smart
cards is prolonged.
The serv let in Appendix A.8 simulates the possibility of a number of XSS
attacks (in the non-persistent form) as show n in the next screenshot.
The code is based on a simple Hello World servlet which uses the v alue
of the name parameter directly in the dynamically generated reply.
The follow ing snippet show s the v ulnerability:
...
name = request.getParameter("name");
...
out.println("Hello " + name + "! <br><br>");
...

As a matter of fact, the ‛Hello World’ sample Jav a Card 3 application
hosted at Oracle’s Project Kenai dev eloper hub [118] is v ulnerable to
XSS attacks!
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Figure 11. Cross-site scripting application interface.

The CSS application dev eloped suggests a number of HTML (the first
three) and dynamic content such as Jav aScript (the last 5) that could
be injected. The Jav aScript alert function used in these examples
can be replaced w ith more complex scripts w hich can access and
manipulate cookies and HTML content through the Document Object
Model (DOM) interface. DOM is a W3C standard, and is defined as a
platform and language-neutral interface that allows programs and
scripts to dynamically access and update the content, structure, and
style of a document [119]. Browsers would expose to client-side scripts
all the HTML elements and other information about a page (including
cookies) in the tree-structure document object, and v arious other
objects such as:
 Window objects for frames included in the page,
 Navigator objects returning brow ser information,
 Screen related information such as w idth and height,
 History of URLs v isited w ithin a w indow ,
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 I nformation about current URL in Location object [120].
For example some Jav aScript similar to the follow ing might be injected
to steal all cookies av ailable w ith the current w eb page:
<script>
window.open("http://attacker.com/CookieGrabber?cookie=" +
document.cookie)
</script>

Persistent and Reflected XSS attacks rely on sending the injected code
to the serv er. As pointed out by a number of sources such as [121],
[122] and [123], a third form of XSS exits w hich does not inv olv e the
serv er at all, and is know n as DOM Based Cross Site Scripting. This form
of attack does not inv olve the serv er side at all and thus affects Jav a
Card w eb applications like any other ‛regular’ w eb applications.
Client-side scripts can act upon user input and DOM objects
information w ithout making a call to serv er. This input can include
malicious code w hich can be executed by the brow ser. For example
the document object includes attributes such as URL, indicating the
URL of the page. For example this HTML fragment from the full page in
Appendix A.9 parses the name parameter from document.URL object
that the brow ser supplied, and uses it as part of the output:
<HTML>
...
<SCRIPT>
var pos = document.URL.indexOf("name=") + 5;
document.write(document.URL.substring(pos,document.URL.length));
</SCRIPT>
...
</HTML>

I f the attacker injects a script in the parameter called name, the script
w ill be executed, unless the brow ser encodes the document.URL DOM
object, w hich is the case w ith Firefox and Chrome as seen below :
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Figure 12. Unsuccessful DOM Cross-site scripting attack on Chrome.

On the other hand I nternet Explorer 8.0 does not encode the
document.URL and the attack succeeds.

Figure 13. Successful DOM Cross-site scripting attack on Internet Explorer.

Note that ‛#’ is used as part of the URL, so that anything beyond it
(including the injected script) w ill not be sent to the serv er.
The same v ulnerability can occur w ith the location object w hich
contains information about the current URL, for example:
<SCRIPT>document.write(location.href);</SCRIPT>

Another

v ulnerability

might be

introduced w ith the use of

document.referrer property which returns the URL of the document
that loaded the current document. The attacker w ould link to the
v ulnerable page from his crafted page, w ith parameters including
scripts to be injected.
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The window.name property, w hich returns the name of the w indow ,
could also be v ulnerable if used or displayed w ithout being encoded.
The v ictim w indow could be opened using Jav aScript window.open
call, w hich takes a title parameter. A malicious script could be passed
to the title argument and w ill be executed in the context of the
v ictim’s page.
A list of XSS methodologies that can be used in all forms of cross-site
scripting can be found at [124]. This is a good source for dev elopers
designing sanitization (filtering and encoding) of data input to
counteract XSS. I t also show s the extent of damage that cross-site
scripting can cause.
As w ith all sorts of injection attacks, v alidation of incoming data and
encoding of all output data are key to protect against cross-site
scripting attacks. These countermeasures are detailed in section 5.3.3.
4.3.6

Cross Site Request Forgery

Another form of w eb application attack w hich can be applied to the
Smart Card env ironment is Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF), w hich
also found itself in the last tw o OWASP Top 10 w eb application security
risks (2007 [110] and 2010 [111]). CSRF protection is specifically
required by the PCI security standards [105] [106]. This form of attack is
also know n as XSRF, one-click attack (primarily by Microsoft [125]),
session riding, confused deputy, and sea surf [123].
The idea behind this attack is to try and force an authenticated v ictim
to send a forged HTTP request to a v ulnerable application, without the
know ledge and intent of the v ictim. The attack is also applicable to
other types of serv ers such as email and instant message, not just a
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w eb server. As explained by the Web Application Security Consortium
[126], the primary intents of forging requests can be tw ofold:
 Perform an action against a target, for example:
o

logout from session,

o

authorize a fund transfer to an attacker’s bank account,

o

change account information,

o

compromise the entire Web application if targeted user
is logged in w ith administration rights.

 Disclose information by gaining access to the HTTP response,
especially if the attack is combined w ith XSS, for example:
o

retriev e account information and send it to attacker
using an injected script (XSS).

The perpetration of this attack inv olv es a couple of steps. Firstly, the
attacker must forge a request in a w ay that is acceptable by the
target serv er. The format of a legitimate HTTP request can be
determined by v iew ing the HTML page source or inspecting HTTP
traffic to the serv er, for example by creating legitimate requests to the
attacker’s ow n Smart Card w eb application.
This attack is simulated through the serv let in Appendix A.10.1 w hich
enables w ithdraw al from a balance through HTTP GET and POST
requests. The interface to the application is show n in the follow ing
screenshot:
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Figure 14. Web interface of the CSRF vulnerable servlet

The attacker can v iew the page source to rev eal information about
the format of the request, such as the names of parameters. The HTTP
POST and GET requests are highlighted in the source page show n in
Figure 15.

Figure 15. View source of the CSRF vulnerable servlet web interface

I n the next step, the v ictim must be tricked to submit the information
through a forged request w ithout noticing, w hile he/she is
authenticated to the serv er. This is typically done using social
engineering, by embedding/hiding the request in an email or Website.
As Peter Allenbach stated on the Sun Dev eloper Netw ork [127], w ith
Jav a Card 3 Connected Edition, smart cards are giv en a connectiv ity
boost w ith the new netw ork-oriented features. The likelihood of such
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attacks becomes much higher, w ith smart card applications being
netw orked for prolonged period of times.
Appendix A.10.2 show s a common technique used to hide HTTP GET
requests, using an embedded resource such as an image of zero size.
The brow ser w ill issue a GET request to get the image content, using
the forged URL.
<img height="0"
width="0"
src="../web/csrf?oper=withdraw&amount=10" />

Appendix A.10.3 show s a w ay to hide a POST request, to emphasize
that the forging of POST request is also possible:
 A hidden iframe is used to hide the POST request response:
<iframe style="width: 0px; height: 0px; visibility: hidden"
name="hidden">
</iframe>

 A form is created, consisting of hidden fields, and targeted to the
hidden iframe to hide the request respond:
<form name="csrf"
method='post'
action='../web/csrf'
target="hidden">
<input type="hidden" name="oper" value="withdraw"/>
<input type="hidden" name="amount" value="10" />
</form>

 Jav aScript is used to submit the form w hen the page is rendered:
<script>document.csrf.submit();</script>
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One of the techniques that can be used to counteract CSRF is the
implementation of the Synchronizer Token Pattern. As described by
Deepak et al. in [128], a synchronizer token is set to a unique random
v alue (nonce), and is included w ith HTTP requests as a hidden field (for
POST requests) and link parameters (for GET requests). The same v alue
w ill also be stored in the HttpSession, w hich is a data structure, defined
in the Serv let API, used to create sessions betw een an HTTP client and
an HTTP serv er. When a request is receiv ed, the nonce must exist as a
parameter in the request, and must match the one in the HTTPSession.
This w ill make request forging much harder w ithout the know ledge of
the nonce. The code in Appendix A.11 show s the Jav a card
application v ulnerable to CSRF, w ith highlighted implementation of
the CSRF Token. The check for a matching token is the follow ing:
if (session.getAttribute(TOKEN) == null ||
request.getParameter(TOKEN) == null ||
session.getAttribute(TOKEN) != request.getParameter(TOKEN))){
. . . CSRF detected . . .
} else {
session().setAttribute(TOKEN, generateRandomToken());
}

While the additional hidden field in the form’s POST request is added in
the follow ing manner:

<input type='hidden'
name='CSRFToken'
value='Session.getAttribute(TOKEN)'>

Serv let Filters and Jav aScript can be used to include such parameter
in all forms from a centralised algorithm.
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Figure 16. Web interface of the CSRF vulnerable servlet, with CSRF mitigated

I n the updated application, the hidden-postwithtoken.html is
similar to the original one, but w ith the output exposed to show w hat
w ill actually happen on an attack detection. The follow ing page w ill
be displayed w hen clicking on the bottom URL and the balance w ill
remain unchanged.

Figure 17. Response from the hidden-postwithtoken.html page

I t is important that the token remains hidden from the attacker, and
thus it should be random, unpredictable and protected from any
cross-site scripting v ulnerability w hich can expose the HTTP request
parameter.
4.3.7

Access control related attacks

Web applications access control v ulnerabilities such as ‛Insecure
Direct Object References’ and ‛Failure to Restrict URL Access’ hav e
found themselv es in the last three OWASP top ten reports [102] as w ell
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as CWE/SANS Top 25 Most Dangerous Softw are Errors [103], and are
also specified in the list of PCI requirements [105] and [106].
Insecure Direct Object Reference occurs w henev er a reference to a
protected resource is exposed w ithout any access control. This can
occur in a w eb application w hen a protected resource reference
(such as a key) is used as a parameter in an HTML hyperlink or URL. An
attacker could alter the parameter manually, and reference the
protected objects for which he/she should not hav e access rights. The
v ulnerability occurs if user authorization is not performed on target
resources. For example the HTML in Appendix A.12.1 is generated after
a user is authenticated, and authorized w ith limited access, as seen in
this screenshot.

Figure 18. Page including Hyperlink to public information.

When the user follow s the link, the serv let in A.12.2 generates a report
of public information.

Figure 19. Public information shown
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I f the user manually updates the ‛lev el’ parameter v alue from ‛low ’ to
‛high’, the priv ate information w ill be accessible, ev en though he/she
has not enough rights.

Figure 20. Public information shown

This occurs because the protected resources are not being checked
for subject authorization, but an assumption is made that the URL w as
generated legitimately from an authorized page, as seen below :
if ("low".equals(request.getParameter("level"))) {
out.println("
Daily News<br>");
out.println("
Company public reports<br>");
} else if ("high".equals(request.getParameter("level"))) {
out.println("
Marketing strategy<br>");
out.println("
Customer private details<br>");
}

I n reality, the lev el parameter can be a User id, a balance reference,
a file name, or any other reference to a protected resource, w ith such
an attack leading to the compromise of all the data that can be
referenced by the parameter.
Failure to Restrict URL Access v ulnerability is pretty similar to Insecure
Direct Object Reference, but instead if manipulating a parameter, the
attacker w ould change the w hole URL to a priv ileged page w hich is
not protected. This could occur due to misconfiguration or forgotten
checks in the serv let or filter.
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Jav a Card Connected Edition introduces a new permission-based
access control model, as w ell as new application-lev el security
features (subset of the serv let security framew ork). As discussed in
section 5.1.8 Authentication & Authorization, the access control model
is flexible but pretty complex to master and implement flaw lessly. I t
requires deep understanding of the services and mechanisms offered
by the JCRE and the w ay that they should be configured, to prov ide
the required security to all protected resources residing on the card.
4.3.8

Denial of Serv ice

Denial of service (DoS) attacks on w eb applications and w eb serv ers
are usually associated w ith v ulnerabilities in low er layers of
communication

(e.g. TCP/I P

as

discussed in

4.5.2), but this

susceptibility can be found in the application layer as w ell.
With the introduction of multithreading and w eb applications, Jav a
Card Connected Edition becomes more v ulnerable to Asymmetric
Resource Consumption, w hereby resources such as file and
connection handles

can be

left open, or

closed after

a

predetermined amount of time, possibly causing DoS. This v ulnerability
is amplified in smart card env ironment because of the limited resource
on such dev ices (w hen compared to servers) and because of the fact
that objects on the heap are usually persisted in Jav a Card
applications, thus retaining their state. A DoS attack particular to Jav a
Cards might be targeting an application w hich persists some state on
ev ery request. A large number of repeated requests w ould stress the
EEPROM.
Running out of memory on the dev ice can also lead to denial of
serv ice. This can occur if for example a user can specify a v alue w hich
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determines the number of objects created (example in a list), or if
data receiv ed, processed or stored is not bound in its size.
Another form of Denial Of Service was simulated in this research w hile
testing the Transaction Logging application show n in Appendix A.6,
w hich w as used to simulate the comment injection attack. The
application takes a description as input, to be show n in a transaction
history. This application only stores the last 5 entries, thus protecting
memory consumption, but it does not make a bound on the size of
each message! When a v ery long message w as inputted, the
simulator managed to store the v alue, but w henev er the user tried to
request the last 5 messages an exception w as being throw n by the
w eb serv er:

java.lang.IllegalStateException: Form too large
at org.mortbay.jetty.Request.extractParameters(+164)
at org.mortbay.jetty.handler.ContextHandlerCollection.invokeContext(+13)
at org.mortbay.jetty.handler.ContextHandlerCollection.handle(+164)
...

And an unexpected error w as returned to the brow ser:

Figure 21. Form with long message could not be returned by the web
application.
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The attacker can thus launch such an attack to hide illegitimate
transactions from being show n in the transaction history. Dev ices w ith
limited resources such as smart cards are more susceptible to these
forms of attacks.
Another form of DoS attack at application layer occurs w hen an
attempt is made to lock user accounts by failing their login attempts
or exhausting retry limits of authentication mechanisms, causing an
Account Lockout. The risk of this attack increases in the Jav a Card
Connected Edition since these dev ices are typically used in
connected environments (as the edition name implies), and the smart
card could be accessible over a netw ork. This makes life much easier
for an attacker, w hen compared to APDU -based connection
betw een a card and a terminal.
4.3.9

Other w eb application attacks

These are many other attacks related to w eb applications w hich may
be ranked as less critical in statistics such as [110], [111] and [103], but
are still applicable to the smart card env ironment.
An application can be v ulnerable to an HTTP Response Splitting attack
if it allow s input that contains carriage return and line feed (%0d%0a or
\r\n), and uses this input w ithout v alidation in the response header,
[129] [130]. For example if a Cookie is created from some input:
Cookie cookie = new Cookie("author", <author-parameter-value>);

An attacker can input a malicious string to inject header and body
information in the reply, for example (split in multiple lines for clarity):

"Joe Brown\r\n
Content-Length:0\r\n
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\r\n
HTTP/1.1 200 OK\r\n
...injected header & body..."

This w ill result in the follow ing HTTP responses:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
...
Set-Cookie: author=Joe Brown
Content-Length:0
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
...injected header & body...
...original reply which can be hidden in new body...

The second response is completely controlled by the attacker
permitting a v ariety of other attacks such as XSS and Page
Defacement and Page Hijacking.
The Man-in-the-Browser attack is a malicious program masqueraded
as a trusted application, know n as Trojan Horse, sniffing or modifying
communications betw een the brow ser and the w eb serv er (w hich
could be a smart card), ev en if communication is taking place ov er a
secure channel such as SSL [131]. The Trojan Horse typically ‛installs’ as
a brow ser extension or helper object, or hooks to some other API
prov ided by the brow ser. I t can then sniff or alter communications
before they leav e the browser to the low er communication layers. For
example the attacker might alter parameters stored in cookies, form
fields or URL Query Strings for his ow n benefits before being set to the
serv er, realising a Web Parameter Tampering attack.
I n the w eb application area, there are a number of v ulnerabilities
related to Session Management, a mechanism necessary to correlate
user requests ov er the stateless HTTP protocol (as explained in 4.3.1).
The Session token (or cookie) can be stolen or predicted, leading to
Session Hijacking. Ways of stealing session tokens include sniffing, XSS
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(see 4.3.5), man-in-the-middle (see 4.5.2) and man-in-the-brow ser
attacks. For example the Firefox brow ser extension called Firesheep
[132] sniffs unencrypted cookies from certain w ebsites as the cookies
are

transmitted

ov er

netw orks,

exploiting

session

hijacking

v ulnerabilities. A w eb application that does not assign a new Session
I D w hen a user is authenticated can be v ulnerable to Session Fixation
attack. The attacker can login to acquire his/her session ID (or forges a
session I D), and tries to inject this session I D into a v ictim’s brow ser,
either as a URL argument, hidden field or cookie. I f the v ictim logs in
w ith his credentials, and the w ebserver keeps using this session I D, the
attacker w ould be in possession of the v ictim’s session. A w eb
application that does not use randomness in session id generation can
be v ulnerable to Session Prediction attacks, w hereby an attacker
studies the session I D generation patterns and manages to
predict/forge Session Ids of other legitimate users, and take ov er their
account.
More web application attacks w ith lower risk ratings can be found on
Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) [102], CWE/SANS
Top 25 Most Dangerous Software Errors [103]

and the Web

Application Security Consortium (WASC) Project [104]. A number of
possible countermeasures related to w eb applications are discussed
in section 5.3. The next section examines another feature of the Jav a
Card

Connected

Edition

specifications

-

inter-application

communication.

4.4

Inter-application communications - Services & Events

Jav a Cards can host multiple applications, and the VM guarantees
their integrity and confidentiality w ith the use of application firew all,
w hich is described in section 5.1.5. The Jav a Card Runtime
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Env ironment

specifications

[86]

define

access

restrictions

to

components and objects ow ned by different applications, but
prov ides a number w ays w here applications can interact betw een
each other, i.e. inter-application communication.
The Jav a Card inter-application communication facility w as extended
in Jav a Card 3 Connected Edition to allow interaction betw een
classic applet applications, extended applets as w ell as w eb
applications. I t is still based on Shareable Interface Objects (SIO),
w hich are objects implementing shareable interfaces. Such interfaces
extend the javacard.framework.Shareable interface defined in
Jav a Card API . The SI Os w ould hav e the methods (acting as published
serv ices) defined in the interface accessible from applications in any
context.
The Connected Edition specifications introduced a global service
registry w hereby w eb applications and extended applet applications
can register and lookup SI O-based serv ices.
Another inter-application communication feature introduced in the
Connected Edition for extended and w eb applications is SIO-based
asynchronous communication, w hich is a notification mechanism
based on the classic observer design patters, with the implementation
of ev ents and ev ent listeners. Applications can register as SIO-based
event listeners w ith the Jav a Card Platform or other application for
certain conditions. When these condition occur, the application fires
SIO-based events to the registered listeners, w hich can handle (act
upon) the ev ent.
During this research, no specific attacks hav e been found w hich are
directly related to the inter-application communication features
introduced in Jav a Card 3 Connected Edition. This does not negate
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the fact that any communication can become an attack v ector,
especially w hen considering physical and combined attacks in smart
cards. For example the attacker might take adv antage of the
expected context sw itching when SIO method calls are performed, or
might use pow er and timing information in side-channel attacks.
Without the right access control and input v alidation, the attacks such
as I njection Attacks described in section 4.3.3 for w eb applications
can be launched by peer applications. The likelihood is much less
w hen compared to intra-application communication (e.g. HTTP/S),
since applications installed on card typically follow a v erification
process, especially if they follow standards such as the Smart Card
Management System (SCMS) functional requirements defined by
Global Platform (see section 2.8 for details). This does not stop
v ulnerabilities of sensitiv e information being leaked to other
applications through the offered serv ices, perhaps unintentionally.
Apart from confidentiality issues, if the serv ice exposes references to
internal system state such as a balance, the client application could
access and alter the information causing integrity issues.
The attack by Barbu et al. [133] described in section 4.6 makes use of
the notification mechanism, w hereby a malicious application registers
as an ev ent listener to be notified of application instance deletions,
and acts upon it to launch an attack w hich could enable it to bypass
the application firew all. This is a particular case w here the new interapplication communication features hav e been used in an attack on
Jav a Cards.
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4.5

Network Communications - Generic Connection Framework

The Jav a Card Connected Edition Specifications [2] claim that
Connected Edition smart cards w ould typically hav e one or more
high-speed

interface

such as

a Univ ersal

Serial

Bus

(USB),

MultiMediaCard (MMC) interface, and I SO 7816-3 interface. The Jav a
Card platform must prov ide logical netw ork interfaces (typically, but
not necessarily, ov er I P) such as:
 TCP (Transmission Control Protocol)
 Transport Layer Security (TLS)
 Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
 Secure Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP ov er TLS)
 Univ ersal Datagram Protocol (UDP) (optionally).
Communication w ith external systems can be performed intrinsically
through the w eb application container and through the Generic
Connection Framework (GCF) API, a serv ice offered to applications
residing on the dev ice. Applications can open serv er communication
endpoints using the GCF API s to receive requests, and can also initiate
client communications w ith off-card entities, thus acting as clients to
off-card serv ices across a netw ork [32].
The Generic Connection Framew ork prov ide a set of abstractions in
the form of classes and interfaces, so that hosted applications can
requests and manage I /O connections ov er the logical netw ork
interfaces and file systems. The connection protocols supported are:
 TCP/I P Client and Serv er Sockets
 HTTP Client Connections
 SSL/TLS Client and Serv er Sockets
 File Connections
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 Datagram Socket (optionally).
Access to connections is gov erned by Connector Permission access
control checks, w hich can be configured to connect/listen to
particular URI s as w ell as read/w rite to particular files.
Oracle are marketing Jav a Card 3 Connected Edition as being used
in a netw orked environment, for example integrating the dev ice as a
netw ork node into the local netw ork prov iding security serv ices [3].
They also prov ide sample applications including features such as
discov ering serv ices on other cards on the same local netw ork,
performing secure card-to-card transactions, administering card
through a w eb interface, etc. The USB interface extends the
applicability of Jav a Card to secure USB tokens with applications such
as secure personal databases and embedded servers. Being part of a
netw ork

for

a

prolonged

period

of

time

and introducing

communication stacks (such as TCP/I P and layers abov e) introduces
new v ulnerabilities.
The rest of this section outlines the attacks related to the netw ork layer
and communications, grouping them in passiv e and activ e attacks.
Some common techniques used to take adv antage of v ulnerabilities
in different network layers and protocols are thereafter discussed. The
aim of this section is not to giv e a complete list of netw ork
v ulnerabilities, but to show that once the Jav a Card is netw orked and
can be accessed ov er LANs and WANs (ov er TCP/I P or HTTP/HTTPS),
the dev ice and communication becomes v ulnerable to all sorts of
netw ork attacks targeting w eb-serv ers.
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4.5.1

Passiv e Attacks

Passive attacks attempt to learn or make use of information from the
system or communication w ithout affecting system resources (as
defined in RFC 2828 [134]). Eav esdropping is one such form of passiv e
attack, w hereby an attacker can listen to the communication
betw een the smart card and the other endpoint. When the smart
card is accessed ov er a WAN env ironment, the routers betw een the
endpoints can listen to the traffic, if no encryption is used. I n a LAN
env ironment using HUBs, communication is broadcasted to all ports,
making eav esdropping easy. On the other hand, a sw itch only
transmits data (frames) to the destination port, and attacks such as
ARP spoofing (discussed in section 4.5.3) is required to redirect traffic
to the attacker.
Traffic Analysis is another form of passiv e attack, w hereby an attacker
may gain information by observ ing patterns of messages such as
frequencies, length, destination and timing of netw ork packets. For
example Brumley and Boneh show ed in [135] that they could extract
SSL priv ate keys from an OpenSSL-based w eb serv er ev en w hen endpoints w ere separated by multiple routers. A number of defences
w ere presented in this paper, w hereby decryption algorithms w ere
either ‛padded’ to take a constant amount of time or else random
parameter v alues w ere introduced in the RSA decryption function so
that decryption w ill take an irregular amount of time. This latter is
know n as RSA blinding.
I n general, passiv e attacks can be counteracted by encryption and
masking of the channel, e.g. by sending dummy traffic to keep
bandw idth usage constant.
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4.5.2

Activ e Attacks

Active attacks inv olv e some modification in the messages being
communicated ov er the netw ork, by deleting, altering, introducing,
reordering or replaying parts of communication [134] [136].
One of the activ e attacks is masquerade, w hereby the attacker
pretends to be an authorized user to gain access or elev ated
priv ileges to a system or resources. This v ulnerability increases for
Connected Edition Smart Cards (w hen compared to Classic Edition),
since they are typically connected to a netw ork for prolonged period
of times. I f for example some w eak user authentication mechanism is
just using simple passw ords and lacking freshness guarantees, an
attacker can possibly replay some sequence to gain access to the
smart card application.
Message modification is another possible attack if strong integrity
mechanism (prov ided by protocols such as SSL) is not used. Messages
can be tampered in transit to be changed to mean other things. A
specific example is the man-in-the-middle attack w hich can occur if
an attacker sits betw een the tw o end-points, intercepting and altering
communication (outlined below ) [137].
Jav a Card Connected Edition smart cards can also be v ulnerable to
denial of service (DoS) attacks, w hereby legitimate access and use of
the smart card is somehow prohibited. The idea of DoS attack w as
introduced in section 4.2.4 w ith v ulnerabilities in the application layer,
but this attack can be targeted at the netw ork layers as w ell, for
example by creating a Traffic Flood.
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4.5.3

Attacks at different Network Layers

A number of techniques can be used by attackers to exploit
v ulnerabilities in protocols in different netw ork layers to cause DoS,
connection hijacking and other attacks w hich are applicable to
connected smart cards. This section giv es a brief outline of common
v ulnerabilities and attacks found in the low er netw ork layers
documented in the I SO/OSI 7498 series of standards [138]. Reference
w ill be made to the corresponding layers in the TCP/I P model defined
in RFC 1122 [139].
Smart cards can be connected directly and indirectly to w ired or
w ireless netw orks. Threats at the Physical Layer (Layer 1) include
information leakage and integrity v iolation through tapping or sniffing,
denial of serv ice through accidental or deliberate damage and any
sort of illegitimate use of the netw ork [140].
The Data Link Layer (Layer 2), know n as Link Layer in the TCP/I P
reference model, is concerned w ith transferring data betw een
adjacent netw ork nodes. This includes concepts of data packets
know n as frames trav elling betw een nodes, IEEE 802 standards for
local area netw orks w ith netw ork interfaces identified uniquely by a
Media Access Control address (MAC address) and sw itches which use
MAC addresses to bridge data to specific destination (as opposed to
hubs w hich broadcasts frames to all connected nodes). For an
attacker to be able to intercept/alter communication betw een tw o
parties on a sw itched netw ork, a technique called ARP spoofing or
ARP Poisoning is used to route frames to the attacker. Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP) is defined in RFC 826 [141] and is used to
resolv e netw ork layer addresses (e.g. I P address) into link layer
addresses (MAC address) w ithin the boundaries of a single netw ork. As
Ramachandran and Nandi explain in [142], due to its statelessness
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and lack of authentication mechanism, the protocol is prone to
spoofing attacks. The attacker w ill broadcast Gratuitous ARP packets
fooling the source to cache the destination MAC address as the
attacker’s MAC, and the destination to cache the source MAC as his
ow n as w ell. The communication w ill flow to the attacker MAC w hich
can eavesdrop on the data and forw ards it to destination, alter the
frames before forw arding creating a man-in-the-middle attack, or
drop frames causing denial of service. Ethernet sw itches can also be
v ulnerable to MAC flooding, whereby the attacker floods the sw itch’s
Content Addressable Memory (CAM) tables (w hich maps MAC
addresses to Physical Ports), consuming all the memory the dev ice
allocates for the conv ersion table. These attacks and other
v ulnerabilities related to Virtual Local Area Netw orks (VLANs) w hich
can be targeted at this netw ork layer are detailed in [143]. I f
communication w ith the smart card is going to pass ov er I EEE 802.11
w ireless netw orks w ithout end-to-end encryption, the access points
must be configured w ith the necessary security, av oiding w eak
protocols and using strong passphrases/keys w ith the necessary key
management procedures in place.
The Network Layer (Layer 3), corresponded by the Internet Layer in the
I nternet protocol suite, is responsible for packet (or datagram)
forw arding and routing through intermediate nodes. The Internet
Protocol (IP) defined in RFC-791 [144] is the principal protocol in the
I nternet Layer responsible for addressing hosts using IP addresses and
routing datagrams from a source host to the destination host across
one or more I P networks. I P forms part of the Jav a Card 3 Connected
Edition connectiv ity layers and protocol stacks, although it is not a
strict requirement that the TCP/I P model (RFC 1122 [139]) w ould be the
underlying communication infrastructure for the application layer
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protocols HTTP, HTTPS and TLS. I n any case, if an HTTP/S message is sent
ov er the internet, it w ould be routed over a TCP/I P network to arrive to
the other endpoint, and any TCP/I P v ulnerabilities might affect the
communication w ith the connected smart card. One of the
v ulnerabilities w ith I P is IP Spoofing, w hereby source I P address is
forged to contain different address w ith the purpose of concealing
the identity of the sender or impersonating another computing system.
As Tanase explains in [145], besides being used to launch man-in-themiddle attacks, this technique is also used in denial of serv ice attacks
to make its tracing and stopping as difficult as possible. Another w ay
to cause DoS is by sending a large amount of Internet Control
Message Protocol (ICMP) (defined in RFC-792 [146]) requests to an I P
broadcast address, creating w hat is know n as a Smurf Attack. As
explained in the CERT adv isory CA-1998-01 [147], if the hosts (w hich
can be a Jav a Card) and routers are not configured to ignore I CMP
tow ards broadcast address, all machines in the target netw ork w ill
reply to the I CMP requests, multiplying the traffic by the number of
responding hosts. I f the source I P of the I CMP is forged to a specific
host, the I CMP w ill flood back to the attacked host. CERT adv isory CA1997-28 [148] talks about other attacks/tools named Teardrop and
Land, w hich exploit v ulnerabilities in TCP/I P implementations w ith the
aim of crashing or hanging the system causing a DoS. Teardrop sends
ov erlapping or abnormal I P fragments and Land modifies source and
destination I P addresses to be the same. Jav a Card TCP/I P stack
implementation must be resistant to these attacks.
The Transport Layer (Layer 4) prov ides end-to-end communication
w ith services such as reliability and flow control. I n the TCP/I P model,
the main protocols in this layer are Transmission Control Protocol (TCP),
w hich is defined in RFC-793 [149] and used for connection-oriented
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communication, and User Datagram Protocol (UDP), w hich is a
connection-less protocol defined in RFC 768 [150]. A w ell-know n
v ulnerability w ith the TCP protocol takes adv antage of the w ay the
three-way handshake is used to establish a connection, w hereby the
client sends SYN message to serv er, the serv er acknow ledges w ith a
SYN-ACK, and client responds w ith ACK. As explained in RFC 4987
[151], the Open SYN attack or SYN flood, occurs w hen an attacker
send a large number of SYN messages to a server (sometimes spoofing
the source I P address), and does not send the ACK, leav ing the serv er
w aiting for the half-open connections. The idea is to consume enough
resources and connections to make the system responsiv e. The risk of
such attack increases in smart card env ironment w hich hav e limited
resources. A number of attacks related to TCP sequence numbers
hav e been discussed in RFC 1948 [152] (superseded v ery recently by
RFC 6528 [153]), and CERT Adv isory CA-2001-09 [147]. I f an attacker
manages to predict the I nitial Sequence Number (I SN) used to identify
the packets in a TCP connection, the attacker could forge packets
and inject them in the communication, effectiv ely creating a man in
the middle attack.
A number of countermeasures are possible to harden the TCP/I P
stack. As discussed in [154], protection from such attacks in general
requires a combination of controls, possible by different parties. At the
smart card lev el, protection might include logic to recognize
fraudulent patterns (e.g. open SYN source I P), but the connected
smart card might not hav e the necessary resources for such
processing, and in any case it is not alw ays possible to distinguish
betw een open SYN and legitimately slow connections, for example in
Distributed DoS attacks, w ith Open SYN packets originating from
multiple sources w hich are possibly spoofed. Other controls might
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include filtering certain packets at the netw ork perimeter (e.g. antispoofing filtering using firewalls), the use of I ntrusion Detection Systems
to look for patterns of attacks, I SPs prev enting fraudulent addressed
packets to be transmitted, and to distribute the flood against as many
netw ork dev ices as possible. This latter is only applicable if a number
of smart cards are av ailable, and in general it might be hard for a
smart card w ith limited resources to handle the traffic that might be
generated by other machines.
4.5.4

Other netw orking implications

The fact that the dev ice is netw orked for prolonged period of times
can hav e others implications besides attack on the communication
itself.
One such example is Brute Force Vulnerabilities and Dictionary attacks
ov er a netw ork, w hich could become feasible w ith the increase in
Smart Card CPU capabilities and prolonged netw ork connectivity. The
target of such attack can be the data in HTML forms and user SessionI Ds making part of a smart card w eb application, or any netw ork
facing authentication.
Cryptanalysis can also be eased w ith the smart card being
connected. The aim here is to find w eaknesses in cryptographic
algorithms and the w ay the algorithms are applied. The attacker w ill
hav e more time to communicate w ith the dev ice to try and gain
information (e.g. through a w eb-based application or ov er TCP/I P),
and can hav e easy access to more cipher passing ov er the netw ork
w hich could be v aluable for cryptanalysis.
I n a w eb-application communication, the attacker can split a
connection into tw o separate connections, relaying the data
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betw een the brow ser and the w eb-serv er on smart card, w ith the
possibility of reading, inserting, modifying and deleting the data
creating man-in-the-middle attack. I n the case w hen a secure
channel such as SSL is used, the attacker w ould establish tw o
independent SSL sessions, acting as a client to the w eb application
and as a serv er to the brow ser interface. The only problem w ould be
serv er authentication, and the brow ser w ould typically w arn the user
that the digital certificate is not v alid, unless the serv er certificate is
compromised, but some users might not understand or ev en notice.

4.6

Garbage Collector

The Jav a Card 3 specifications [88] support automatic Garbage
Collection (GC), w hich is a process that reclaims any unreferenced
(inaccessible) dynamically allocated storage during the execution of
a program. Prior to Jav a Card 3, the GC w as optional and the process
w as not automatically triggered w hen space becomes insufficient or
on card reset. The Jav a Card 3 specifications state that the Jav a Card
v irtual machine's v olatile heap is typically garbage collected on
demand (v ia the System.gc() method call) and on card tear, w hile
the persistent heap is collected less frequently [87].
The GC can be considered as a security feature giv ing some
protection against memory leaks (objects left dangling in memory
w ithout being freed). But it is also an additional process running on the
dev ice w hich can be exploited by attackers.
Barbu et al. [133] make use of the Jav a Card GC to predict the
references that w ill be assigned to object instances to be created,
and launch a form of application replay attack, w ith the possibility of
application firew all circumv ention. They came up w ith the follow ing
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algorithm to be able to read/w rite the reference of an object and
predict future references:
1. Delete the current unreachable object instances:
System.gc();
This makes sure that only object o w ill be garbage collected in
step 5.
2. Create a new object instance: Object o = new Object();
3. Get the reference of this instance: ref = getReference(o);
This process exploits the fact that some JCVM implementations
return the hashCode() of an object as the memory address
conv erted to an integer. I f not, a type-confusion attack needs
to be performed w ith a fault injection as described in section
3.4.
4. Make this object unreachable: o = null;
5. Delete this unreferenced object: System.gc();
6. The next assigned reference w ill be ref.
Under the assumption that Object references are assigned the
smallest reference that is not already assigned (linear reference
assignment).
Then they use the reference prediction technique together w ith the
help of the Garbage Collector to circumv ent the application firew all:
1. An application called Forgery guesses the object references of
an application called Target being instantiated and stores the
addresses:
o Forgery application calls the garbage collector.
o I t predicts the next reference, i.e. Target start of
references.
o Target application gets instantiated.
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o Forgery instantiates an object to deduce Target end
reference.
2. Forgery application registers as an ev ent listener to be notified
of application instance deletions.
3. The attacker w aits/requests the Target application instance
deletion.
4. The Jav a Card 3 specifications state that “an application
instance is successfully deleted when all objects owned by the
application instance are inaccessible on the card” as
opposed to prev ious v ersions w hich require “removal of all
objects owned”, probably assuming that they w ill now be
garbage collected.
5. Forgery application forges the references between start and
end in an array of objects, before the garbage collector kicks
in.
6. The application firewall still prevents Forgery to access Target’s
object. This could be circumv ented w ith the assumption that a
new application (Forgery2) loaded on the card w ill be giv en
the same context v alue as the one just deleted (Target). I f so
the attacker can pass the references from Forgery to Forgery2
to be able to access all references.
This section on the garbage collector rounded up the discussion on
the core features introduced in the Jav a Card 3 Connected Edition
and the related v ulnerabilities. The next section groups the possible
countermeasures

that

should

be

considered in smart card

applications Security Management Systems.
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5. Countermeasures
The Jav a Card 3 Connected Edition introduces a number of features
including TCP/I P-based communication, multithreading and w eb
applications as detailed in the prev ious chapter. These features
increase the application attack surface and introduce new
v ulnerabilities to the more complex smart cards, the applications that
they host, and the systems that they make part of. This obv iously
requires measures of strengthening the security models used in the
Jav a Card Classic Edition cards (and others w hich do not offer
‛connected features’) to protect the additional resources and
counteract the new v ulnerabilities introduced.
This section groups and discusses the countermeasures that can be
applied to the new Jav a Card Connected Edition features. These
range from the security models introduced in the JCRE to application
dev eloper responsibilities of rightly using and configuring the prov ided
security features (such as access control, transactions and critical
sections) and the use of prev ention techniques against attacks
applicable to the new Connect Edition features.

5.1

Java Card Runtime Environment Security Features

The Jav a Card platform prov ides a security model suitable for dev ices
w ith limited resources such as smart cards, but w ith aw areness that
such dev ices are typically used in security-critical env ironments. The
model can be split in three lev els: [87]
 Low-level security or Virtual Machine security including features
such as bytecode v erification, ensuring that applications do not
harm the target dev ice.
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 Application-level security controlling application access to
libraries, file system, netw ork and other resources based on the
security policy defined for the application. This is based on a
sandbox

model, w hereby

applications run in a closed

env ironment w ith strict access controls to resources.
 End-to-end security, an infrastructure for the implementation of
end-to-end security serv ices such authentication, authorization,
encryption and integrity betw een the dev ice and other parties
inv olv ed in different forms of communications.
The security features and serv ices offered by the Jav a Card runtime
env ironment and v irtual machine w ill be detailed in this section.
5.1.1

Loading applications

Loading application on the platform is not an obv ious right for Jav a
Card users. This capacity is generally limited by the know ledge of
authentication keys and separates concerns of issuer, application
prov iders and controlling authorities as described in section 2.8
GlobalPlatform.
5.1.2

ByteCode v erification

Bytecode v erification is a process w hich checks the v alidity of
application bytecode loaded on a dev ice, providing guarantees that
the code conforms to the Jav a VM specification, and in turn
guaranteeing memory safety. The process performs type safety
checks, and assures that the class files do not include things like:
 illegal instructions,
 illegal order or execution,
 references to invalid memory locations, i.e. outside the allocated
object heap [87].
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Prior to Jav a Card 3, the on-card v erification w as optional, and w as
usually performed off-card before the bytecode w as loaded on the
card. The Jav a Card 3.0 Connected Edition specifications have made
the on-card execution of the bytecode v erification mandatory.
On-card v erification is required for dynamic class loading, a feature
also introduced in v ersion 3 of the Jav a Card specifications as
discussed in the prev ious chapter. I t also protects from bypassing the
off-line bytecode v erification, and made it much harder to load illformed applications onto the card (CAP files in the case of Jav a
Card, and WAR files as w ell in Jav a Card 3). On-card bytecode
v erification has counteracted attacks based on manipulating the
bytecode before being loaded onto the card, such as the
manipulations and type confusion attacks discussed in [76] and [155].
I t is fair to mention that the attacks possibilities in the off-line
v erification process w ere already reduced w ith the use of digital
signature, w hereby the trusted third party executing the bytecode
v erification w ould digital sign the v erified code. This signature w ould
be v erified in the application load procedure.
Once the class is statically v erified that it is w ell-formed by the on-card
v erifier, and loaded by the class loader, bytecode coherency is not
checked during execution. Only limited dynamic checks are
performed by the v irtual machine, such as array boundaries, null
pointers and inv alid casting. As explained in [53], static controls could
still be circumv ented using physical attacks, w hich are more complex
to perform.
I n general it can be deduced that there is still a form of time-of-check
to time-of-use (TOCTOU) v ulnerability w ith dynamic bytecode
v erification, because of the delay that exists betw een the v erification
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and the execution. The concept of defensiv e v irtual machine hav e
been proposed by many smart card suppliers, w hereby run-time
checks are included to assure type-safe executions, or perhaps
detect and prev ent any unsafe executions [52]. The implementation
of such additional defences is part of the compromise betw een
performance and security. I n the smart card env ironment, av ailable
resources and cost (since they are typically mass-produced) also
make part of the equation.
5.1.3

Dynamic Class Loading Restrictions

The Jav a Card Virtual Machine Connected Edition Specifications
restricts the classes that applications can dynamically load to classes
from the same application JAR file. This ensures that applications
cannot interfere w ith each other and also protects from the dynamic
loading of malicious code, w hich could interfere w ith the integrity,
confidentiality and av ailability of card applications [87].
Another security safeguard w ith Jav a Card dynamic class loading is
that application and group-library class loaders can only load a class
dynamically if and only if the class name is declared in dynamicallyloaded-classes element of the application descriptor [86].
5.1.4

System Classes Protection

The Jav a Card platform does not allow the modification, ov erriding
and introduction of system classes, as this could lead to v arious
application-lev el security holes such as class spoofing. I f for example
the security manager classes could be ov erridden or replaced, the
security system could be circumv ented triv ially.
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Applications loaded on the card do not hav e access to priv ate and
protected components of system applications. They run in closed
‛sandboxed’ env ironment w ith strict access control to resources.
The class file lookup order cannot be manipulated by applications
[87]. I f this w as the case, new classes w ith the same name might be
introduced w ith malicious intent, and loaded instead of others. For this
reason, user-defined Jav a platform-lev el class loaders are not
supported, unlike Jav a Standard Edition.
5.1.5

Applications and applet firew alling

Since multiple applications can be installed on a smart card such as
Jav a Card, ev en prov ided by different v endors, the isolation of
applications and context is of paramount important for the security of
each application. The Jav a Card Runtime Env ironment provides w ays
of restricting access to components and objects by different
applications, unless the application specifically declares a shareable
interface.
The application firewall is a runtime-enforced protection prov ided by
the VM, offering protection of integrity and confidentiality of
applications and their data. The objects ow ned by an application are
partitioned into separate protected object spaces called group
contexts. Multiple applications can also be grouped in the same
context. The runtime env ironment also maintains its ow n System
context, w ith special privileges. Access to objects in different contexts
is controlled at runtime by the application firewall. This does not apply
to static attributes and methods, and if these are declared public,
they can be accessed from any context.
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There are a number of controlled w ays that objects in different
contexts can interact betw een them [86]. These include:
 Entry Point Objects serv ing as gatew ays through w hich
applications request privileged RE system services in a controlled
w ay.
 Global Arrays w hereby arrays declared as global w ill be ow ned
by the RE context and can be accessed from any context.
 Shareable Interface Objects (SIO), w hich prov ide a secure and
controlled mechanism for inter-application communication.
Objects implementing shareable interfaces, which are interfaces
extending javacard.framework.Shareable interface defined
in Jav a Card API , w ould hav e the methods defined in the
interface accessible from any context.
 SIO-based

asynchronous

communication,

a

notification

mechanism based on the classic observ er design patters, w ith
the implementation of ev ents and ev ent listeners.
5.1.6

Multithreading security

The Jav a Card Runtime Specifications takes a number of threadrelated safety measures.
Each group context (described in section 4.1) is bound to a protection
domain, a set of permissions that an application is permitted to do or
access. Each thread is responsible for the enforcements of such
security policy.
Threads are ow ned by their creator, either an application or the
Runtime Env ironment. Due to the context isolation principle, control of
threads such as start, interrupt and changing of priority can only be
performed from the group context of the thread ow ner.
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The JRE guarantees that all static methods and entry point objects
(used to perform priv ileged calls) are thread-safe. Features such as
locks and synchronized blocks are prov ided for multithreaded
applications to be implemented in a thread-safe w ay. The dev eloper
of multithreaded applications is responsible to perform all operations
upon shared data in w hat are know n as critical sections. Such
sections, marked using synchronized blocks in Jav a code, are
executed mutually exclusiv ely through the use of a common lock. An
example can be seen in the source code for the thread race
condition simulation in Appendix A.2.

synchronized (this) {
incremented ++;
}

Here, a lock on the object instance (‛this’) is obtained to alter the
‛incremented’ v ariable. So the next thread simultaneously executing

this part of the code w ill hav e to w ait for the first one to complete,
before the lock is released and acquired by the second thread.
The dev eloper of multithreading applications should be aw are of such
possibilities of race conditions and should be able to spot such areas
in the source code and create critical sections accordingly.
Unimplemented critical sections might slip integrity and stress testing
and go unnoticed for a w hile, but the right timing might occur one
day, causing integrity issues. The v ulnerability might also be exploited
by an attacker.
5.1.7

Transactions

The Jav a Card Platform offers a w ay to group a number of operations
in w hat is called a Transaction, treating the operations as one unit of
w ork. The transaction mechanism is used to guarantee the integrity of
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data being processed, and the recoverability from crashes, card tear
(sudden loss of pow er) and transaction abortion to prov ide stability
[156]. A balance update persisted on the smart card follow ed by its
audit log entry is a typical example w hereby missing one of the
operations (e.g. card tear happens before w riting log) w ould result in
an inconsistent state.
As stated by many sources such as [157], transactions offer a number
of guarantees, called ACI D properties:
 Atomicity - the set of operations are considered a single
indiv isible unit, and execute completely or not at all.
 Consistency - a transaction leav es the system’s state to be
consistent after a transaction completes, guaranteeing the
continuous integrity of the underlying data stores.
 Isolation - transactions execute w ithout interfering w ith each
other, av oiding the

possibility of transactions accessing

incomplete results. As discussed later, isolation is not guaranteed
in Jav a Card transactions by transaction mechanism alone.
 Durability - all the data changes made during the course of a
transaction are persisted before the transaction is successfully
completed.
The Jav a Card Connected Edition RE Specifications [86] support
multiple concurrent transactions (each in a different thread), as w ell
as nested ones, i.e. sub-transactions w ithin a transaction. The
application dev eloper can use Java Annotations metadata to
declare transactional behav iour for a w hole method, w hereby all
updates inside the method w ill be persisted correctly, or none at all in
the case that an uncaught exception is throw n. Similar to Jav a
Enterprise

Edition transaction attributes
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[158], the transaction

annotation allow s for the control of different behav iour of
transactions:
 REQUI RES_NEW – a new transaction starts and is committed at
the end of method.
 REQUI RED – an existing transaction is used if it exists, otherw ise a
new transaction is created.
 MANDATORY – a transaction must exists otherw ise an exception
is raised.
 SUPPORTED - an existing transaction is used if it exists.
 NOT_SUPPORTED - an existing transaction is suspended during the
method execution.
Jav a Card guarantees that static fields, persisted fields, array
elements, and methods like arrayCopy are atomic, guaranteeing
data integrity ev en during card tear and pow er up. Object fields and
array components are protected by transactions, and the dev eloper
can guarantee their integrity w ith the correct use of transactions.
I nternally the VM w ill use a commit buffer for each transaction, to
store updates until the transaction commits. The altered v alues are
rev erted from the buffer in case of a transaction rollback. Note that
this model does not guarantee isolation, as other transactions might
read updated v alues, which could afterw ards be rolled back to their
original v alues. This has been confirmed by making the Missed Update
simulation program introduced in 4.2.2 using transactional updates as
seen in A.5, and the missed update occurred again.
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Figure 22. Screenshot of Transactional Missed Update Java Card simulation
interface

I n fact the Jav a Card specifications [86] say: “The developer is strongly
encouraged to avoid such a programming pattern”. So some form of
locking, such as synchronized blocks (explained in section 5.1.6),
should be used w ith transactions to av oid a transactional process
reading data w hich is updated and still uncommitted by other
transactions. I n the area of concurrency control (more specifically
Serializability Theory) [159], integrity is guaranteed by serialisable
executions, w hereby the outcome (state of the data) after the
concurrent execution of multiple transactions is equiv alent to the
outcome of one or more sequential execution (i.e. as if the concurrent
processes were executed one after the other in some order). This is not
guaranteed by the Jav a Card transaction model.
The dev eloper must also be aw are that the use of non-transactional
operations such as arrayCopyNonAtomic can lead to unpredictable
results. A team at Radboud Univ ersity Nijmegen [81] pointed out that
‛unpredictable’ could mean that the data being w ritten could end up
w ith random v alues, and they demonstrated an attack that could set
a counter to a random v alue on card tear.
Transactions might also be interrupted maliciously at a specific point in
time to create a rollback attack. As explained in [160] and [29], an
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attacker could pow er off the card just after an unsuccessful ev ent
w hich should hav e been follow ed by an update of a retry counter. I f
the w hole process is in a transaction, the retry counter w ill be rolled
back to the original v alue. Such sensitiv e counter should be updated
atomically but outside of a transaction.
5.1.8

Authentication & Authorization

Jav a Card 3 Connected Edition introduces a new permission-based
model to prov ide fine-grained access control to sensitiv e resources
such as netw ork access, files, context switching shareable objects etc.
The model prov ides a lot of flexibility but as w ill be show n in this
section, it is pretty complex to master, implement and configure
flaw lessly.
As detailed in the Connected Edition Jav a Card Runtime Env ironment
(JCRE) specifications [86], permissions form a hierarchical structure
and can either be named (predefined) or URI-named, protecting one
or a group of resources referenced by the URI . The concept of
Protection Domains is used to group a number of permissions w hich
can be assigned to an application or group of applications, all of
w hich is defined in platform or card management security policies.
Platform policies are defined for Applets, Extended Applets, Web
Applications and Card Management applications, and guarantee
the consistency and integrity of all applications in each of the
application model. Security checks are triggered by context switching
and programmatically by JCRE libraries and applications to prov ide
access control to their resources.
The JCRE Specs also support declarativ e role-based security model,
whereby access to particular resources can be restricted to those
users and applications w hich hav e been granted a particular security
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role, w hich is basically a logical grouping of users or clients. The
application w ould hav e to define roles in configuration files at
dev elopment time and implement security checks accordingly. User
role-based security can be used to programmatically control access
to SI O resources, SI O ev ents, and w eb resources, w hile Client rolebased security may be used to control access to SI O resources only.
Declarative User Role-based Security constraints can be declared in
the deployment descriptor of web applications for constraints on w eb
resources. User security roles are declared in the Jav a Card Platformspecific application descriptor and/or in the w eb applications
deployment descriptor.
I n the JCRE, Users are categorized as card-holder-users and otherusers (e.g. remote card administrators), and applications can be
categorized as locally accessible and remotely accessible. Remote
accessible applications cannot directly prompt the card holder for
authentication w hen needed. The scope of user authentication can
be global (restricted to card-holder-users) or session-scoped, each
hav ing specific set or restrictions and usages. Authentication relies on
authenticators, w hich are a set of authentication serv ices, to handle
authentication according to different schemes such as PI N, passw ord
or biometric. Applications can manage their ow n user authentication,
and may use authenticators’ serv ices. For w eb resource access
control, the user can be authenticated to the w eb application
container using one of the follow ing mechanisms, as configured in the
application's deployment descriptor:
 HTTP Basic Authentication
 HTTP Digest Authentication
 Form-based Authentication
 Jav a Card Platform Authentication.
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Role base authentication is used to control w eb resource access,
according to the authentication mechanism in use.
The idea of this section w as not to giv e a complete ov erv iew of the
access control mechanisms av ailable in Jav a Card Connected
Edition. The Access Control section in JCRE specifications [86] is 66
pages long, and also includes concepts like On-card Client
Application Authentication and Authorization (to serv er applications),
authentication

session

duration, credential managers for the

management of secure communications and code isolation. The
point to bring out here is that implementing access control in Jav a
Card Connected Edition requires deep understanding of the serv ices
and mechanisms offered by the JCRE and the w ay that they should
be configured, to prov ide the required security to all protected
resources residing in the card.

5.2

Testing Multithreaded applications

The multithreading features introduced at the Jav a Card Runtime
Env ironment, web applications and extended applets complicate the
dev elopment and testing of applications significantly. Faults related to
concurrency are harder to exhibit and reproduce because of the
nondeterministic nature of multithreaded applications.
The dev elopment should address time-to-check to time-to-use issues
w hich can occur in multithreaded env ironment as explained in
section 4.2.3.

Race conditions should also be dealt w ith w hen

accessing shared data, w ith the use of locks and critical sections as
explained in section 4.2.2. An example can be seen in the Race
Condition Simulation in Appendix A.2, w hereby a lock is acquired
w hile accessing the v ariable being incremented:
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synchronized (this) {
incremented ++;
}

This w ill cause any critical section locking on ‛this’ object (w hich is the
current instance of the class in question) to be executed serially. Care
must be taken to reduce critical section as much as possible to av oid
introducing contention issues. As stated on the IBM iSeries Information
Centre [161], code inspections are critical and often the only w ay to
determine potential problems w ith multithreading. Besides, adding
probes

and debug information can alter the execution of

multithreaded applications.
Achiev ing high code cov erage (test all code branches and lines of
code) is not enough in multithreaded env ironment testing as this
might not cov er the different w ays that threads interact w ith each
other. The testing of multithreaded applications should address the
aspect of nondeterministic executions, w hereby different runs of the
program can potentially produce different results. I f the applications
could possibly hav e different number of threads throughout its lifetime,
the testing should be performed on the w hole range of possible
concurrent threads. The application should also be tested w ith
different w orkloads and stress, to try and rev eal any race conditions,
timing and performance issues.
The execution of multithreaded applications can v ary betw een
different hardw are models, as the operating system and physical
layers (e.g. processor speeds) can play a role in the timing, scheduling
and context sw itching of threads. I t is thus important that testing of
multithreaded applications should be performed on each of the smart
card architectures that they w ill be installed upon.
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I f the applications require to be formally v erified for their correctness,
the multithreading aspects need to be considered in the models used,
such as the type systems, theorem prov ing and dynamic analysis
introduced in section 4.3.2.

5.3

Web Application Security

Web applications introduce a number of v ulnerabilities as discussed in
section 4.3. The follow ing part of the report outlines a number of
prev ention techniques that should be used to reduce the risks and
potential damage of w eb-application attacks.
5.3.1

I nput v alidation

The Application dev eloper should v alidate any untrusted data input
to the application, and sanitize it before it is processed or stored for
later use, otherw ise an attacker can exploit syntax of targeted
interpreter in an injection attack. Special characters that could be
interpreted by a processor or interpreter, such as HTML, Jav aScript and
XPath, should be escaped. For example in the case of HTML, ‛<’ and
‛>’can be replaced by ‛&lt;’ and ‛&gt;’ respectiv ely. A number of
libraries exist to encode data to specific interpreters.
5.3.2

I njection Prevention

When untrusted input is used by some interpreter or processor, OWASP
[102] suggests that w henev er possible, a parameterised interface is
used, w hich w ould handle all the necessary sanitization and typechecking of arguments. Otherw ise the input should be thoroughly
v alidated and sanitized.
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5.3.3

Cross-site scripting prevention

As explained in section 4.3.5, Cross-Site scripting (XSS) inv olv es the
injection of activ e content (scripts) w hich w ill be displayed w ithout
any sanitization/encoding, and end up being executed by the
targeted interpreter, for example the Jav aScript interpreter in browser.
As many security references suggest, including OWASP [115],
untrusted data should be treated as if it could contain an attack.
Such data can come from HTTP request parameters, headers, cookies
as w ell as stored data.
XSS is usually counteracted w ith a combination of v alidation of all
incoming data and appropriate encoding of all output data. Input
validation is not a complete XSS prev ention tool, since the data w ould
hav e to be sanitized for different parsers that might use the data, and
in some cases such approach w ould lead to striping most of the
special characters. I nput v alidation is thus more of a XSS detection
tool, then a prev entiv e one. On the other hand, output encoding, or
escaping, can be performed before the data is sent to a particular
interpreter, and could thus be specific to the processor. The idea is to
let the interpreter know that the data is not intended to be executed,
and the sanitisation usually inv olv es encoding special characters in
others. I n the case of HTML, things get a bit tricky since it contains
many different parsers, such as HTML, Jav aScript, URL, CSS and XML.
So for example HTML-encoded input data could still be v ulnerable if
placed inside a <script> tag or URL. The specific encoding required
should thus depend on the place that the untrusted data is being
included, and should be targeted to the particular interpreter in
question.
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There are a number of security-encoding libraries av ailable for a
number of parsers such as OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)
project av ailable for Jav a and other languages, Microsoft Anti-Cross
Site Scripting Library for the .NET platform and OWASP AntiSamy and
HTML Purifier for HTML encoding. Such tools w ould handle the hidden
pitfalls and v ariations of attack payloads in their encoding algorithms
and w ould be thoroughly tested. A point to notice w ith Jav a Cards is
that sanitization and encoding of data is usually expensiv e in terms of
processing and memory use, w hich is usually pretty scarce in the
Smart Card env ironment.
A better approach w ith Smart Cards might be to take a restrictiv e
approach on w hat untrusted data to output (if possible), and in w hich
part of the HTML document (w hich contexts) it is allow ed to be
included. I n its XSS Prev ention Cheat Sheet [162], OWASP prov ides a
list of countermeasures to take w hen putting untrusted data in
different parts of an HTML document, including HTML attributes, scripts,
HTML style property, URL parameters, and others. I deally, complex
contexts such as URLs inside Jav aScript should be av oided. I n the
Smart Card env ironment a dev elopment policy might be created to
allow output of untrusted data only in a subset of these sections, and
encoding is performed specifically to the interpreter of such data, to
reduce the ov erheads and risks. Whenev er possible, the Unicode
character encoding (e.g. I SO8859-1 or UTF-8) should be explicitly
specified, to av oid misunderstandings betw een serv er and client
(brow ser) w hich might be exploited by XSS attacks. This charset
encoding specifies the w ay characters are represented in a
sequence of bits.
With regards to theft of cookies w ith the aim of session hijacking, it
might be a good idea to restrict use of cookies from the I P address of
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the originally authenticated entity. Some brow sers, such as I nternet
Explorer, hav e the ability to disallow client side scripts to access
cookies that are defined w ith HttpOnly flag set, but the serv let
container in Jav a Card 3 connected edition does not support this
attribute.
Counteracting Domain Based XSS is a different story since the data
does not pass through the serv er at all and thus cannot be sanitized at
the back-end. The OWASP DOM based XSS Prev ention Cheat Sheet
[163] claims that “DOM based XSS is extremely difficult to mitigate
against because

of

its

large

attack

surface

and lack of

standardization across browsers”. The suggestions for DOM based XSS
prev ention are based on treating untrusted data as simple text and
not code, HTML-encoding and Jav aScript-encoding such data, and
av oiding

assigning

document.write/ln(…),

untrusted

data

to

methods

like

element.inner/outerHTML, and any

others that might ev aluate data passed as input.
5.3.4

Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF) prev ention

The idea behind this attack is to force an authenticated v ictim to send
a forged HTTP request to a v ulnerable application, w ithout the
know ledge and intent of the v ictim, leading to unw anted actions and
disclosure of information.
As described in 4.3.6, the implementation of the Synchronizer Token
Pattern is one w ay of mitigating this attack, w hereby a nonce is
generated and stored in the HTTP session. This ‛challenge’ is also
added as a parameter w ith ev ery sensitiv e request and compared
w ith the one in the session w hen the serv let is processing the HTTP
request. This makes life much harder for the attacker to forge requests
w ithout know ing the parameter’s random v alue. An implementation
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of this countermeasure can be found in A.11. I t is important that there
are no cross-site scripting vulnerabilities, as these could leak the nonce
parameter.
The Synchronizer Token solution has the ov erhead of maintaining the
CSRF token w ith ev ery user session, w hich might be significant in the
Smart Card env ironment. Another solution to reduce the probability of
a successful CSRF attack might be to check the HTTP referrer. This
v alue set by the brow se to the URL of the originating page, and is
placed in the HTTP Header. This has less ov erhead than maintaining a
token per session, but there are cases w hen the referrer is not set (for
example w hen referring from HTTPS to HTTP page) and attacks related
to spoofing of HTTP headers do exist such as the Adobe Flash Player
CRLF I njection reported in [164].
There are some framew orks designed specifically for CSRF mitigation,
such as OWASP CSRF Guard (For Java) [165], but these w ere not
designed to be used w ith Jav a Cards, and might not be suitable for
the restrictiv e API s and resource-limited env ironments.
When implementing high risk processes, the user might be reauthenticated for the particular request, or perhaps include a
CAPTCHA to ensure that the request is originating from a human. This
challenge-response w ill mitigate CSRF but user experience w ill be
impacted.
The user can also play his part to reduce the possibility of a successful
CSRF, since the attack inv olv e some form of social engineering to
make the authenticated user perform some unintended actions. User
security aw areness in this case should include things like logoff
immediately, brow ser and sites not remembering credentials, and
using different browsers or tabs w hen accessing sensitive applications.
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But this might not be so feasible w ith such a large number of smart
card holders.

5.4

Smart card Application development guidelines

One of the benefits of the Jav a Card platform is that the language
w ithin w hich the applications are w ritten is a subset of Jav a Standard
Edition, including features such as annotations, generics, enhanced
for-loops, (un)boxing, and a significantly large set of libraries such as
string and date manipulation classes, collections etc. Jav a Card
applications (including w eb-applications) can be dev eloped w ith the
I DEs that the dev eloper is used to. As Sun claim in [32], the Jav a Card
Connected Edition technology brings the application programming
experience closer to that of mainstream Jav a programming
env ironment.
That said, the physical layer on w hich the applications w ill run differs
significantly from serv er boxes, and a Jav a dev eloper cannot create
good quality Jav a Card code w ithout understanding these
differences. Besides the env ironment and context of smart card
application usually differ from w eb applications running on serv ers
behind firew alls locked in serv er rooms. Some of the fundamental
differences include:
 Different memory models requesting different ways of design. For
example NVM (Non-v olatile memory) is stressed each time it is
used and is ruined after a certain amount of w rites.
 RAM space is v ery limited w hen compared to traditional Jav a
memory models.
 Objects that need to exist across card-restarts need to be
persistent using persistence by reachability, w hereby an object
becomes persistent if referenced by another objects.
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 Smart card applications require security features beyond the
scope of the standard Jav a platform. For instance, legitimate
cardholder should not be able to tamper w ith his balance
amount.
A number of guidelines and recommendations can be found on the
subject of Jav a Card application dev elopment such as Sun
Dev eloper Netw ork article [166] and Java Card™ & STK Applet
Development Guidelines [29] by Gemalto smart card manufacturers.
Suggestions to reduce consumption or resources (memory and CPU)
and application footprint include drastic measures w hich could make
the code less readable w hen compared to regular Jav a code, for
example:
 creating the applications w ith minimum number of classes,
 reducing number of threads as much as possible,
 av oiding the use of local objects and arrays,
 reusing v ariables,
 fav ouring static v ariables ov er instance once,
 using transient objects to store intermediate results as RAM is
much faster than NVM,
 reducing updates of persistent objects (i.e. other than local
v ariables, method parameters and transient objects stored in
RAM) to reduce risk of NVM stress,
 grouping method parameters in an object to reduce memory
consumptions.
Smart Card applications should ensure data integrity and consistency
betw een card tear and pow er up ev ents and across reset ev ent
restarts. Anti-tearing protection mechanisms require the use of
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transactional serv ices, w hich Gemalto suggest their used w ith the
follow ing considerations:
 keeping transaction critical section as small as possible
 keeping the begin and commit transaction in the same method
 all the execution paths (including conditional jumps and
exceptions) of a method starting a transaction shall complete it
 protecting the transaction critical section with a try-catch block,
to prev ent transaction stack ov erflow during an exception.
The aspect of secure env ironment must also be taken into
consideration when coding smart card applications and the Gemalto
report suggest the follow ing:
 use API s, rather than rew riting methods, w henev er possible
 av oiding coding and storing PI Ns and Keys in primitiv e arrays
 initializing sensitiv e data at the beginning and clearing it at
session end
 storing sensitiv e data in transient data structures
 protecting sensitiv e data against rollback attacks
 declaring all initialized buffers (e.g. menu item, strings…) as static.

5.5

Communication Security

Since Jav a Card 3 Connected Edition smart cards typically form part
of a netw orked env ironment, being a Local Area Netw ork (LAN) or a
Wide Area Netw ork (WAN), they should form part of the netw ork
security framew ork. The I SO/I EC standard 7498-2 [167], prov ides a
general description of security serv ices and related mechanisms,
w hich may be prov ided by the Basic Reference Model for Open
Systems I nterconnection (OSI) (described in I SO/OSI 7498-1 [138]), and
defines the positions w ithin the Reference Model w here the serv ices
and mechanisms may be prov ided.
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As described in section 4.5, Jav a Card Specifications prov ide a
framew ork for end-to-end security services to protect eav esdropping
(and alteration) of data communicated w ith entities outside the
dev ice, namely the Generic Connection Framework (GCF). The
specifications do not mandate any specific end-to-end security
mechanism, as these are typically implementation-dependent. Jav a
Card Web Applications can be configured to accept communication
solely on secure (HTTPS) channel trough the Web-Secure-AccessOnly Attribute in the runtime descriptor configuration file. The WebClient-Auth-Required property can be used to force client
authentication during the SSL/TLS handshake for an HTTPS session.
Such parameters can prov ide guarantees of authentication,
confidentiality and integrity. The smart card application dev eloper
should configure these security parameters according to the specific
application security requirements.
Care must also be taken by the dev eloper of adv anced applets and
w eb applications not to expose sensitiv e information in SI O objects
used in intra-application communication. The confidentiality and
integrity of sensitiv e information should be protected ev en w ith other
applications residing on the smart card.
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6. Conclusions
With the Jav a Card 3 Connected Edition features, smartcards are
being ev olv ed into multithreaded w eb serv ers integrated to I P
netw orks hosting complex applications offering a number of serv ices.
The potential and applicability of such smart card applications is
huge, ranging from secure USB tokens and netw ork nodes to
embedded w eb serv ers and WebDAV compliant thumb driv es. The
closed smart card application env ironment w ith an APDU interface is
being opened up to offer card serv ices to other on-chip applications
and to external systems or humans through TCP/I P based interfaces.
For example a Mobile operator SI M card can offer services to MobilePayment applications installed on the smart card, and an on-card
GPS sensor can offer accurate positioning serv ices and nav igation
information to smart card applications such as emergency serv ices,
location-aw are games and others, all of w hich could be configured
and accessed through a w eb-based interface.
The increasingly sophisticated applications, the more serv ices and
application integration offered and the greater connectiv ity entails a
larger application attack surface and a number of new v ulnerabilities
that need to be addressed by secure applications running on
smartcards. These new attack possibilities need to be considered in
the security management framew orks of smart card serv ices and the
applications and env ironment that they make part of.
This research analysed the v ulnerabilities introduced w ith the new
Jav a Card 3 Connected Edition features, and show ed that a number
of security measures are required to be taken by different parties
inv olv ed in the smart card application env ironment throughout the
w hole lifecycle of the smartcard and its applications. I t show ed how
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features such as the Garbage Collector and inter-application
communication could be used in hardw are and combine attacks on
the Jav a Card Runtime Env ironment.
The multithreading in the Runtime Env ironment and applications
(extended applets and w eb applications) has increased the
application complexity and introduced v ulnerabilities such as race
conditions, time-of-check to time-of-use and thread starvation issues
causing Denial of Serv ice. These hav e been demonstrated on the
Jav a Card simulator. The card manufactures and application
dev elopers should take the necessary measures to control access to
shared data and dev elop ways of detecting and av oiding starv ation
and

deadlocks.

The

testing

and

application

v erification

systems/models should take into consideration the multi-threading
aspects.
This report has show n that the generic w eb application v ulnerabilities
are applicable to w eb applications found on Jav a Cards. These w ere
exhibited on the Jav a Card simulator. Web application dev elopers
should take the necessary measures to counteract path manipulation,
cross-site scripting, cross-site request forgery, injection and other
attacks discussed.
Netw orking v ulnerabilities such as eavesdropping, open-SYN and
traffic flood attacks, man-in-the-middle and ARP/IP spoofing target at
different communication layers must also be included in the risk
management processes of ‛Connected’ smartcards. Measures should
be taken by smart card manufacturers in the implementation of the
netw ork stack (e.g. TCP/I P and HTTP/HTTPS protocols) and by
application dev elopers in using the right configuration for necessary
communication to achiev e the required integrity and confidentiality. If
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smart cards are making part of a local netw ork, they should be
safeguarded w ith the perimeter security. On-card application firewalls
and Host Intrusion Detection Systems are hard to fit on the constrained
resources found on the cards, so off-card measures are needed.
All parties inv olv ed in life cycle of smart cards and the applications
running on them should be inv olv ed in the security management of
the applications and data residing on the dev ices. The manufacturers
should continue to counteract new hardw are attacks w ith more
sophisticated tamper-resistance, and prov ide enhanced security
serv ices to be used by application dev elopers. Application
dev elopment lifecycles should hav e their security management
enhanced to address the new v ulnerabilities introduced. I ssuers and
serv ice prov iders should also include additional testing and risk
management processes to deal w ith the new susceptibilities. Last but
not least, the human aspect should also be considered in the card
and application dev elopment phases as w ell as the end user. The user
w hich is potentially unaw are of hav ing priv ate keys in the SI M card
and credit cards might be offered a w eb-based interface for
example to v iew his balance or account information. Some form of
security aw areness, to counteract social engineering and other forms
of human-related v ulnerabilities might be required in this respect.
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Appendix. A
A.1

Simulated attacks Source code

Dynamic Class Loading

package org.rhul.javacard.dynamicclassloading;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.io.PrintWriter;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;
/**
* This example implements dynamic loading of a class, which may include malicious code.
*/
public class DynamicClassLoading extends HttpServlet {
//Private cardBalance
private static int cardBalance = 0;
Object dynamicClassInstance = null;
/**
* Protected scope method:
* Can only be called from subclasses or classes in same package.
*/
protected static void incrementBalance() {
cardBalance++;
}
@Override
public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request,
HttpServletResponse response) throws IOException {
if ("Instantiate dynamic class".equals(request.getParameter("oper"))) {
try {
final Class<?> dynamicClass =
Class.forName("org.rhul.javacard.dynamicclassloading.DynamicClass");
dynamicClassInstance = dynamicClass.newInstance();
} catch (ClassNotFoundException ex) {
} catch (InstantiationException ex) {
} catch (IllegalAccessException ex) {
}
} else if ("Call toString()".equals(request.getParameter("oper")) &&
dynamicClassInstance != null) {
((DynamicClass)dynamicClassInstance).toString();
}
//output the current card balance
response.setContentType("text/html");
final PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
try {
out.println("<html>");
out.println(" <body>");
out.println("
<form method='get' action='dynamicclassloading'>");
out.println("
<h3>Dynamic class loading simulation</h3>");
out.println("
Current Balance is " + cardBalance + ".</small><br><br>");
out.println("
The dynamic class loaded increments cardbalance maliciously.<br>");
out.println("
Even in its constructor, it increments once again, ten times.<br>");
out.println("
And the malicious method is incrementing it 100 times.<br><br>");
out.println("
<input type='submit' name='oper' value ='Query Balance'>");
out.println("
<input type='submit' name='oper' value='Instantiate dynamic class'>");
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out.println("
<input type='submit' name='oper' value='Call toString() '>");
out.println("
</form>");
out.println(" </body>");
out.println("</html>");
} finally {
out.close();
}
}
}

/**
* Malicious Class to be loaded dynamically.
*/
class DynamicClass {
/**
* Static Initialisation Block - perhaps including malicious code
*/
{
DynamicClassLoading.incrementBalance();
}
/**
* Constructor - perhaps including malicious code
*/
public DynamicClass() {
for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
DynamicClassLoading.incrementBalance();
}
}
/**
* Instance method - perhaps including malicious code
*/
@Override
public String toString() {
for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++) {
DynamicClassLoading.incrementBalance();
}
return "";
}
}
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A.2

Thread Race Condition

package org.rhul.javacard.threads;
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.IOException;
java.io.PrintWriter;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;

/**
* This servlet simulates a lost update example.
* The number of times a balance is incremented is updated in a thread -safe way.
* The balance update is not, and missed updates can occur.
*/
public class MissedUpdate extends HttpServlet {
private int balance = 0;
private int incremented = 0;
@Override
public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request,
HttpServletResponse response) throws IOException {
if ("Increment".equals(request.getParameter("oper"))) {
// Update the incremented value thread-safely.
// No lost updates will happen to this variable
synchronized (this) {
incremented ++;
}
//Update balance in a new thread in a non thread-safe way
new Thread() {
@Override
public void run() {
int tmpBalance = balance;
//simulate some processing ..
try {
Thread.sleep(1000);
} catch (InterruptedException ex) { }
//can result in a missed update, when an 'old value' of valance is being used
balance = tmpBalance + 1;
}
}.start();
}
//output the current values
response.setContentType("text/html");
final PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
try {
out.println("<html>");
out.println(" <body>");
out.println("
<form method='get' action='missedupdate'>");
out.println("
<h3> Missed updates simulation</h3>");
out.println("
Current Balance is " + balance+ ". " +
" <small>(Simulated increments take around a second complete.)</small> <br>");
out.println("
Incremented " + incremented + " times. " +
"<small>(The number of times increment was actually called " +
"in a non-thread safe way).</small><br><br>");
out.println("
In a thread safe way, the balance equals the incremented value. " +
"Misses can be simulated by consecutive increment calls.<br><br>");
out.println("
<input type='submit' name='oper' value='Query Balance'>");
out.println("
<input type='submit' name='oper' value='Increment'>");
out.println("
</form>");
out.println(" </body>");
out.println("</html>");
} finally {
out.close();
}
}
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}
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A.3

Time-of-check to time-of-use

package org.rhul.javacard.threads;
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.IOException;
java.io.PrintWriter;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;

/**
* This servlet simulates a Time-of-check to time-of-use attack against the setBalance method.
* If the parameter value will change between 'check' and 'us e' phases, a negative value can be
* assigned to the balance!
*/
public class Tocttou extends HttpServlet {
private int balance = 0;
//This is used to facilitate simulation.
//In an attack the attacker would have a reference of the parameter being passed.
private BalanceRef balanceParameter = new BalanceRef();
/*
* Method that will be attacked.
*/
public void setBalance(final BalanceRef balanceParam) {
//check phase
if (balanceParam.getBalance() < 0) {
throw new IllegalArgumentException("Balance cannot be negative");
}
//facilitate attack success for simulation
try {
Thread.sleep(1000);
} catch (InterruptedException ex) { }
//reference parameter value can change during this time
//use phase
this.balance = balanceParam.getBalance();
}

/*
* Same method, this time secure against TOCTTOU attacks
*/
public void setBalanceSecurely(final BalanceRef balanceParam) {
final int balanceParamImmutableCopy = balanceParam.getBalance();
if (balanceParamImmutableCopy < 0) {
throw new IllegalArgumentException("Balance cannot be negative");
}
this.balance = balanceParamImmutableCopy;
}
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@Override
public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request,
HttpServletResponse response) throws IOException {
if ("Set Balance to 10".equals(request.getParameter("oper"))) {
//Update balance in a new thread, so that GUI will not freeze.
new Thread() {
@Override
public void run() {
balanceParameter.setBalance(10);
setBalance(balanceParameter);
}
}.start();
} else if ("Update balance to -5".equals(request.getParameter("oper"))) {
//If this will be called between check and use phases, the attack will be successful.
//It will be called from a different thread than setBalance call.
balanceParameter.setBalance(-5);
}
//output the current values
response.setContentType("text/html");
final PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
try {
out.println("<html>");
out.println(" <body>");
out.println("
<h3>Time-of-check to time-of-use (TOCTTOU) simulation</h3>");
out.println("
<form method='get' action='tocttou'>");
out.println("

Current Balance is " + balance+ ".<br><br>");

out.println("
out.println("

The setBalance() throws an exception for a –ve balance passed.<br>");
It should guarantee that balance will never go beyond zero.<br><br>");

out.println("

[Set Balance to 10] will take 1 seconds.
Press [Query balance] to see updated balance. "+

"<small> (Delay introduced to increase simulated attack success rate.)</small><br><br>" );

out.println("

If you press [Update balance to -5], within 1 second
of pressing the [Set Balance to 10]," +
"the parameter values 10 will be changed to -5,
hopefully after the check and before the use.<br><br>");

out.println("
<input type='submit' name='oper' value='Set Balance to 10'>");
out.println("
<input type='submit' name='oper' value='Update balance to -5'>");
out.println("
<input type='submit' name='oper' value='Query balance'>");
out.println("
</form>");
out.println(" </body>");
out.println("</html>");
} finally {
out.close();
}
}
}
/**
* This attack has to work on a reference, so that the passed parameter can be altered from
* another reference. Primitive types are passed by value in Java, so a copy of the original
* value will be placed on stack, and the attack is not possible this way (using primitives).
*/
class BalanceRef {
private int balance;
public int getBalance() {
return balance;
}
public void setBalance(int balance) {
this.balance = balance;
}
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A.4

Thread Starvation

package org.rhul.javacard.threads;
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.IOException;
java.io.PrintWriter;
javacard.security.RandomData;
javacard.framework.JCSystem;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;

/**
* This servlet simulates a thread starvation situation, or a denial of service.
* Threads with high priority may occupy CPU and other resources for a long time,
* leaving threads with lower priority idle.
*/
public class Starvation extends HttpServlet {
private
private
private
private
private
private

int lowPriorityTasks = 0;
int highPriorityTasks = 0;
long lowPriorityCycles = 0;
long highPriorityCycles = 0;
static final short ARRAY_LENGTH = 16;
byte[] randomDataArray = JCSystem.makeTransientByteArray(ARRAY_LENGTH,
JCSystem.CLEAR_ON_RESET);

@Override
public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request,
HttpServletResponse response) throws IOException {
if ("Start high priority process".equals(request.getParameter("oper"))) {
//Increment count of currently high priority active background tasks
highPriorityTasks++;
//Create the thread with high priority
final Thread t = new Thread("High Worker " + highPriorityTasks) {
@Override
public void run() {
while (true) {
//simulate some processing
for (int i = 0; i < 1000; i++) {
RandomData m_rngRandom = RandomData.getInstance(RandomData.ALG_PSEUDO_RANDOM);
m_rngRandom.generateData(randomDataArray, (short) 0, ARRAY_LENGTH);
}
highPriorityCycles++;
System.out.println("App1. High-Priority " + getName());
}
}
};
t.setPriority(Thread.MAX_PRIORITY);
t.start();
} else if ("Start low priority process".equals(request.getParameter("oper"))) {
//Increment count of currently low priority active background tasks
lowPriorityTasks++;
//Create the thread with low priority
final Thread t = new Thread("Low Worker " + lowPriorityTasks) {
@Override
public void run() {
while (true) {
//simulate some processing
for (int i = 0; i < 1000; i++) {
RandomData m_rngRandom = RandomData.getInstance(RandomData.ALG_PSEUDO_RANDOM);
m_rngRandom.generateData(randomDataArray, (short) 0, ARRAY_LENGTH);
}
lowPriorityCycles++;
System.out.println("App1. Low-Priority " + getName());
}
}
};
t.setPriority(Thread.MIN_PRIORITY);
t.start();
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}
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//output the current values
response.setContentType("text/html");
final PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
try {
out.println("<html>");
out.println(" <body>");
out.println("
<h3>Thread Starvation</h3>");
out.println("
<form method='get' action='starvation'>");
out.println("
<table border=\"1\" >");
out.println("
<tr>");
out.println("
<th></th> ");
out.println("
<th>High Priority</th>");
out.println("
<th>Low Priority</th>");
out.println("
</tr>");
out.println("
<tr>");
out.println("
<th>Tasks Running</th> ");
out.println("
<td>" + highPriorityTasks + "</td>");
out.println("
<td>" + lowPriorityTasks + "</td>");
out.println("
</tr>");
out.println("
<tr>");
out.println("
<th>Cycles executed</th> ");
out.println("
<td>" + highPriorityCycles + "</td>");
out.println("
<td>" + lowPriorityCycles + "</td>");
out.println("
</tr>");
out.println("
</table><br><br>");
out.println("
<input type='submit' name='oper' value='Start high priority process '>");
out.println("
<input type='submit' name='oper' value='Start low priority process '>");
out.println("
<input type='submit' name='oper' value='Refresh'>");
out.println("
</form>");
out.println(" </body>");
out.println("</html>");
} finally {
out.close();
}
}
}
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A.5

Transactional Missed Update

package org.rhul.javacard.transactions;
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.IOException;
java.io.PrintWriter;
javacardx.framework.TransactionType;
javacardx.framework.TransactionTypeValue;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;

/**
* This servlet simulates a lost update example.
* The number of times a balance is incremented is updated in a thread -safe way.
* The balance update is not, and missed updates can occur.
*/
public class TransactionalMissedUpdate extends HttpServlet {
private static int balance = 0;
private static int incremented = 0;
@Override
public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request,
HttpServletResponse response) throws IOException {
if ("Increment".equals(request.getParameter("oper"))) {
//Update the incremented value thread-safely.
//No lost updates will happen to this variable
synchronized (this) {
incremented ++;
}
//Update balance in a new thread in a non thread-safe way
new Thread() {
@Override
public void run() {
updateBalanceTransactionally();
}
}.start();
}
//output the current values
response.setContentType("text/html");
final PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
try {
out.println("<html>");
out.println(" <body>");
out.println("
<h3>Missed updates even with transactional updates</h3>");
out.println("
<form method='get' action='transactionalmissedupdate'>");
out.println("
<h3> Missed updates simulation</h3>");
out.println("
Current Balance is " + balance+ ". " +
"<small>(Simulated increments take around a second to be completed.)</small><br> ");

out.println("
Incremented " + incremented + " times. " +
"<small>(The number of times increment was actually called " +
"in a non-thread safe way).</small><br><br>");
out.println("
In a thread safe way, the balance equals the incremented value. " +
"Misses can be simulated by consecutive increment calls.<br><br>");
out.println("

<input type='submit' name='oper' value='Query Balance'>");

out.println("

<input type='submit' name='oper' value='Increment'>");

out.println("
</form>");
out.println(" </body>");
out.println("</html>");
} finally {
out.close();
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}
}
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/**
* Update balance value in a transactional context
*/
@TransactionType(value = TransactionTypeValue.REQUIRES_NEW)
public static void updateBalanceTransactionally() {
int tmpBalance = balance;
//simulate some processing ..
try {
Thread.sleep(1000);
} catch (InterruptedException ex) { }
//can result in a missed update, when an 'old value' of balance is being used
balance = tmpBalance + 1;
}
}
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A.6

Comment injection

package org.rhul.javacard.web;
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.IOException;
java.io.PrintWriter;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;

/**
* This servlet take a log/audit entry and records it.
* It gives an option for the list of the last 5 logged entries to be displayed.
*/
public class CommentInjection extends HttpServlet {
//The number of log entries stored
private static final byte LOG_SIZE = 5;
//array holding the last 5 log entries
private static String[] log = new String[LOG_SIZE];
//used to point to the last log entry, rotating the array
private static byte lastLog = LOG_SIZE - 1;
@Override
public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request,
HttpServletResponse response) throws IOException {
//return HTML without displaying log entries
outputPage(response, false);
}
@Override
public void doPost(HttpServletRequest request,
HttpServletResponse response) throws IOException {
//On Submit, increment the last log position and save the log
if ("Submit".equals(request.getParameter("oper"))) {
lastLog = (byte) ((lastLog + 1) % LOG_SIZE);
log[lastLog] = request.getParameter("log");
}
//return HTML
outputPage(response,
"List last 5 entries".equals(request.getParameter("oper")));
}
/**
* Outputs the resultant HTML. Used by doGet and doPost.
*/
private void outputPage(final HttpServletResponse response,
final boolean displayLog) throws IOException {
response.setContentType("text/html");
final PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
try {
out.println("<html>");
out.println(" <body>");
out.println("
<h3>Comment Injection Attacks</h3>");
out.println("
<form method='post' action='commentinjection'>");
out.println("
New transaction desription:
<input type=\"text\" name=\"log\"></input>");
out.println("
<input type='submit' name='oper' value='Submit'><br><br>");
out.println("
<small>If you enter the text '&lt!--' as input, the entries that
follow this entry will be commented out =>
A Comment Injection attack.</small><br><br>");
out.println("
<input type='submit' name='oper' value='List last 5 entries '><br><br>");
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if (displayLog) {
out.println(
}

logToString());

out.println("
</form>");
out.println(" </body>");
out.println("</html>");
} finally {
out.close();
}
}
/**
* Returns the log entries in a printable format.
*/
private static String logToString() {
final StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer();
buffer.append("<h3>Last " + LOG_SIZE + " log entries.</h3><hr>");
for (int i = 0; i < LOG_SIZE; i++) {
int index = (i + 1 + lastLog) % LOG_SIZE;
if (log[index] != null) {
buffer.append("Log entry " + i + ": " + log[index] + "<br>");
}
}
buffer.append("<hr>");
return buffer.toString();
}
}
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A.7

Path traversal

package org.rhul.javacard.web;
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.IOException;
java.io.PrintWriter;
javax.servlet.RequestDispatcher;
javax.servlet.ServletException;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;

/**
* This servlet simulates a path traversal attack.
* The contents of a file are displayed according to a user-entered parameter.
*/
public class PathTraversal extends HttpServlet {
@Override
public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request,
HttpServletResponse response) throws IOException, ServletException {
final String type = request.getParameter("type");
response.setContentType("text/html");
final PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
try {
out.println("<html>");
out.println(" <body>");
out.println("
<h3>Path Traversal</h3>");
out.println("
<form method='get' action='pathtraversal'>");
out.println("
Select type:");
out.println("
<select name='type'>");
out.println("
<option value='bold.htmlf'>Bold</option>");
out.println("
<option value='italics.htmlf'>Italics</option>");
out.println("
</select><br>");
out.println("
<input type='submit' name='oper' value='Refresh'><br>");
out.println("
</form>");
out.println("
<small>If you enter the parameter value web.xml as part of the URL, " +
"the contents of this file will be revealed.</small><br><br>");
if (type != null) {
out.println("
The text will be displayed according to the selected type:<br>");
//include the file according to selection : should be bold.htmlf / italics.htmlf
RequestDispatcher dispatcher = request.getRequestDispatcher("/WEB-INF/" + type);
dispatcher.include(request, response);
}
out.println(" </body>");
out.println("</html>");
} finally {
out.close();
}
}
}
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A.8

Cross Site scripting (XSS)

package org.rhul.javacard.web;
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.IOException;
java.io.PrintWriter;
javax.servlet.ServletException;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;

/**
* This servlet simulates a number of coross-site scripting attacks.
*/
public class XSS extends HttpServlet {
@Override
public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request,
HttpServletResponse response) throws IOException {
//output the current values
outputPage(response, "");
}
@Override
protected void doPost(HttpServletRequest request,
HttpServletResponse response) throws ServletException, IOException {
String name = null;
if ("Submit".equals(request.getParameter("oper"))) {
name = request.getParameter("name");
}
//output the current values
outputPage(response, name);
}
/**
* Outputs the resultant HTML. Used by doGet and doPost.
*/
private void outputPage(final HttpServletResponse response,
final String name) throws IOException {
response.setContentType("text/html");
final PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
try {
out.println("<html>");
out.println(" <body>");
out.println("
<h3>Cross Site Scripting</h3>");
out.println("
<form method='post' action='xss'>");
out.println("
Enter your name: <input type=\"text\" name=\"name\"></input>");
out.println("
<input type='submit' name='oper' value='Submit'><br>");
out.println("
Hello " + name + "! <br><br>");
out.println("
Try input the following to generate some attacks:<br>");
out.println("
<table border=\"1\" cellspacing=\"1\" cellpadding=\"3\">");
out.println("
<tr><th>Input</th><th>Consequence</th></tr>");
out.println("
<tr><td>&lt;!--</td><td>The contents after 'Hello' will be " +
"commented out => A Comment Injection attack.</td></tr>");
out.println("
<tr><td>&lt;plaintext&gt;</td><td> " +
"Messing up the format of the page.</td></tr>");
out.println("
<tr><td>&lt;a href=\"http://www.counterfeight.com./\"&gt; " +
"Genuine site&lt;/a&gt;</td>" +
"<td>Injecting a link.</td></tr>");
out.println("
<tr><td>&lt;script type=\"text/javascript\" +
"&gt;alert('Attack!');&lt;/script&gt;</td>" +
"<td>Injecting javascript.</td></tr>");
out.println("
<tr><td>&lt;&lt;SCRIPT&gt;alert('Attack!'); " +
"//&lt;&lt;/SCRIPT&gt;</td>" +
"<td>Injecting javascript.</td></tr>");
out.println("
<tr><td>&lt;body onload=alert('Attack!')&gt;</td> " +
"<td>Injection using onload attribute.</td></tr>");
out.println("
<tr><td>&lt;b onmouseover=alert('Attack!')&gt;Hover!&lt;/b&gt;</td>"+
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"<td>Injection using onmouseover attribute.</td></tr>");
out.println("
<tr><td>&lt;img src=\"http://not/exist\" " +
"onerror=alert('Attack!')&gt;</td>" +
"<td>Injection using onerror attribute.</td></tr>");
out.println("
</table>");
out.println("
<br>");
out.println("
</form>");
out.println(" </body>");
out.println("</html>");
} finally {
out.close();
}
}
}
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A.9

DOM Based Cross Site scripting using document.URL

<HTML>
<title>DOM Based Cross-Site Scripting</title>
<h3>DOM Based Cross-Site Scripting using document.URL</h3>
Hello
<SCRIPT>
var pos=document.URL.indexOf("name=")+5;
document.write(document.URL.substring(pos,document.URL.length));
</SCRIPT>
<BR>
Call this page from Internet Explorer with these parameter to inject some javascript<br>
<a href="domxss-documentUrl.html#name=&lt;script type='text/javascript\'&gt;
alert('Attack!');&lt;/script&gt;">
domxss-documentUrl.html#name=&lt;script type='text/javascript\'&gt;
alert('Attack!');&lt;/script&gt;</a>
</HTML>
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A.10 Cross-site request forgery (CSRF)
A.10.1

Servlet accepting HTTP GET and POST requests

package org.rhul.javacard.web;
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.IOException;
java.io.PrintWriter;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;

/**
* This servlet accepts HTTP GET and POST requests to update a balance.
* Such requests can be forged and hidden from the user as seen in
* hidden-get.html and hidden-post.html.
*/
public class CSRF extends HttpServlet {
private int balance = 100;
/*
* Implement both get and post to view techniques of hiding forged get and post requests
*/
@Override
protected void doPost(HttpServletRequest request,
HttpServletResponse response) throws IOException {
doGet(request, response);
}
@Override
public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request,
HttpServletResponse response) throws IOException {
if ("withdraw".equals(request.getParameter("oper"))) {
// Withdraw money
synchronized (this) {
balance -= Integer.valueOf(request.getParameter("amount"));
}
}
// output the current values
response.setContentType("text/html");
final PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
try {
out.println("<html>");
out.println(" <body>");
out.println("
<h3>Cross Site Request Forgery simulation</h3>");
// form to withdraw money using HTTP POST request
out.println("
<form method='post' action='csrf'>");
out.println("
out.println("

Current Balance is " + balance + ". ");
<input type='submit' name='oper' value='Refresh Balance'><br><br>");

out.println("
out.println("

Amount to withdraw: <input type=\"text\" name=\"amount\"></input> ");
<input type='submit' name='oper' value='withdraw'><br><br>");

out.println("

</form>");

out.println("
out.println("
"

<br><br>");
The following link will also withdraw money using an HTTP GET request: " +
<a href=\"csrf?oper=withdraw&amount=1\">csrf?oper=withdraw&amount=1</a><br><br> ");

out.println("
"
"

After the authenticated user is directed to the " +
<a href=\"../csrf/hidden-get.html\">hidden-get.html</a> page, " +
which does not look suspicious, go back and refresh balance!<br>");
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out.println("
"
"

After the authenticated user is directed to the " +
<a href=\"../csrf/hidden-post.html\">hidden-post.html</a> page, " +
which does not look suspicious, go back and refresh balance!<br>");

out.println(" </body>");
out.println("</html>");
} finally {
out.close();
}
}
}

A.10.2

HTML page with hidden HTTP GET requests

<html>
<body>
<!-- Regular page content -->
Hello. This is a simple page!
<!-- Forge a POST request, with an embedded resource e.g. image as the malicious payload -->
<!-- Browser will issue a GET request to get the image content -->
<img height="0" width="0" src="../web/csrf?oper=withdraw&amount=10" />
</body>
</html>

A.10.3

HTML page with hidden HTTP POST requests

<html>
<body>
<!-- Regular page content -->
Hello. This is a simple page!
<!-- a hidden iframe to hide response of form post request -->
<iframe style="width: 0px; height: 0px; visibility: hidden" name="hidden"></iframe>
<!-- form that consists of hidden fields, targeted in the iframe above -->
<form name="csrf" method='post' action='../web/csrf' target="hidden">
<input type="hidden" name="oper" value="withdraw" />
<input type="hidden" name="amount" value="10" />
</form>
<!-- Use JavaScript to submit a form -->
<script>document.csrf.submit();</script>
</body>
</html>
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A.11 Cross-site request forgery (CSRF) with Synchronizer Token mitigation
package org.rhul.javacard.web;
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.IOException;
java.io.PrintWriter;
javacard.security.RandomData;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;

/**
* This servlet accepts HTTP GET and POST requests to update a balance.
* Such requests can be forged and hidden from the user as seen in
* hidden-get.html and hidden-post.html.
* The Synchronizer Token implemented mitigates this attack
*/
public class CSRFWithSynchronizerToken extends HttpServlet {
// The CSRF Token name
private static final String CSRF_TOKEN = "CSRFToken";
// Utility method to generate a random token
private static String generateRandomToken() {
byte[] buffer = new byte[20];
RandomData rand = RandomData.getInstance(RandomData.ALG_PSEUDO_RANDOM);
rand.generateData(buffer, (short) 0, (short) buffer.length);
return buffer.toString();
}
private int balance = 100;
/*
* Implement both get and post to view techniques of hiding forged get and post requests
*/
@Override
protected void doGet(HttpServletRequest request,
HttpServletResponse response) throws IOException {
//for the first time a GET is called, set a random CSRF token in the HTTP session
//This can be done during authentication and kept for the whole duration of the session.
if (!"withdraw".equals(request.getParameter("oper"))) {
request.getSession().getServletContext().setAttribute(CSRF_TOKEN, generateRandomToken());
}
doPost(request, response);
}
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@Override
public void doPost(HttpServletRequest request,
HttpServletResponse response) throws IOException {
if ("withdraw".equals(request.getParameter("oper"))) {
//If token parameter in form is not equal to token stored in session, CSRF detected
if (request.getSession().getServletContext().getAttribute(CSRF_TOKEN) == null ||
request.getParameter(CSRF_TOKEN) == null ||
!request.getSession().getServletContext().getAttribute(CSRF_TOKEN)
.equals(request.getParameter(CSRF_TOKEN))) {
final PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
try {
out.println("<html>");
out.println(" <body>");
out.println("
<h3>Cross Site Request Forgery attack detected!</h3>");
out.println(" </body>");
out.println("</html>");
} finally {
out.close();
}
return;
} else {
//we create a new random token for the next request, and store it in the HTTP Session
//This will make it a bit more difficult for attacker & protects against duplicate form submission

request.getSession().getServletContext().setAttribute(CSRF_TOKEN,
generateRandomToken());

}
//Withdraw money
synchronized (this) {
balance -= Integer.valueOf(request.getParameter("amount"));
}
}
//output the current values
response.setContentType("text/html");
final PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
try {
out.println("<html>");
out.println(" <body>");
out.println("
<h3>Cross Site Request Forgery simulation with Synchronizer Token </h3>");
//form to withdraw money using HTTP POST request
out.println("
<form method='post' action='csrfwithtoken'>");
out.println("
out.println("
out.println("
out.println("

Current Balance is " + balance + ". ");
<input type='submit' name='oper' value='Refresh Balance'><br><br>");
Amount to withdraw: <input type=\"text\" name=\"amount\"></input> ");
<input type='submit' name='oper' value='withdraw'><br><br>");

//Hidden field with the CSRF token value
out.println("
<input type='hidden' name='CSRFToken' value='" +
request.getSession().getServletContext().getAttribute(CSRF_TOKEN) + "'>");
out.println("
</form>");
out.println("
After the authenticated user is directed to the "
+ " <a href=\"../csrf/hidden-getwithtoken.html\">hidden-getwithtoken.html</a> "
+ " unsuspicious page, go back and refresh balance. Should be unchanged.<br>");
out.println("
After the authenticated user is directed to the "
+ " <a href=\"../csrf/hidden-postwithtoken.html\">hidden-postwithtoken.html</a>"
+ " unsuspicious page, go back and refresh balance. Should be unchanged.<br>");
out.println(" </body>");
out.println("</html>");
} finally {
out.close();
}
}
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A.12 Insecure Direct Object Reference
A.12.1

HTML including hyperlink, generated after guest authentication

<html>
<head>
<title>Insecure Direct Object Reference </title>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8">
</head>
<body>
<h3>Insecure Direct Object Reference Simulation </h3>
Please follow this <a href="../web/idor?level=low">link</a> to view the
list of resources you have access to.
</body>
</html>

A.12.2

Servlet vulnerable to Insecure Direct Object Reference

package org.rhul.javacard.web;
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.IOException;
java.io.PrintWriter;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;

/**
* This servlet accepts a parameter and does not perform any authorization checks
* before exposing the data => Insecure Direct Object Reference vulnerability.
*/
public class InsecureDirectObjectReference extends HttpServlet {
@Override
public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request,
HttpServletResponse response) throws IOException {
response.setContentType("text/html");
final PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
try {
out.println("<html>");
out.println(" <body>");
out.println("
<h3>Insecure Direct Object Reference simulation</h3>");
out.println("
<b>Resources which you are allowed to access:</b><br>");
// Here we should not rely just on the parameter and assume URL was generated
// legitimately, but check if the subject is authorized to access the objects
// at different security levels (labels).
if ("low".equals(request.getParameter("level"))) {
out.println("
Daily News<br>");
out.println("
Company public reports<br>");
out.println("
<br><br>");
out.println("
Manually update the level parameter from 'low' to 'high' in the URL " +
"and you will get access to secret information!<br>");
} else if ("high".equals(request.getParameter("level"))) {
out.println("
Marketing strategy<br>");
out.println("
Customer private details<br>");
}
out.println(" </body>");
out.println("</html>");
} finally {
out.close();
}
}
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Appendix. B

CD Contents

The Compact Disk supplied w ith the document contains the source-code
of the simulations prov ided in project. The Netbeans 7.0.1 ‛Jav a Card Web
Project’ can be found in the ‛source’ sub-directory. If the project is loaded
in Netbeans, it can be executed using the Jav a Card Simulator by
pressing the ‛Run Main Project’ button or menu option.
The ‛executable’ sub-directory contains a Jetty Web Serv er (w ith default
configuration parameters) hosting the w eb application w ith all the
simulations. To start the w eb serv er, set the JAVA_HOME env ironment
v ariable pointing to the Jav a installation directory, and execute run.bat
(for Window s platforms) or run.sh (for Unix based platforms). The simulations
can

then

be

accessed

using

a

brow ser

through

the

URL:

http://localhost:8080/jav acard/ w hich w ill present a list of links to each
simulation.
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